




or a developer, revealing a game to the press for 
f the first time is often nerve-wracking. Years of 

private effort come together in one moment of 
revelation. And, for the first games of the new generation 
of hardware, there's extra pressure: these games, quite 
reasonably, are expected to be the best games ever seen. 
That's what we look for from a generational leap. And so, 
for their developers, there is an extra layer of stress. 

And that's only the beginning. There's the stress of 
getting to grips with new, uncharted technology, the stress 
of working with unoptimised tools, the stress of new dev 
kits not working with old code And that's before you get to 
worry that your competitors may have already leapfrogged 
your vision of the future; that the goalposts have been 
moved before they've even been made public. All of which, 
of course, is on top of the usual stresses of the always 
elaborate and often exhausting process of game making. In 
the weeks before E3, this pressure increases exponentially. 

Yet sit down with the people behind these games and 
you can get a totally different impression. Heavenly Sword's 
Tameem Antoniades is fuelled by convidion and confidence 
in what his team can produce. David Nadal and Nour 
Polloni, leading the team behind Alone In The Dark: Near 
Death Investigation, are invigorated by the opportunity to 
revolutionise the genre the series originally created. Josh 
Resnick, overseeing Pandemic's follow-up to Mercenaries, 
relishes the chance to live out childhood dreams of 
pyrotechnic excess. What is developing for P$3 really like? 
'Exciting' seems to be the word they'd most likely agree on 

Nor is it only PS3 developers who are energised by new 
technology. Ubisoft's Paris studio, challenged by Nintendo's 
Revolution to think game design first and technology 
second, has created a new fusion of sword- and gunplay in 
Red Steel. And Jeff M inter, in his new regular column, 
explains how Xbox 360's live Arcade means the best of 
gaming's heritage can become a cornerstone of its 
future. Exciting? Read on, and see for yourself. 
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As this con<ept model shows. it'' 
as hard to predict the physical forrr 

of next year's phones as it is to b< 
confident that they' ll truly becom< 
established as a gaming platforrr 
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Mobile gaming on the move 
I 

There's entertainment, innovation, money, and variety in mobile 
games- and all at a bargain price. So why doesn't it feel like it? 

obile gaming has arrived- sort of. With 
S2 bill ion worth of mobile games sold 
last year, and Screen Digest predicting 

that by 2010, worldwide revenues from 
downloaded mobile games will reach $7bn, the 
question is no longer whether anyone will pay to 
play games on the nascent platform. Rather, it's 
who will? Conventional garners, after all, have 
traditionally shunned mobile, put off by terrible 
early experiences or the obtuseness of actually 
buying a game. Instead, the platform has created 
a new constituency. 

"The casual mobile gamer is perhaps less 
visible, but that segment of the market is growing 
rapidly and numbers are surprisingly large," says 
Simon Protheroe, new media and IT director at 
Eidos. "In London, the average Underground 
carriage always has a couple of people playing 
mobile games." Nevertheless, 'casual' should not 
be confused with 'mass market'. Surveys repeatedly 
show games are down loaded by fewer than five 
per cent of phone owners in the west in any 
month: less than 1 0 per cent have downloaded 
one at all. Even in Korea, perhaps the most 
advanced mobile games market, monthly 
download rates are below eight per cent. 
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Even worse, Robert Tercek, the founder of GDC 

Mobile, warned at last month's gathering in San 
Jose that research suggests many who download 
games don't do so again. Growth curves - the 
trajectory of which so recently had a Dave Mirra
defying steepness to them -are flattening. 
Suddenly mobile gaming looks less like a growing 
new pastime and more like accidental by-product 
of new phone owners exploring their options. 

This early prototype screenshot illustrate Nokia's plans for its N·Gage platform. Not due 
until 2007, this virtual service will offer many features familiar from the 360's on line 
environment, but Nokia insists it has been inspired purely by the needs of mobile gamers 

With handsets and games rapidly tmproving 
and the money put into making and marketing 

As Robert Tercek (above) has pointed out, despite the mobile 
platform's easy billing. it doesn't encourage anyone to buy games 

mobile entertainment still increasing, that's 
probably too negative a view. From simple gems 
like Glu's Skipping Stone and Digital Chocolate's 
Tower 8/oxx to high-end handheld-like fare such as 
Square Enix's camera-based Final Fantasy VII: Before 
Crisis and EA's Need for Speed Most Wanted, the 
games are there, if you can find them. "Over the 
past two years, countless projects kicked off w ith 
an expensive venture capital-subsidised licence and 
over 50 per cent of the cevelopment budget 
allocated to handset porting on the back-end, 
rather than actual game development," explains 
Thor Gunnarsson of mobile developer 
ldeaworks3D. "The impact on game quality under 
these circumstances is predictable." 

But anyone now looking for a transformative 
moment for mobile games missed it. In August last 
year, Electronic Arts bought the NASOAQ-Iisted 
mobile games publisher Jamdat for $684 mill ion-

9 



SKIPPING STONE 
Developer: GamEvil 
Publ isher: 1-play 

Winner of Best Game Made For 
Mobile at GSM in February, 
Skipping Stone brought the 
self-explanatory 'one-thumb 
gaming' concept to Europe. 
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ANCIENT EMPIRES 11 
Developer: Glu 
Publisher: Glu 

Anyone thinking Advance Wars 
cut down to size has essentially 
got the measure of Ancient 
Empires 11. Turn-based strategy 
combat is backed by bright 
graphics and a compelling 'hot 
seat' multi player mode. 

REAL FOOTBALL 2006 
Developer: Gameloft 
Publisher: Gameloft 

On a high-end handset, Real 
Football 2006 competes with 
football offerings on the OS, 
PSP and GBA. Only sometimes 
torturous control via the 
keypad - often the Achilles' 
heel of phones- lets it down. 
For more straightforward fare, 
try Playman World Soccer. 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG PART 1 
Developer: iFone 
Publisher: iFone 

On sufficiently mighty phones 
this is, in spirit at least, a near
perfect conversion of the Mega 
Drive's Sonic The Hedgehog. 
Again, only controlling the 
manic mammal on a typical 
handset presents an 
impediment to enjoyable 
gaming. Unusually on mobile, 
even the music's good. 

f1ve times EA's previous biggest deal. Jamdat 
accounted for 30 per cent of all mobile game 
revenues m the US and Europe. With Jamdat's 
casual titles (not least the perennial Tetris) ~ll ied to 
EA's existing brands, the new EA Mobile looks 
unstoppable, especially with head man Mitch 
Lasky doubling what Jamdat spent on games R&O 
last year. putting more money into game 
development than Jamdat earned as an 
independent in 2005. Lasky provocatively warned 
in a GOC keynote that it's already too late for 
anyone but Gameloft to catch EA/Jamdat. 

More important for gamers w ill be whether EA's 
strength can knock the sector into shape. In 
part1cular. Lasky has the pockets to talk back to the 
operators, and to call for better support for games 
on their portals. At GOC he illustrated his point by 
showing how in the past three years mobile games 
have been transformed from 20 to 30, yet 
operator's porta ls still look like two-line entries in 
the classified ads. 

But the dominant force in phone gaming 
may not be a developer or publisher, but a platform 
holder. Nokia is another giant looking to shake 
things up, in its case with the next evolution of 
N-Gage. Anyone who scoffed at the original clunky 
N-Gage - and its terrible hold-to-the-head 
ergonomics - or even those underwhelmed by the 
superior N-Gage QD follow-up, might think a 
dodo-style fate more deserved. But that would miss 
the point - someth1ng Nokia can't be accused of. 
Real ising N-Gage consumers appreciated the 

EA Mobile's M itch Lasky (top) believes games are too hard to buy 
Nokia's Simon Etchells (above) sees the new N·Gage as an answer 
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format-holder approach 1t brought to mobile 
games. out also that mob le buye-s wants choiCe 
and d1vers1ty when se ectmg a handset, Nokia 1S 
abandon1ng the ded1cated games dev1ce approacn 
1t p1oneered with N·Gage. For long after the press 
moved on, N-Gage's uninspinng launch library of 
t1tles was boosted by the l1kes of excellent 
multlplayer strategy game Pathway To Glory, and 
by Nok a's N·Gage A'ena The latter, a mult1player 
match ng and commun1ty service, 1s perhaps the 
most successful mcarnat1on of connected phone 
gam1ng yet to appear m the west, and Nokia has 
learned the lesson 

"As we moved forward, the des1re for 
connectiVIty became clear,· explains Simon 
Etchells, Nokia's head of mar<eMg for games. 
In tandem with Nok1a's 'made for mobile' focus, 
N-Gage appealed to consumers otherwise 
confused by the opaqueness and incons,stency of 
the rest of the mob1le market Etchelis bel eves 
mob1le gam,ng has suffered 'rom a lot of line 
problems added up. "People do play mob1le 
games, pre-mstalled and embedded on the1r 
phones." he points out. "But outside of the 
N·Gage the market is still1n 1ts 1nfancy, and 
down loaded games have not de ivered the 
expenence peop e thought they would • 
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Integration with the N-Gage Arena 1s enhanced. 
and now-familiar features such as a un1que gamer 
idenuty and an inter-utle sconngtra11king system 
w1ll also be mcluded. 

One quest1on 1s whether operators will cons1der 
the new N-Gage as a rival to their portals, and so 
bar 1t from be,ng pre-installed. Etchells dism1sses 
this, argu,ng 1t will help operators drive up data 
traff,c and mcrease the average revenue per phone 
owner "We will be work1ng with operators to 
mtegrate N-Gage into the1r offerings" he says. 
"There may be push back from one or two, but 
overall we're gettmg positive v1bes." 

Operators' portals currently prov,de 
mob, le games puolishers w1th the bulk of their 
sales, but few applaud them Publishers complain 
that operators are making little effort to promote 
games - as Tercek has noted, in mobile the best 
billing mechanisrr~ m ex1stence for impulse 
purchases is all ed to the world's worst platform for 
merchandising. Cons,denng how cheap 
downloadable games are- £3 to £5- 1t seems 
astonishingly difficult to get consumers to try them, 
perhaps because most are offered games via 
portals that give a bare m.n1mum of informat on. 

Worse, even as tne costs of developing mob, le 
games nse w1th 3D and, n 

"People do play mobile games, but outside of 
the N-Gage the market is still in its infancy, and 

downloaded games have not delivered the 
experience people thought they would" 

Europe at least, prices-per
download fall, mobile operators 
are said to be 1ntent on dock1ng 
publishers a h1gher share o' 
revenue, or on charging for 

Due 10 2007, the next-gen N-Gage platform 1s 
v1rtual: a software portal and management system 
accessed via the usual menus on Nokia's N-series 
smartphones The easy re'erence pomt 1s that ·twill 
constitute the 360's online environment on your 
mob1le, and there's some JUSt,ce to that descno\lon. 
The aim 1s to provide what Etchells calls an "end· 
to-end expenence" that makes mob1le gammg 
hassle-"ree. Graphics-heayy and dedicated to 
gam ng, the N-Gage platform should make 1t easy 
to browse games to buy. diseover and downlcaa 
demos and tnals, share scores will> fnends, and 
manage the games you've already bought. 

p acement on the1r porta s 
Perhaps EA Mobile's Lasky alone 1s suffiCiently 
strong to warn that: "Carners w1ll not grow the1r 
business by squeezing publishers - they will 
strangle the business." 

But Lasky po1nts the f1nger at riva publishers 
too, argu,ng there are far too many mobile games 
and "most of them suck", and suggest ng 
operators implement a football league-style system 
to bnng only the best games to the general 
shopper's attention. it's certa1n1y true that mobile 
gam1ng makes convenuonal games look I ke a 
hotbed of exper mentat1on and r sk-takmg Tews 
has topped ELSPA's month y mob de down load chart 
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These prototype screens for the next·generation N·Gage platform 
show how Nokia aims to overcome the problems of existing 
mobile game retail offerings. by offering reviews and free demos. 
which an be rated by players and shared with their friends 
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Mergers, acquisitions, VC money and even ennui has 
transformed the main mobile players in the past 18 months 

USED TO BE 

• IOMO 
Macrospace 
Sorrent 
Digital Bridges 

• Kayak/Synergenix 
Jamdat 

AND THEN 

was acquired 
was acquired 
changed name to 
changed name to 
merger and name change to 
was acquired 

IS NOW 

lnfospace 
Sorrent 
Glu 
l·play 
Blaze 
EA 

ifone 
Mforma 

merger 
changed name 

ifone/Giu 
Hands-on Mobilea 
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THOR GUNNARSSON 
VP. business development, ldeaworks30 

Why don't dedicated gamers play 
mobile games? 
Firstly, outside Japan and Korea, awareness 
of mobile games is relatively low. Second, 
developers and publishers need to strike a 
careful balance between re-treads of Sbot
era games with something that looks and 
plays like a modern game. The experience 
must be fresh and tailored to the medium. 

How will things change1 
The increasing popularity of natove gamong 
platforms such as BREW and Symbian will 
drive a radical improvement in game 
quality. Consequently, we will see much 
heavier involvement from established 
developers and publishers. 

Are off-portal sales or Nokla's 
reworking of N-Gage a v iable 
alternative to operators' portals? 
If Nokia is successful in delivering the 
simplicity and user experience of iTunes
style synching from the desktop to the 
phone, it cou Id become a very compel I ing 
consumer channel. 

What are you doing to Improve 
matters1 
Our current collaboration with Square-Enix 
promoses to bring a level of quality and 
attention to innovative gameplay that we 
feel wiU convince gamers to take a closer 
look at mobi le. 

Will mobile gaming always be a 
separate market1 
The boundaries will become very blurred 
over the next two years. At the point we 
start playing games on phones that match 
the PSP's graphics, while making phone calls 
from next gen PSPs and Nintendo DSs, can 
we still draw a line between the markets? 

Recommends: 
Final Fantasy VII: Before Crisis (Square-En ox), 
Need for Speed Most Wanted (EA), The Sims 
:Z Mobile (EA) 
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SIMON PROTHEROE 
New media and IT director. Eidos 

Why don' t dedicated gamers play 
mobile games? 
Until recently mobile games haven't held 
great appeal for these players, although 
that's changing. 

How? 
We are seeing devices emerge with 
hardware 3D acceleration, and input 
mechanics better suited to game control. 
As ever, game developers will squeeze 
every last drop of performance to create 
ever more compelling content. The 
business model is also evolving, with 
new routes to market. 

Are there viable alternatives to 
mobile operators1 
it's quite a way off, but yes, we bel ieve 
direct to consumer models will emerge 
that make sense. In some territories, 
Spain for example, t h is is already a viable 
model. In the UK, it'll be interesting to see 
how the traditional operator portal w ill 
change to reflect t he arrival of i-mode and 
similar initiatives. 

What are you doing to improve 
matters? 
Eidos is bringing our core brands to the 
mobi le market in paral lel w ith releases on 
console and PC platforms. The releases of 
Championship Manager 2006 and Tomb 
Raider: Legend are probably the first time 
that's been visible to consumers, but it 'll 
get stronger. 

Will mobile remain a separate marken 
The more casual market will remain 
relatively independent - although 
connected, community-based games will be 
key to future growth. On the console side, 
we'll see more convergence, particularly as 
next gen consoles feature connected 
gameplay more prominently. I dream of an 
on line Championship Manager where 
players interact using whatever device is 
most suitable at that moment. 

Recommends: 
The Need For Speed series (EA). the 
upcoming 3D version of Tomb Raider: 
Legend (Eidos) 

PAUL MUNFORD 
Business development di rector, Player X, 
and publisher of Monty's Gaming And 
W ireless Outlook 

Why don' t dedicated gamers play 
mobile ge~mes? 

rQ 

Last year, operators spent all their money 
acquiring games content instead of 
marketing it. That's why only five per cent 
of mobile phone owners download games 
they don't know it's possible. 

What will change things? 
30 is making an impact. with games 
approaching PSP quality, especially on 
the V Cast channel on Verizon in the 
US Also, multi player is increasingly 
important to publ ishers, and is the future 
of mobile gamong. 

Is off-portal a viable alternative? 
Off-portal is the way forward as direct-to
consumer models evolve. Proper marketing, 
such as including short code numbers on 
retail boxes and in movies and TV shows is a 
natural evolution. Expect the Jamsters of 
today to be replicated everywhere. 

What else Is changing? 
Publishers paying operators for deck 
placement is becoming more prevalent- t he 
days where publishers could get their games 
published because t hey schmoozed thei r 
mates are over. Whether this will be 
profitable remains to be seen, but 
everybody's revenues will go up. 

Will mobile ge~ming always be a 
sepe~rate me~rket? 

Defonitely. Mobile games cost about a 
fiver to download and will probably 
become cheaper as subscroption models 
gain ground. But mobile games could be 
a very good marketing tool for more 
expensive console ones. 

Recommends: 
Diner Dash (Giu), Ratchet & Clank (Sony), 
Skipping Stone (Giu). 

MATT SPALL 
CEO, Morpheme 

Why don' t dedice~ted garners play 
mobile games? 
Maybe for a number of reasons. You can't 
even approximate the kind of experience 
you can get on a current console or 
handheld platform- if you approach a 
mobile phone expecting it to gove you 
something like Shadow Of The Colossus or 
Black. you're kidding yourself. Where a 
phone can approximate that kind of 
gameplay {something like the N-series 
devices from Nokia) the control mechanism 
still sucks and the screen is too small. Also. 
the underlying system in most phones 
dedicated to games is still very much given 
a back seat. 

What is changing? 
Publishers are looking more closely at the 
aud ience that can be sold to on mobi le. Sure 
t here's an amount of crossover between 
mainstream console gaming and mobile, but 
everyone has a mobi le phone and not 
everyone has a console. 

Are off-portal sales viable? 
1 th ink t here w ill be off-portal sales (see 
Jamba's success in Germany), but realistically 
I can't see anyone wrestling the pr imary 
point of sale away from the operator. 
There's a level of trust that exists between 
t he operator and its customer that it's 
unlikely a third party will replicate. 

What are you doing to improve 
matters? 
We've launched a casual gaming portal 
at www.offthewrist.com where we're 
going to release free online and 'try before 
you buy' downloadable games; it's a lot 
easier to download or play a game online 
for free than to take a risk on a mobile 
game, where your only real indicator is a 
title, a screenshot and sometimes a few 
lines of text. 

Will mobile always be separate from 
console gaming? 
Yes, there'll always be a gap between the 
two, primarily because of the different types 
of market. 

Recommends: 
Bejewelled (Jamdat), Slyder (1-play), Pub 
Pool (lnfospace), FIFA Soccer (EA). 
Monopoly(ifone). Who Wants To Be A 
Millionaire? (Giu). 



for a year, and elsewhere movie and proven game 
licences predominate, as publishers stnve to grab 
the attention of consumers in a market where a 
name is often all a would-be purchaser has to 
guide the'Tl. For all the bull ishness that made 2005 
a year of multi-million-dollar mergers and 
acquisit ions among mobile games outfits, in terms 
of software it was, as Tercek noted at GDC Mobile, 
the year of safe bets. 

Even when you decide to buy a partiCular 
game, disappointment can still arise due to the 
industry's evergreen problem- fragmentation. 
There are hundreds of phones, with innumerable 
combinations of processing power, screen 
specifications and control methods- and therefore 
a huge variat ion in how games perform. 

A high-end phone like Sony Ericsson's W550i 
Walkman phone, with its excellent landscape 
gaming mode, needs games to be created or at 
least parted with its layout in mind, while at the 
other end of the scale, owners of cheaper phones 
soon discover the 30 sports game they saw on a 
friend's brand new device may look and even play 
completely differently on their own. lt all makes 
mobile an even more onerous market to tackle: EA 
expects to release an incredible 58,000 mobile 
SKUs during 2006. 

The situation is getting better- J2ME and 
BREW have eased the difficulties for developers 
and the hope is that emerging giants like EA 
Mobile and Gameloft can agree some standards. 
" Over the next 12 months, we expect to see 
concrete results from standards efforts, such as 
Khronos' OpenKODE initiative for native gaming." 

adds Gunnarsson. "By delivering a cross-platform 
API for code portabil ity, OpenKODE will reduce 
handset and platform fragmentation." 

But fragmentation will never tota lly disappear 
in a market where better hardware arrives every 
week - imagine a console format war every month. 
Going forward, mobile gaming 1S very likely to take 
a step back for every two steps forward. Each 
move that brings some benefit - i-mode, for 
instance. finally launched last year in the UK by 02, 
or the spread of 3G - means more education for 
weary consumers, not to mention overcoming the 
suspicion generated by the recent subscription 

Movie and proven game licences predominate, 
as publishers strive to grab the attention of 

consumers in a market where a name is often 
all a would-be purchaser has to guide them 

controversy; which saw purchasers who understood 
they were buying a single download unwittingly 
signed up to weekly billing. 

Yet mobile games also offer the promise of 
what many complain is missing from the 
mainstream - cheap games, passionate start-ups, 
and, in the best cases. back-to-basics gameplay. 
And then there's the strongest argument for the 
format - that everyone has a phone with them, at 
all times. The idea of an always-connected. always
in-your-pocket gaming platform remains as potent 
as ever, but no matter how many strides forward 
the mobile mdustry takes, there always seems~ 
to be more ground for it to cover. ~ 

START ~ 

In the thln:l such tum events 
recent mondls, EA has paid a totlll of million 
to its software engineen following a class-action 
lawsuit over unpaid overtime. The terms of the 
settlement which affects programmers employed 
between February 14 2001 and February 14 2006, 
require many of the entry-level programmers to be 
reclassified as hourly workers, becoming eligible 
for overtime pay. A similar suit filed by graphic 
artists last October netted them 515.6 million, and 
major deadlines for EA projects were consequently 
moved from Mondays to Fridays to encourage a 
standard five-day working week. 

Finally providing a dedicated space to thrash out 
years of urban legend, lore and speculation on who 
did what first, Carnegie Me lion University's 
Entertainment Technology Center has established the 
Game Innovation Database to settle the score. 

Broken down into game mechanics, software and 
computational innovations, interface, general 
aesthetics, story, genre and business development, 
each innovation gets its own page to chart its first 
use and the influence it's had on the industry. 

Just two months into its life it already covers an 
impressive range of topics and games: the Konami 
Code, bullet time, survival horror, downloadable 
content. There's still room for growth, though, and a 
few nigg ling details we're itching to set straight, but 
thankfully, as a wiki, it's entirely open to the gaming 
community at large to add or modify entries. So the 
next time you're about to come to blows over which 
fighting game had the first customisable character 
wardrobe, or offered six degrees of freedom in a 
tactical strategy game, you'll know where to turn. 

l1le Game Innovation OatabaH 
j 

hnp:J'-w.gamelnnovlltion.org 
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. INTERVIEW I 

A roaring trade 
Peter M oore talks us through M icrosoft's 
decision to add Lionhead to its pride 

hat are the specifics of the deal? 
Loon head is goong to become a part of 
Mocrosoft Game Studios as a wholly owned 

firstparty developer. We absolutely couldn't be 
more excited to have Peter Molyneux and hos very 
talented staff there in Guoldford as part of our 
team, and the acquosotion of the intellectual 
property that comes along with that, games such 
as Fable, Black & White and The MoVIes, for 
example Thos wol be somethong we'll be able to 
elaborate further on at E3, but we're obVlously 
delighted that we're able to add loonhead to Rare 
up in Twycross and a lOt o' the work we've been 
doong with Bozarre Creations in Liverpool and of 
course Real Tome Worlds up on Dundee. So we're 
becoming the Bntish Empire [laughs]. 

Are you going to leave any developers in the 
UK for anyone else to buy? 
I don't know who else is there! Anyway, we don't 
have that much money here at Microsoft so ot'd 
have to be a really good dea . 

it's been said that one of the reasons 
Molyneux left Bullfrog was that he felt that 
he was being squeezed creatively by EA. 
How is it going to be different with Lion head 
and Microsoft? 
One of the thongs we take pride in os, when we do 
acquire a company - and we talked about Rare but 
we can also talk about Bungie- we recognose that 
whole we can come on and provide the fonancial 
resources and a secure corporate environment, so 
peep e don't have to worry about making the rent 
next month or hottong payroll. we also stand back 
and allow them to be creatiVe. ot's no good us 

comong on and fomng, for example, molestones that 
don't work, that don't allow creatovity. As a 
firstparty, there's less pressure. I'm not sayong by 
any stretch of the imagination that EA works this 
way, but the pressure on hotting deadlines for 
multiple-platform games is higher of you're coming 
on as a thirdparty publisher. If you really look at 
what we neeo to do as a forstparty- to develop 
great games and manage a portfolio and not be 
pressured by hittong the next quarter- you can see 
how we're focused dofferently. The team at 
lionhead are going to be expected to deliver, but 
we have to give them enough oxygen to be 
creative and work with them to support them, not 
work with them to suppress them. 

Does this mean that Lion head is going to 
become console-only? 
lt will be one console, obviously, but also PC One 
of the great attractions for us os that Peter cut hos 
teeth on the PC and stll does tremendous work for 
1t We see ourselves very much as a two-platform 
company, and looking onto the future, taking other 
platforms - mobile phones, thongs of that nature -
onto account, what we do see os Peter being a great 
support to the MICrosoft games platform, whether 
that's a console or games for Wondows. And he's so 
exCited about what we've shown so far on V1sta, 
and the power that brings, and the ability to work 
w1th OirectX 10, and so on. 

There is evidence to suggest that developers 
are better placed to get more from a platform 
if they' re wholly dedicated to it, so why not 
get Lion head to drop Windows and focus 
instead on Xbox 360? 

Black & Whitf's second installment (left) demonstrated how much resonance lionhead's back catalogue sti ll has. and Fable (right) broke 
sales records in the US and Europe, a rare accomplishment for original lP. Microsoft wi ll be banking on similar achievements in the future 



[laughs) C 'early you're talk•ng to M•crosoft here 
and saymg: "Drop the PC • -and I'm not sure we 
can have that conversat•on. No, one of the th tngs 
you'll see at E3 is a real commitment to Vista tn 
betng able to reinvigorate the PC world. We're all 
excited about consoles, but there are specif•c thtngs 
you can do witn PCs. and there are still te'1s of 
millions of people who love to play games wtth a 
keyboard and mouse. Really, it's not only about 
what we're going to be do•ng on those two 
separate plarlorms bt..t, perhaps most •mportantly, 
the plans we have to allow those platforms to 
collaborate with each other, to be able to grow the 
installed base of garners and broaden the 
demograph•c There ts a bunch of people who are 
very, very happy naVJga\lng th1ngs wtth a PC 
keyboard and mouse, who are a little nttmtdated 
by a videogame controller nowadays, and it's our 
goal to maybe bndge the gap between the two. 
And can't think of a better guy to help us do 1t 
than Peter Molyneux 

If you look at Lion head's recent output, sales 
of The Movies have been disappointing. Will 
you be encouraging the team to continue to 
make more experimental games like that, or 
will t here be an awareness of t he need for 
more 'gamey' games? 
I th tnk that you can' t suppress Peter's real desire 
he's a really deep thtnker who simply isn't going to 
take a cook1e-cuner approach to makmg games. 
Th1s is the guy who pretty much mvented the god 
game genre. I always say that the role of the 
ftrstparty is to push the edges and do thmgs that 
are a little dangerous- so. do we need them to be 
mass•ve commerc•a successes? Well, you'd like 
them to be, but do you need to attract people to 
your platform wtth game experiences that they 
can't get anywhere else? Absplutely. I don't need 
a developer who can churn out another action
adventure game, I don t need a deve oper that can 
churn out another dnving game - I mean, I've got 

Projecr Gorham and Forza as ,p that have been 
successful for us - so from tnat point of v ew what 
I do need is somebody that can really, really make 
me feel uncomfortable when he sits down and 
says: "Here's my idea" And believe me I've sat in 
enough meeungs and gone to dinner enovgh wtth 
Molyneux where he's had those wacky tdeas. and I 
love him for 11. These are the people who 'flake a 
difference in our mdustry- look at Miyamoto or 
Will Wright. For.unately for both of those guys 
they've ult•mately had commercia successes. bu: 
more Importantly they change the way we thmk 
about games. And games have to evolve 

"We're all excited about consoles, but 
there are specific things you can do with 
PCs, and there are still tens of millions 
who love to play games with a keyboard" 

How much will you be encouraging lionhead 
to explore online functionality with its Xbox 
360 projects? 
Very much. Peter has some great ideas for how we 
can utohse online. so there'll be encouragement, 
but one of the th1ngs that's important IS we're not 
go•ng to try and force-f1t onlme elements 1nto 
games and genres just for the sake of 11. But I thmk 
yoJ'II see that Peter, like every other developer in 
the world now, rea'ises that onhne has to be an 
important part of the game experience- whether 
t's just by simply creaMg a community, or having 
the abi lity to play in tournaments, or by bu1lding 1n 
multiplayer mechanics. 

And t hen he'll have to deal with his own horse 
armour dilemmas ... 
Oh, yeah [laughs]. Well. you know what. at the rate 
that Obltvion has been selling, I'm not sure how big 
a problem that is. But that game has been on f•re, 
all around tne world, and I take those 
problems any time. 

The Movies, for PC only, was high 
on innovation. but shorter on sales 
than lu>nhe~d hoped. Could more 
closely integrated support from 
Mocrosoft have changed ots fortunes? 

Having grown to represent a film festival, studio 
and DVD label since inception in 1996, onedotzero 
has become known as one of the world's most 
visionary media organisations. Its festival event is 
thos year taking place from June 2-11 at the London 
ICA, one of the proposed highlights being a session 
entitled Overplay, described as 'an exploration of 
the future of gaming through emergent forms of 
gameplay, and direct interventions into the 
physical and urban environment.' Further details 
can be found at www.onedotzero.com 

Updat ... Edge's Top '00 
Edge's Top 100 Games special edition Is in the 
process of being rescheduled, which means that 
it will appear at a later date. Watch these pages 
for updates in the future. 
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Microsoft reinforces 
its eastern front 
Can new commitments from Japanese 
studios reinvigorate Xbox 360's fortunes? 

ight on f1gures but long on determination, 
Microsoft used its recent Xbox Business 
Briefmg m Tokyo to re1terate that success 

for the 360 means success in Japan as well as in 
the US and Europe. With a new general manager 
of the Xbox DIVISIOn 1n Japan (Takashi Sensui, 
replacing Yoshihiro Maruyama who was removed 
soon after the machine's original underwhelming 
launch). ano a raft of fresh proJects more closely 
ta•lored to a Japanese market, MICrosoft seems 

Online, Microsoft is dedicated to cracking 
Japan. live Arcade has the most support, with 

Konami, Hudson, SNK Playmore, Yukes, 03 
Publishing and Bandai Namco already signed up 

eager to make up for the failure of a launch heavy 
with unappealing western t1tles. 

Central to Xbox 360's new strategy are lmks 
w1th established Japanese companies and 
recogn•sed lP. Much of the briefmg was given over 
to the v1ce pres1dent of recently merged Banda1 
Namco Games, Sh1n Unozawa. who announced a 

surpnsmgly strong commitment to MICrosof;'s 
machtne In answer to the desperate lack of a 
Japanese k1ller app, Namco's most mportant 360 
of'er ng 1s undoubtedly 1ts new Gundam t1t e. 
prev ously con'trmed at the ong1'lal announcement 
of tne console 1n Japan. but now revealed m 
greater deta1 Rather than expand1ng on recent 
PS2 t•t es, the game, tentatively named Gundam 
Onf,ne, seems closer to Dtgital lllus1ons' Battlefield 
ser.es, offenng vast arenas 1n wh1ch Federat on and 
Z1on troops f1ght both on foot and piloting Mobile 
Su1ts. Another mech-themed offering, Zegapain 
XOR, clearly intends to recreate the mult1med1a 
success of the Bandai's .hack t1tles. Alongs1de the 
360 game there will be cross-media support with 
an1me and manga series. Both titles suggest tha t 
MICrosoft is targeting the hardcore in order to 
expand 1ts 360 market Zegapam IS p1tched at 
dediCated an1me consumers, and Gundam has a 
notonously dedicated fan base already 1n existence 
Whether they w1ll respond to a western-style FPS 
on a western mach1ne remams to be seen, but 
early responses seem encourag1ng. 

Banda Namco a1so announced Culdcept Saga, 
a boardgame title w th card-batt tng ele'Tlents 
Prev1ous instalments were released on tne Sega 
Saturn and the PlayStat•on. and th1s fam1l1anty, 
comb1ned With the prom1se of L~1e support, rreant 
the aud1ence reaction was very pos1t1ve Next, 
Hironobu Sakaguch1 took to the stage to show 
new videos of Losr Odyssey and Blue Dragon. W :h 
no new m-game footage to show, h1S presentat on 
was bnef. Nevertheless, he revealed that Blue 
Dragon should be released th1s year wh le Lost 
Odyssey will come out 1n 2007. 

Square Enix was present too. not to talk 
about Final Fantasy XI, but in order to mtroduce 
a sequel to Stlpheed, renamed Project Silphy. 

Q Entertainment's Ninety-Nine Nights also received 
a quicK a1nng, a ong wrth prom1ses that 1t would 
meet 1ts re ease date {which t d1d- see p89 for our 
review). The b•g surpnse of the bnef1ng was left to 
tr-Ace, the company beh1nd Star Ocean and other 
Square Enix ut.es. W1th noth1ng to show yet. tri
Ace conf1rmed 1t IS work1ng on an ong1nal title for 
Xbox 360. Detai ls are scarce. but the game wtl be 
an action-RPG in the style of Star Ocean. 

With th1s level of support, and more 
announcements scheduled for E3, Microsoft plans 
to expand rapidly on the current select1on of 
around 2 5 games, promismg 40 t1tles by th1s 

New Xbox Japan general manager 
Takashi Sensui unvei ls the 2006 FIFA 
World Cup, Adidas·branded, special 
edition 360 . .. with free bandana 



summer and 80 by tre end of the f1scal year. 
Wh•le ·appl cations' such as Aquazone. a f1sh-tank 
Simulator, seem unlikely to prov1de Xbox 360 with 
the key 1t needs to open up the eastern market, 
and many other offerings fad to take advantage of 
the machine's power. this mcrease 1n number, and 
more importantly, range of t1tles will undoubtedly 
generate more Interest. 

Onhne, Microsoft is equally ded1cated to 
crack•ng Japan. Perfectly sUited to cap1tailse on the 
current trend for retro t1t1es and mm•games, Xbox 
live Arcade has the most support, With Konami, 
Hudson, SNK Playmore, Yukes, 03 Publ•sher and 
8andai Namco already signed up, and further 
companies savmg their announcements for E3. 
Once aga n. details are scarce. but it seems likely 
that back catalogues w11l be v1gorously raided. 
Banda1 Namco revea'ed demo versions of Pac-Man 
and Galaga, and announced plans for wor dwide 
tournaments Alongs•de games, the Xbox live 
Marketplace serv1ce will also work as a content 
delivery platform, starting with animat1on trailers. 
The first ep1sode of the two-part amme series 

Karas: The Prophecy, by Tatsunoko Productions, 
is already available for down load. 

Desp1te SensUI's assertion that Microsoft is 
"prepared to do everything that's neeoed to make 
Xbox 360 a success·, there •s no dodging the fact 
that early Japarese uptake has been even slower 
than expected. However, there 1s some hope that 
the current atmosphere w1th1n the Japanese 
mdustry may come to Xbox 360's rescue. With PS3 
delayed, companies such as Square Enix, while 
holding back the" b1g franch1ses, are eager to 
ma•ntam a presence on Microsoft's console, both 
as a source of revenue until Sony's new market 1S 
properly established, and as another potent•al 
gateway to the now v1tal western market. And so 
the irony is that although the 360's aunch has 
been- almost unbelievably- less successful than 
the original Xbox's, the market conditions w1thin 
Japan are much more conduc1ve to producing 
strong comm1tments from Japanese stud,os. And 
that sh 't may yet prove crucial, as success 'or 360 
1n the east Will depend both on MICroso't's ability 
to talk to the Japanese consJmer, and on 
the games •t has to talk aboJt. 

Gundam Online (far left) is definitely the right brand, but will it be the right game? 
legapain XOR (left) is perhaps a safer bet, especially si net it promises to be spectacular. 
Ani me downloads. such as Karas: The Prophecy (below), should also prove popular 

Mistwalker's Hironobu Sakaguchi gave ~ brief presentation. but 
there's no question that his two games. Blue Dragon and tost 
Odyssey, present Microsoft's best chance of converting Japan 
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Electronic boogaloo 
The man who sold middleware to gaming now has 
a more leftfield pitch: keeping console hip-hop real 

"Pro-production should be longer and production shorter." says Lee. "With an efficient 
process you shouldn' t need many more bums on seats to make a next-generation title" 

18 

unng a fiVe·year tenure as Cr·tenon's viCe 
pres1dent, Chris Lee (left) mcreased the 
prohferauon of RenderWare from two to 

25 per cent of al console games 'n development, 
s gnmg brands such as GTA, the Tony Hawk's senes 
and Ca11 Of Duty. As commercial director of md1e 
stud10 FreeStyle Games, he's not only hopmg to 
bnng h1p-hop back to reality wtth breakdance sim 
8-Boy, but 1s do1ng so w1th an optimistic outlook 
for the ndustry's future. 

Over the last year there's been some anxiety 
in the industry about managing the shift to 
next-gen. Was that fear justified? 
There's always a panic when we're presented 
w1th what's defmed as next-generat1on lt 
happened when we moved from PlayS taliOn 
to PS2, and last year 1t happened aga1n 
The suggested sol ut on s always to get m 
more people, and fundamentally the management 
here at FreeStyle don't beheve that's reqwed it's 
adual y about effJC1ent process and produa1on 
management Obv1ously, we'll need to focus 
on content creat1on, but 1t's actually the content 
creat1on p1pehne 1tself that's essent1al, not 
necessanly the grunt and the factory of creattng 
more and more 

Some now suggest that the opportunities 
for developers are greater than they' ve 
ever been. 
I'd agree that the opportunities for good 
developers are better than before. We· re not 
worned, and thmk 1t's a wonderful t1me to be 
an independent m the industry. 

Are creative options going to become more 
limited with convergence upon middleware 
such as Unreal Engine 3? 
We certamly never believed that RenderWare 
would bring in creative restrid1ons, but that was 
a more genre-agnostic solu:ion than someth1ng 
hke UE, which is a solid solution for thtrd· and 
firstperson shooters, but more of a challenge 1f 
you're doing sports products. The way in which 
people will approach tools and m1ddleware is 
probably slightly different for next-gen. FreeStyle, 
for instance, will be looking at unique partners 
that ea n solve core problems. whether that's 
physics, animations or facial technology, and 
we'll be pulling in technology from a variety of 
different spaces. The idea of a one-stop shop IS 

no longer applicable. 

Do you see an opening in the marketplace for 
companies dealing exclusively in generic 
content - furniture, for example? 
Possibly. My personal background IS 1n visual 
Simulation and virtual reality, where I've seen 
that done before. I'm not sure that many games 
compames would be interested 1n just buymg 
stock nems off the shelf, however. 

The difficulty that a lot of stud1os f1nd w1th 
outsourcing is that you need an incredtbly ntimate 
relatiOnship with your outsourcing partners; 
otherwise it becomes such a dra nmg, Iterative 
process to re-communicate your goal 

What was they key to achieving such 
widespread sales of RenderWare? 
We evangelised the idea m the industry that 



we're an entertainment business, and that the 
core libraries aren't where your va ue is. 
Fundamentally, I th1nk everyone understands 
that we shouldn't be remventmg the wheel, 
whether that means having proprietary techno1ogy 
or simply buying it in. Even gomg mto next-gen. 
I'm seetng more and more studtos Iterate thetr 
current technology rather than startmg from 
scratch. We're also very keen to push the 
message of content betng king, and beyond that 
is the message that des1gn IS l<mg You need to 
have a recognisable and common platform tha t's 
up and running very QUICkly, to make sure 

'lt was inltrHting and dlallenging actually animating these 
phenomenal break dancers, • reveals lee. 'Also, to tap into a 
culture that's not only very relevant but is also cross· 
demographic and cross·age·range - this will be a 3+ product. 
We were quite surprised that it hadn't been done before" 

that des1gners, programmers and content 
creators can get mvolved. 

What inspired you to leave that and develop a 
game like 8-Boy? 
At FreeStyle, we were very interested in the urban 
sports actton genre We also felt that hip-hop 
hadn't been accurately represented withtn games 
or the media in general. When people talk about 
hip-hop, there are essent,ally four ptllars MC, 
DJ, graffttl and ftnally breal<dancmg. Everythmg 
has been represented quite negatively, with 
vtolence, bad language and so on, but 8-Boy ts 

Lee cites alleviating the sensation of a 
delay between the 800 motion-captured 
moves as a challenge. Each of the 12 
B~Boys has his own unique animations 

... • o· • . ·· ... .. . • 

MY GENERATIONS 

liNo n-develop"*IU from the New Face Of 
Nlntendo department come our way this month. 
First. the thirdpany series of wild-style GBA 
games once known as Dlgityllsh (and likely 
Diglluxe in the west) have been retnnded 
as 'bit Generations' and comprise a new 
boutique demo display at Shlbuya 
Patc:o. Though still unplayable, the 
S«tes has allegedly culled Support 
from such notables as analogue 
and bMt soundsmith Comellus. 

Nintendo Is also making 
available the winning student 
entries from hs game seminar 
program as limited two-wMII-only 
DS downloads from wifi stations 
across Japan. The four entries run a 
wide gamut from Isometric 
psycholdnetic object-tossing shooter 
"-'tosogllbnYdo, triangular puzzler 
Kurukesh/, a storybook adventure starring 
twin pancMe-INklng rats and, perhaps most 
intefestlngly. a paper-textured sketch-microbe 
slmulatof called lloum. 

more about the true or.gtns of hip-hop, about 
expression and competition. 

Little is known about the game's design, 
and few would immediately associate its 
subject matter with innovation. What 
makes it different? 
There's been some 1mmed1ate concern that it's a 
ODR product. But it couldn't be further away from 
that tt's a combo-based PSP and P52 product. w th 
PSP wrft multiplayer. 

The best way to describe the control system is 
combo-based with associated skills tests. So you're 

"The opportunities for good 
developers are better than before. 
lt's a wonderful time to be 
an independent in the industry" 

performmg your IndiVidual moves and the 
transitions from one to the next, on the beats and 
with as much momentum as possible. 

Do you worry about its niche appeal? 
I think we've tackled that problem with the game 
mechanic: think Tony Hawk's or SSX Tricky. The way 
in whtch we've paslttoned the product tS that tt'S 
almost Tekken goes breakdancing, but wtth a 
recogmsable yet innovative control scheme. lt's 
actually surprising as we've got more and more 
1nto the scene and have worked w th lots of hip
hop stars, we've realised how deep breal<dancing 
goes mto normal culture. it's an opportunity ~ 
to break it to a massmarket aud1ence. ~ 
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"lt's awful. Sales are near zilch. lt's another 
Sony bomb - like Blu-ray." 
A high-ranking Universal ext!C talks tufi<ey to 
Reuters about toe success UMD mo. e> curoently enpy 

"I've met [Nolan Bushnell) only 
once. We were supposed to meet 
on several occasions, once to have 
a face-to-face p lay-off in Pong, but 
he never showed up." 
Gamasutra catches uo w1th Odyssey •nvemor Ralph 
Baer to I nd tha; oygones aren't qu•te bygone> 

"The problem is that when we show 
it, people are going to be like, 'Yeah, 
whatever.' Honestly, at this point 
we just want to finish it." 
30 Reams' George Broussard admits gnmly 
determ ned defeat on Duke Nukem Forever 

" I wanted to be your friend, your 
confidant, your companion. I 
wanted us to grow together, but 
now you've become the 
homebody you never wanted to 
be, and I continue my vagrant 
lifestyle, checking in on you 
occasionally and wondering if 
this is what Abraham Lincoln 
fe lt l ike. lt cannot remain th is 
way forever. Perhaps I will 
buy you a kitchen set. Or a 
living room." 
Shawn Rider •ents. VIa Games<irst!, h s 
love 'or h1s gl•tch·created OO!IV'an w1fe 

Xbox 360 is an unsurprising hit with TTR. catering as to their old-school arc~e tastes with the 
likes of Geometry Wars: Retro Evolved as well as to their thirst for top-class racers like PGR3 
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Team players 
With PGR's global tournament gearing up, we speak to the 
supreme Live racing clan about the future of virtual motorsport 

_j n April. M icrosoft took its interest m the 
compet1t1ve gam1ng commun1ty
embodted by the scoreboards and 

spectator modes of live on 360, plus some blue
sr<y mustngs from J Allard about webcam-enabled. 
broadcast tournaments -to the next leve •.. t 
announced its sponsorship of the yearly World 
Cyber Games even~. makmg W1ndows and Xbox 
360 the exclusive platforms for the world's biggest 
gammg competitio'1. lt also kicked off a global 
PGR3 tournament (watchable on Gotham TV) that 
will run through nationa qualify ng rounds ir May, 
and hold ItS International f1nal at the Lamborgh1n1 
factory •n Italy on June 13 Ahead of the open•ng 
rounds. we spoke to members of the top onl ne 
raCing clan, Team Technique Rac1ng - whose ITR 
1nitials will be likely be familiar from the h1ghest 
ranks of the PGR and Forza timesheets - about pro 
gammg's first fa ltering steps onto consoles. 

Team Technique- a clan wh1ch may someday 
expand into other genres, but for now focuses 
purely on racing - began in 2004 With a 
conversatiOn between 36-year-old IT techn1cian 
Roger Pearson ("probably the worst d<i\ler on tne 
:earn") and two fnends dunng a race on PGR2's 
Nurburgnng. But 1t was Forza Motorsporr's car club 
opt1on that solidif1ed the 1dea, and nR set about a 
senous recruitment campa1gn of top players which 
culmmated in all seven f1nalists m the UK Forza 
championships, 1nclud1ng the eventual winner, 17-
year-old Adam Plumb, be ng members. ;ts ranks 
have now swelled to lOO, mcluding real-word rally 
dnvers and racmg mstructors, as well as onhne 
heroes hke Mclaren Fl, the 14-year-old Swedish 
t1me-tnal prodigy. 

"My initial vis1on was to get to a professional 
level where the team and 1ts members are paid for 
by sponsorship deals," says Pearson. "I do see that 
happen1ng, but maybe a httle way down the road." 
In the meantime, Alan Boiston - 28-year-o d 
v1deogame retai profess,onal, former cable TV 
games show presenter, Rtdge Racer and Geometry 
Wars obsessive and ITR's marketing brain - 1s 
touting nR to publishers as an elite testing umt. 
"One publisher has already said yes to working 
w1th us on a PS3 product." he says. "Having 
worked in the testing arena myself, I believe they 
could do more wor'( 1n a day than a testing team 
could do 1n three weeks." 

But the pro gam1ng scene, mcreas ngly wel 
established on PC, faces a dtfficult trans1tion to 
consoles, not least because the natural sponsors
manufacturers of graphiCS cards and other gaming 
equ1pment - have little or no market there. And, 
as nR discovered at the Forza UK Challenge. the 
profess1ona standards needed to run and take 
part 1n serious compet1t1on are far from be ng 
implemented at s1apdash. marketing-focused 
console events. 



''I'd I ke sound, for a start," says Plumb. "They 
d•dn't have any sound at all•n the fma race. And 
the option of hav1ng a whee or not, or my own 
controller. They had two pods of three Xboxes and 
they d•dn't know how to connect them together. 
They we•e asl:•ng me how to do t • 

"'t was very poorly handled, agrees Pearson 
"There weren't any speCifiCS whether you could 
have the racing line indicator on or off, nobody 
knew what k1nd of car or track they would be 
rac1ng Dunky, one of our guys, lives on sound, 
he needs to hear the tract1on and all that." 

Bo1ston ch•ps in. "A key th1ng w1th these 
compet•tlons I cannot stress enough all rues 
should be made clear well•n adva'Ke If you took 
Mlchael Schumacher and you put h1m 1n a M1nardi 
he'd never been m before, and it wasn't set up for 
h•m. he'd be a shambles and he'd fa I off the 
c1rcuit. We were see ng peep e who are excellent at 
Forza struggling to stay on the road. You've given 1t 
to a PR company: good. But you need people in the 
PR company who understand what a player needs 
to perorm • He a so reca Is a fa1rly h•gh·proflle 
Halo 2 tournament where the game was running 
on demo pods and m variously patched vers1ons, 
so the weaoons d•dn't have consistent power. 

Pearson ra1sed the team's compla•nts w•th 
M1crosoft, wh•ch has apparently been attent•ve and 
"very helpful" and has sought TIR's input on the 
PGR3 globa tournament. They're still unsure of 
what to expect at the fmal event, but are conf,dent 
of v1cto'Y regard ess. "I'm pretty certa.n one of our 
guys from Amenca, Max Fatality, will just absolutely 
dommate it from start to f•n•sh," predicts Pearson. 
"He's go1ng to walk away w1th t. • 

L ke McLaren F 1, this player 1s just 14 years of 
age, wh1ch ra•ses the problem of promoting garners 
as soonsorship·attracting personal•ties when they're 
ofte" sny teenagers. Boston turns tne argument 
around "Look at K1mi Ra konnen (then running 

TTR doesn't feel spectator modes make satisfying viewing in themselves yet, and need 
professional input. "You need specific technicians assigned to designing camera placement in 
online gaming; says Boiston. "Get a guy from the BBC or ESPN. get thetr logos on there" 

second equal in the F1 Dnver's Championship], I've 
never known a guy as bonng. But because 
sportsmen are on TV they have a PR that helps 
them perform." He's d•sm•ssive of Allard's webcam 
vision as too difficult to police: " I just think to 
myself. how are you go•ng to make people behave 
resoons•bly? You've got enough twats onl ne 
anyway .. " The answer to bolstenng the reputat•on 
of v1rtual sport and sportsmen, the team feels, •s 
TV coverage. although not necessaPiy broadcast 

"I env•sage a rol ng TV news channe ava ab e 
on L1ve," suggests Pearson. "That's the way to 

"I envisage a rolling TV news channel 
available on Live. That's the way to keep 

everybody involved. You want interviews, 
to see what's happening in other games" 

keep everybody mvolved it's OK to have these 
little banners flash up, but you want to see 
nterv ews, see what's happen1ng 1n other games " 
Boiston has a more controvers•a v•ew: "The 
•nformat•on 1S Important, but some kmd of 
gambling aspect, sorry to say, •s where sport takes 
of'' That, he feels. •S when compet•tive gaming 
wd start to draw a w1der aud ence than JUSt other 
compet1t1ve garners, but platform holders may ba'k 
at the prospect. 

Never m1nd the outside world, wdl garners ever 
cons•der themselves sportsmen' Plumb denies lt, 
but Bo1ston adds: "In a way 1t doesn't feel like a 
sport, but if you ask a darts player or a snooker 
player who's just won £200k at a tournament, he 
might say: ' dunno, 've been play•ng dovvn the 
Labour club with my Dad s1nce was SIX. it's second 
nature.' But are you ever go1ng to beat that 
snooker player? No, never in a mill ion years L ke if 
you were to play Adam now. You're never 
go1ng to beat h1m. • 

~ 
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Silence breaks 
Christophe Gans' meticulous adaptation 
glows in the dark, then opens its mouth 

hat nettles a mov•e cntiC more' Bemg 
sidelined by an aud•ence 1t doesn't 
understand or bemg s1delined by 

Hollywood itself? Pnor to 1ts release last month, 
Si lent H1ll breached the pund1t code on both 
counts, joining a dubious handful of mov1es to 
have snubbed the tradition of advanced press 
screenmgs and g1ven the public. so the excuse 
always goes. first d•bs 0' that handful, all but 
the rarest gem have been overwhelmmgly panned. 

But Silent H•l threatens to JUStify •tself dunng its 
open•ng ha!', the al1b1 be1ng that l1ke the recent 
spate of mov1es geared towards the US b1b e belt, 
t's only appreciable by 1ts Intended aud•ence The 

set-up 1s economical. Rose, a compos1te of the 
senes' protagonists played by Radha M1tchell, 1S at 
loggerheads with husband Chris (Sean Bean) over 

The movie marches to the beat of videogame 
structure, which for that first half involves a 

trek through the unknown, interrupted by 
stunning flights from perfectly adapted terrors 

daughter Sharon's sleepwalk•ng Why •s she drawn 
to the bnnk of a nearby waterfall, cry1ng the name 
'Silent Hi. I' as she's frantiCally woken? How can she 
be cured? The answer, of course, IS on Google: an 
abandoned coal-minmg town struck from modern 
maps and desolated by f1res that still burn beneath 
its streets. Cnns returns home to fmd mother and 
chdd gone; unbeknownst to h•m. they've already 
crossed over. 

The movie marches to the beat of v1deogame 

Recognisable moments from the first two games will either put tingles through those in 
the know or send them into apoplexy over the often mawkish delivery of lines and effects 
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Retaining, or at least closely interpreting, cues from Yamaoka's scores is a thoughtful 
touch, but one undermined by repeated ducks out of Silent Hi Ifs canonical universe 

structure, which for that f1rst half involves a largely 
cap tivating trek through the unknown, interrupted 
by stunning flights from perfectly adapted terrors 
it's hallucmatory. urgently navigated by characters 
def1ned by 1mpulse. and as such 1s every bit tre 
def1ant •nterpretatoon hoped for. The theatre 
murmurs w1th recogmtlon of its pa•nstakingly re
enacted scenes. JOirs •t in its trance and then gasps 
at 1ts 1nev•table highlight, the f1ve-m•nute warpath 
o' Pyram1d Head. And then, less than an hour into 
a two hour movie, a more awkward silence falls. 

Th1s is a videogame movie finally, vicariously 
created by fans But the religious authentiCity 
they demand, part reflex response to the en mes 
of Paul Anderson and part overzealous faith on 
Stlent Htlrs own grav•ty. has hamstrung the result 
ts d1alogue. lifted from the game •nto the mouths 
of professional actors, 1s someth•ng that leaves an 
acnd taste m the mouth Condensed nto a 
theatre-fnendly (yet st 11 dramatically overlong) 
runn•ng t1me. 1ts story - agam comp•led from the 
themes and events of the first two games - •s 
borderline Hammer, and at t1mes Pythonesque 
Worse still1s 1ts one stud1o concession - the fata l 
inclusionof a third v1sion of Silent H1ll. In this really 
real-world vers1on, Sean Bean succumbs to 1ts 
most ch1lling turn of events - a redundant 
expos1tory role 

Th•s was the landmark hearing m the tna of 
mov1es versus games, and trag,ca ly 1t's one where 
the prosecution owns the stand. A masterp1ece of 
v1sual adaptation. 1t's one in wh1ch you recoil rather 
than fear, and seldom for the nght reasons. Forever 
to be damned w1th 1he faint pra•se of bemg better 
than Res1dent Ev1l, 1t's proof perfect that you ~ 
only hurt the ones you love. .......,. 
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Win a week at Climax 
A rare chance to step behind the curta in 
and see how games are really made 

he STAR Awards, a natiOnal awards scheme 
for those who work m the learnmg and 
skills sector, has teamed up wtth Climax to 

offer an excepttonal bursary: a week-long 
placement at one of Climax's studios to gain a 
firsthand tnstght into how games are created. 
Please note, however, there tS a little red tape: the 
competition is only open to those currently 
study1ng tn that sector, wh1ch means institutiOns 

videogame character, who would you be, and 
why?' However, there's a twtst - you don't need to 
limit yourself to existing game characters: indeed, 
you're encouraged to invent your own. Answers 
should explain the character and what makes them 
so appealing, and should be no longer than 500 
words. Those of an arttsttc bent are welcome to 
tnclude tllustratiOns, but these are not requtred. The 
winner will be chosen on the basts of their 

STAR 
Awards 

I ke stxth form and FE colleges, and only to those in 
England. So tf you're at school, at un1versity or tn 
work, th1s tsn't for you 

For those who are eltgtble, you'll need to 
answer the followtng questiOn 'If you could be a 

creativity and understandtng of character destgn. 
The clos,ng date ts July 6 and entnes should be sent 
to 1oanna braier@geronlmocommuntcattons.com, 
wtth 'Climax compet,tlon' as the sub,ect See ._, 
www.edge-onhne.com for further details ~ 

For people making a difference 
in learning and skills 
The Brighton base (above) is home to Climax Racing. makers of 
MoroGP '06 (far left), and the company has other studios In 
London and Porumouth where Sudeki (centre) was created 

Continue 

Giving 360 and PSP euctly 
what they deserve 

Or, thanks to Oblivion's 
physics, bear t ipping 

Things are looking up for 
those who look down 

Ninety-nine button 
presses take their toll 

let's face it: they had 
their chance and blew lt 

Enough upscallng - either 
it's 720p or it isn't 

THE BUSINESS AND CULTURE OF DIGITAL GAMES 
Designed as a primer for students. Aphra Kerr's book packs in 
a lot of well-presented information about the games industry 

As an introductory text for media and game students, The Business And 
Culture Of Digital Games certainly covers most of the bases you'd expect. 
Starting with the usual potted history, it delves into the different 
theoretical approaches to games, as well as growing areas such as the use 
of games for non-entertainment purposes. At 160 pages, it's also a slim 
book, which is good news considering the density of information; plenty 
of references are presented. Written by a sodology lecturer at the 
National University of Ireland, it does have a tendency to veer off into 
areas that reflect that interest, however. The subject of games for women 
is one particular pressure point which receives a good deal of attention, 
albeit without a proportional set of firm conclusions. The chapters on 
the academic theories of games, and on games as a global culture more 
than make up for this though, with clear explanations of some 
convoluted issues. Indeed, perhaps the most deftly handled subject is an 
overview of the process of game creation . Despite being explained from 
the point of view of independent developers, it doesn't fall into the 
archetypal trap of painting publishers as the evil empire, and also 
provides some accurate, if generalised, breakdowns of where the cash 
generated at retail actually ends up. Yet, while ideal for the intake of the 
many game-related courses now being offered, it's probably a little too 
dry for a general game cultu re readership. 

TECHNOPHOBIA! 
This comprehensive overview of science fiction culture examines 
why and how the visions of scient ists and artists are so divergent 

Considering the vast detail with which Daniel Dinello presents the various 
assaults of science fiction culture- from novels to films, games and 
comics - on the concept of posthuman technology, this is not a book for 
the faint-hearted. Nor it is comfortable read for those who want to guard 
against inadvertently finding out the endings or highlights of media 
they've yet to experience. But for those interested in the interactions 
between sc.ientists and their artistic equivalents, Technophobial is 
nothing less than fascinating - particularly as it highlights the views of 
futurologists such as Marvin Minsky and Ray Kurzweil, which are as 
bizarre and unlikely as anything the creatives can come up with. 
However, you'll need that fascination: getting through the rather heavy 
early chapters is helped along by a knowledge of the philosophy of 
technology, the history of science and theology. The tone of the book also 
becomes surprisingly strident as it progresses, with Dinello's own 
opinions becoming apparent; perhaps surprisingly, considering his subject 
of interest, he takes a rather alarmist view on the way the world is being 
changed by technology. The straight retelli ng of well-known scenes is 
also heavy going- the potted Alien scenario is a particu larly grinding 
example. But despite all these discouragements, his sheer enthusiasm for 
the subject is enough to carry you through, even if the visions he 
discusses seldom have a happy ending. 
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INCOMING 
God Hand 
FORMAT: PSl PUBLISHER: CAPCOM 

Giant floating strawberries, falling iron washtubs, angered 
midgets ripe for a drop kick and deadly blows to the groin. This 
new PS2 action game from Clover throws sanity a godly V·sign 

Command & Conquer 3: Tiberium Wars 
FORMAT: PC PUBLISHER: EA 

EA LA's efforts with Generals and Zero Hour gave the genre's 
forefather a strong successor. But has the grandeur of R;se Of 

Legends set a precedent that no standard RTS can conquer? 

The Ship 
FORMAT: PC PUBLISHER: VAlVE 

Having floated upstream from the talent pool of the Half· life 
modding scene to the Source, the acclaimed whodunit is now 
headed for release via Steam. The original beta i.s still available 

New games, and updates on games already on the radar 

Guitar Hero 11 
FORMAT: PS2 PUBLISHER: RED OCTANE 

Stay your hearts, because those are Roman numerals rather than 
an 11. But there's every sign that Harmonix is going one louder in 
November, its latest gig featuring lead, bass and rhythm tracks 

Duke Nukem Forever 
FORMAT: PC PUBLISHER: 30 REAl MS 

Is it that time of year again already? Reports of 30 Realms' FPS 
list its status as sti ll being pieces of a game in progress, leading 
us to update our definition of it from 'troubled' to 'ticking' 

Gitaroo-Man Live 
FORMAT: PSP PUBLISHER: KOEI 

A late announcement sets up a Japanese release this month for 
the handheld version of In is' crushing rhythm game. A suggested 
rebalandng should offset fears of its analogue nub performance 

Rayman 4 
FORMAT: TBC PUBLISHER: UBISOFT 

Michel Ancel's next pits the l imbless adventurer against a horde 
of demonic rabbits. Its cast of unique <teatures should please its 
young audience, but it's the Revolution version that interests us 

Ace Combat X: Skies Of Deception 
FORMAT: PSP PUBLISHER: NAMCO 

Taito's Over G may not have raised the bar of technical ambition 
in the aerial action genre, but Namco's microlite is pushing, or at 
least shrinking, the envelope. Hopefully it moves with equal grace 

Paradise 
FORMAT: PC PUBLISHER: UBISOFT 

Designer Benoit Sokal leaves Syberia behind but stays within the 
point·and·<lick hemisphere. Dialogue trees will play a major part 
in puzzle-solving, as will a surprising second playable character 

An unually sinister ARG, conceived as part of the ever-fruitful 
Experimental Gameplay Project, Jroy's opening moment tells 
you more about the game's players than the game itself. 
Echoing the project's theme - 'violate' - its initial URL presents 
players with a 404 error. Those with a savvy and shameless 
streak tend to take it as a direct challenge, while a number of 
the more modest and more trusting have prematurely 
concluded that the experience itself was broken. 

the player as one element in a larger scheme; instead, it 
requires that they become the aggressor and the violator, 
sifting through the personal life of an unaware second party. 
Though necessarily brief, given its one-man development 
team and the restrictions of the project's guidelines (Troy was 
constructed over just four days), it's still a fascinating play on 
net morality. Its impact, however, is softened by the nature of 
its promotion, leaving you wishing you were the first to hit 
upon that initial broken link. Unlike other ARGs of recent years, Troy doesn't position 
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The Oreamcast's Japan-only game download service offered 
access to a range of Megadrive and PC Engine classics. In many 
respects it was the direct predecessor of the similar service 
Nintendo has announced will be available on Revolution 

Too much, too soon? 
Fomitsu PS2's Koj i Aizowo muses on the Dreomcost 's online Legacy 

f ive whole years ago already! 
But th inking about that 
anniversary also got me 
thinking about how Japanese 
publishers approach the 
retail market - about how 
they think about selling 
games in boxes, on shelves. 

A good few years before the 
end of the Dreamcast, Sega was 

already aware of issues with the traditional busmess model of boxed 
videogames. Many saw the Japanese market as leading the rest of the 
world (meaning the US and Europe). so people were already thinking 
about new ways of delivering games, since boxed copies were more 
and more seen as a limited solution. Online delivery of content was 
increasingly seen as a possrble option. After all, the pioneer of all 
MMORPGs, Ultima Online, had been launched in 1997 and by 2001 
neigrbouring South Korea had a thriving PC-based MMORPG market. 
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lt was into that climate that Final Fantasy XI was 
released in May 2002. Analysts predicted a huge 
fa ilure following the Spirits Within movie, another 
very costly experiment But against all predictions, 
FFXI became the Japanese champion on the world 
stage of the MMORPG and is still very much in 
operation now. And it's not the only MMORPG 
developed in Japan. There are a lot of them, 

expensive, not being the leading game can create 
a serious situation for the publisher: huge costs 
with little revenue. That explains why many 
companies were very reluctant to enter that 
market in Japan - the risk was simply too high. 
That situation lasted for years. 

In comparison, with the huge success of the 
iPod, many companies d1d not hesitate to jump on 

Being the number one is worth a Lot. Since the infrastructure required to run 
and to manage a MMORPG is very expensive, not being the leading game can 
create a serious situation for the publisher: huge costs with little revenue. 

smaller in scale. But FFXI has managed to capture 
the market, leaving very little for its Japanese 
competitors. This may sound obvious, but when it 
comes to MMORPGs, garners can't play many of 
them at once. They mostly focus on one, and that 
one is usually the most popular. Being the number 
one is worth a lot Since the infrastructure requ ired 
to run and to manage a MMORPG is very 

this booming market of direct delivery of existing 
content. Game companies like Bandai Namco are 
getting involved in Microsoft's Xbox Live Arcade 
service, starting with Pac-Man, and the company 
is developing more titles. Nintendo's coming 
Revolution will not only feature old Nintendo titles. 
but old competitors such as Sega (Mega Dnve) and 
Hudson (PC Engine) have also confirmed their 



mvolvement m 1ts aownload serv,ce Even Sony is 
preparing such a 'eature for 1ts PSP Users w1ll be 
able to down load PlayS taliOn games and run them 
on the'r portable via emulat1on, and retro fans 
must be delighted. However, game companies are 
also very exetted about it. While it has been 
impoSSible for years, the 'one source, multi use' 
concept IS becoming reality at last. Another big 
advantage of onl1ne-delivered garres IS the 
protectiOn they prov de agamst p1racy In a sense, 
from a publisher's point of v1ew, 1t IS like h1tt1ng 
two birds w1th one stone. 

But to be honest, such a service - downloading 
old games- is nothing new. In May 2000, Sega 
had already mtroduced this feature for the 
Dreamcast. lt was named 'Dream Library'. Users 
could buy, download and play games from the 
Mega Dr-ve and PC Eng1ne cata ogue At that time, 
was ed tor-m-chief at Famitsu Dreamcast. and I 

was asked by Sega to help bu,Jd the webs1te for 
the project. Sega and retro fans were very happy 

about that serviCe, but down oads were still qu1te 
l1mited 1n number - 1n a way, th1s serviCe was very 
symbolic of Sega: 1aunch1ng new ideas too early. 

But that's JUst the beg1nn1ng In Japan the 
mob1le phone IS a dynamiC platform, not only for 
gaming. There are multiple methods to pay for a 
var ety of serviCes, al l very easy to use Although it 
IS true that the security ISSue of on line payment is 
still hold1ng some people back from using their 
cred1t cards to make purchases. al n all there have 
never been more ways for pl.bhshers to sell their 
games d1red to garners lt IS too early to see if 
on line down loads of games w1ll reach the same 
level of popularity that 1Tunes has for on line music 
downloads. I don't think that it will be mainstream 
for some time. But I thmk it's 1mportant that these 
new serviCes succeed, not JUSt because they make 
busmess sense, out because :hey can help preserve 
gam,ng culture. And, for that- and because they 
rem1nd me of tl'e Dreamcast I want to 
support them. See you• 

Final Fantasy XI has dominated the hardware 
landscape just as it has dominated the 
software charts. making its mark on PS2, 
PC and Xbox 360. But has it hindered rather 
than helped the on line market as a whole? 
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The future of electronic entertainment 

The fairy godfather 
Edge's most wanted What if someone could answer your gaming wishes? 

We're still enjoying the aftershocks 
of Battlefield, but the epicentre of A llowing that gaming is the new hardware that you want, online warfare's next shake-up will 

supposed to be an exercise then Lost Planet brings together lie elsewhere. PC owners' savings 
accounts must already be afraid. in wish fulfilment, it's the insect-swarm busyness of 
PC. ACTIVISION amazing how often you're left Japanese action games with the 

saying 'if only'. If only developers punchy action of a western 
didn't abandon existing consoles as run'n'gun. And, in a month when 
soon as newer, shiner machines Silent Hill has added yet more fuel 
arrived. If only they didn't chase to the pyre of the relationship 
photorealism instead of exploring between games and films, Dead 
the infinite possibilities of more Rising arrives to show that through 
creative visual styles. If only they a savvy choice of inspiration and a 
could knit together the contrasting clarity of execution, the two can 
trends of eastern and western prove very worthy bedfellows. 
gaming tradition. If only they Finally comes the PSP's Ultimate 
could take something from films Ghosts 'n ' Goblins, to prove that 

In all the talk of movie adaptations, that enriched rather than diluted everything old can be new again, it's easy to forget how sound a job 
Radical did with the Hulk. Can it games. If only the vivid intensity and that freshness doesn't have to 
bring the same ultimate destruction of old classics, both in their look be sacrificed for faithfulness. 
to Tony Montana's volatile world? and their game play, could be Capcom, of course, doesn't PC, PS2 X80X, VIVENDI 

reproduced in modern games. have the monopoly on these 

New Super Mario Bros But look through this month's accomplishments, but it does, for 
Hype section and you'll see that the moment, have the monopoly 
all those hopes add up to only one on demonstrating them with such 
real wish: if only more developers depth and consistency. The two 
were Capcom. big strategic decisions it has taken 

As prestige P52 games begin to over the past years - the first the 
dry up, the lure of Okami glows explosion of creativity that was 
ever brighter- and brighter still the Capcom Five, the second to 
thanks to its staggering artistic look to western markets for both 
direction. Holding its own inspiration and financial success -

A taste at GDC only built a hunger effortlessly against the more have produced a portfolio that 

for more. lt's still too early to tell if clinical accomplishments of current does real justice to its visionary 
this can do all it promises to, but 360 games, its glorious unreality is creators and talented teams. And 
what's guaranteed is that initial luminously and organically that turns an 'if only' into a 

~ moment of familiar intoxication. 
OS, NINTENDO engaging. But if it is something on hopeful 'where next?' 
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World In Flames 
PS3 

MotoGP '06 
360 

Dead Rising 
360 

Mother 3 
GBA 

CivCity: Rome 
PC 

Sensible Soccer 
PC, PS2, XBOK 

Micro Machines V4 
OS PC, PS2, PSP 

Ultimate Ghosts 'n' Goblins 
PSP 

Field Ops 
PC 

Power Stone Collection 
PSP 

45 Osawari Tantei: Ozawa Rina 
os 
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Okami FORMAT: PS2 
PUBLISHER: CAPCOM 

DEVELOPER: CLOVER STUDIO 
ORIGIN: JAPAN 

RELEASE: OUT NOW (J PN), SEPTEM BER (UK) 
PREVIOUSLY IN: EB B, El SI , EIS2, EI S6 

Clover's nature adventure marks the lucky fourth 
release for the studio, and there's little idle about its idyl l 

One of Okamls several currencies is 
happiness, created by Ameratasu's good 
deeds and used to boost her vitalities. 
Bonus happiness can be gained by 
locating and feeding the world's wildlife 

The world's routine is at your 
whim, with the ability to paint the 
sun back into the sky should an 
undesired night fall. Ameratasu 
later gains the reverse power to 
draw the moon, and nigh~ back in 

ou have to start with the visuals, 
even after two years of starting 
with the visuals: Okami's style is 

its substance, and that substance has 
continually strengthened over a course of 
gradual, perfectionist tweaking. No matter 
how dedicated its conceit is to Japanese 
brushwork - the filigree of parchment v1sible 
when the backlighting is at its strongest, the 
way shadows aren't cast so much as left to 
run - seeing the game on paper belies its 
scale Clover has appreciated that the PS2 
is far more capable dealing w1th size than 
detail, and accordingly seems to have drawn 
out nearly every section of Okaml's world in 
neck-craning panorama. 

If taking in these landscapes at full, 
breathless pelt isn't overwhelming enough, 
there's the discovery that Okami has the 

Brushstrokes can finish off a stricken vulture samurai (left) or coil a path to a grapple point. Each 
technique performed - or attempted, if your linework misses the mark - drains Ameratasu's ink supply 
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content to fill out that scale. Though The 
Legend Of Zelda: Twiftght Princess' wolfen 
addition was a comcidental development, 1t 
could almost be a karmic handover for how 
thoroughly observant Clover has been of 
Zelda's template. Carefully paced, laced with 
secrets, plotted forwards and backwards 
to accommodate gradually awarded abilities: 
Okami's structure is as well established 

encouraged. But then you're given abilities tc 
remake - painting a sun into the sky to reset 
the day-night cycle at will or restoring life 
to barren trees in a sw~rl of blossom - and 
experimental destruction turns to capricious 
creation. Though many brush techniques 
require a specific trigger to allow a fam1liar 
action, such as floating lotus blossoms 
providing grapple points, they still invite 

Carefully paced, laced with secrets, plotted forwards and 
backwards to accommodate gradually awarded abilities: 
Okami's structure is as established as its art istic influence 

as its art1stic influence. But the language 
of play is unmistakably Clover's. lt gently 
deflates the game's legendary importance 
with slapstick sight gags and w ink-to-camera 
wordplay, and echoes Viewtiful Joe in the 
brushstroke mechanic's subversion of 
expeded game flow. 

As bef1ts a sun goddess (or a videogame 
player), Ameratasu has the power to suspend 
her world's movement at any moment 
pulling back from the land to reveal it in the 
process of being painted, opening it to the 
addition of your own curls of ink. Daub the 
ground and flowers bloom; slash a streak 
through most objects and they cleanly fall 
in two. With great power comes. at f irst, no 
responsibility, and the temptation to fell trees 
and scatter possessions is irresistible, even 

flair - paint a looping trail rather than a 
functional straight line, or leap Ameratasu 
out above water before summoning a lily
pad to land on. 

Battle invites you to revel in your divine 
advantage even more, with brush technique: 
doubli'lg or tripling as combat powers. 
Some nave obv1ous applications: the slash 
brushstroke cuts through as many enemies a 
it's drawn across, or acts as a guard-breaker 
or finisher, and the bombs previously - and 
predictably - used to open cracked rock wall 
can be drawn into existence with a flourish, 
then rolled into a turthng foe. Others are 
more playful, springing trees to knock 
enemies back or form a fleeting barrier to 
projectile attacks, or simply flicking a blindin 
splotch of ink in lesser enemies' faces. As 



ihere's no rea pressure on your Stylish 
Calligraph1c Ad1on ab11ity other than 
fOUr own sat,sfact1on. the stop-and
start mechamc rapidly loses 1ts sense of 
artificiality and blends w1th the theme of 
luxunous improviSation. 

Combat is also further proof that Okam1 
sn't paper-th1n without 1ts style though 
slow-burnmg m its introdud1on, the system 
has the weight of Hideki Kamiya's prev1ous 
work on VJ and Devil May Cry. Simply 
connecting chained h1ts m early scrapes IS 
a delight (necessanly so. as there's little else 
Ameratasu IS capable of at that stage}, but 
further moves and combos can be learned 
:rom tramers, and new sh1elds, necklaces. 
and swords found to replace her flam1ng 
sh1eld - or supplement 1t. Set n a secondary 
slot, the wh1p-l ke necklace weapons prov1de 
a ranged attack. whereas sh,elds offer a 
o ock that can a1so be used for a split-second 
etha' counterattack 

In act on and movement, 1t's an 
astonisn1ngly solid attempt to prov1de for 
every possible play style and uMe them m a 
world so summer·npe that every moment 1S a 
reward. Its caveats seem few, and may not 
even be caveats for much of the early- to 
m1d-game. there's little sign of real d1ff1culty 
though localisation may yet adJUSt thiS}, and 
the backup energy reserves Ameratasu stores 
:rom devouring local delicacies won't even 
be called upon by most players. The sheer 

An interface waits to slide in to Okamfs unspoilt view at the 
slightest provocation, and the menu summoned with a Start 
button press is terrifyingly dense, even by Capcom standards 

extent of Okaml's opt onal to-do list •s 
staggenng, and for completists the cla1m o' 
60 hours of play shouldn't rely on 20 o' them 
be1ng spent transfixed by its beauty. And for 
all the trust Clover has 1n the player fmd ng 
the1r own entertainment, 1t's too much the 
overprotective parent doling out constant 
expository tutonals and nanic hand-hold1ng 
through Ameratasu's ch1rpy insect Slde><iCk. 

For a game that has to start w1th the 
v•suals as its talkmg po1nt. Okamt should 
prove Clove• to be far from an art-house 
stud1o. it's as confident in its grasp of 
trad,tional Japanese videogame style as 
of traditional Japanese artistic style - a 
strength that might just plant the seed 
for the goddess game genre upon 
western arrival. 

Though transformations from lifeless 
to verdant are sa ipted, you can't help 
but feel responsible for returning the 
world's beauty - a sleight-of-design 
that connects strongly with the player 

Okamfs supporting cast Is 
very much In need of 
support: some from simple 
quests, others from one.off 
minigames. One ...currlng 
character, a wmhed-up 
swordsman believing 
himself to be the hero of 
the piece, ,.quires divine 
interwntlon via QTE-style 
cutscenes. following up hb 
inept slashes with.
decisive bnlshnroke cut. 
Simil¥ty, the "'*' boss 
fights hinge on well-timed 
brushwork to Immobilise 
their colossal forms ..cl 
expose their -·k point. 
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Lost Planet fORMAT: 360 
PUBLISHER: CAPCOM 

DEVELOPER: IN-HOUSE 
ORIGIN: JAPAN 

RELEASE: Ql 2007 
Hoping tb thaw its Japanese reputation, 
lnafune's)irefight turns the heat on 360 

! 

Wayne's sets of animations and poses are markedly more natural than those of previous actioners. When spun 
in 90-degree increments, he' ll pivot his torso and only hop his feet into position when pushed past full stretch 

Vital Suit weapons - Galling guns, 
shotguns, rocket launchers and the like -
are attractive propositions whether 
you're in one or not. The roaming Wayne 
can brandish them at waist height if the 
desire grabs him, though the effect on 
his mobility is a predictably severe one 
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verlapping ci rcles mightn't mean 
Q a great deal in Japan, their poorly-

communicated message only stoking 
the country's apathy for the Xbox 360 brand, 
but to Keiji lnafune and his seemingly 
sorcerous team at Production Studio 4, 
Microsoft's ring of light is just a wider lens 
for shooting bigger interactive pictures. Lost 
Planet's vision of beauty, beasts and man 
versus nature places it alongside Onimusha 
at the more colourful end of its producer's 
repertoire. If Dead Rising is to be his cult 
homage for 2006, then th is is most definitely 
a balls-out blockbuster for the post· 
Christmas lull. Led by actual cinema poster
boy Lee Byung-Hun, its cast of nimble mechs, 
nomadic bandits and insect-like goliaths is an 
invasion force for both western and eastern 
shores. But while much of the visual and 
narrative design hankers for global appeal, 

landmarks such as checkpoint beacons and buried items 
require a period of button-hammering before they'll 
yield their worth. No QTE sequences were apparent in the 
this particular build, although following their inclusion in 
Resident Evil4 it would be fool ish to rule them out 

it's the implementation that makes this early 
gl impse a crowd-puller. 

A handful of pop culture imports have 
been tossed into Lost Planers pot: mechs 
akin to those of Masamune Shirow's 
Appleseed, a frozen hinterland inspired by 
John Carpenter's The Thing and a high 
concept that James Cameron would applaud. 

acting talent and an Arc de Triomphe-like 
structure visible in an early trailer, continue 
with the player's ability to siphon energy 
from both destructible containers and 
vanquished foes, and then build further 
once those enemies are revealed. Humans, 
inevitably, aren't the only contestants for 
this dying world. 

I Scattered bands of survivors fight amongst themselves 
for control of the planet's scant thermal energy reserves, 
without which no one endures its hosti le climate 

But unlike that of FEAR, lnafune's deference 
to his idols can be quite obscure, drawing 
flavours from their works rather than 
plagiarising them wholesale. The game 
transpires in a wasteland peppered with relics 
of fallen man - most likely a ravaged Earth, 
but for now no one's saying. Scattered bands 
of survivors fight amongst themselves for 
control of the planet's scant thermal energy 
reserves, without which no one endures its 
hostile climate. Similarities with Onimusha, 
already apparent in the casting of recognised 

Genes from the more imposing creature! 
of Devil May Cry, the insect Genma of 
Onimusha and, we almost needn't add, the 
insectoid hordes of Starship Troopers have 
been spliced to create this game's equivalen· 
an armour-plated infestation known as the 
Akrid. The smaller of them attack en masse, 
the larger step in as bosses, and they all 
share a weak spot in the thermal energy sac 
that keep them an inch from freezing stiff. 
There's the sense in Lost Planet that for eact 
of its inhabitants there's a t icking clock, and 



lnafune's latest enthus1asm IS clearly for that 
other cmemat1c dev1ce, the environment as 
ruthless antagon1st. Three gauges monitonng 
a1r temperature. health and thermal energy 
reserves determ1ne the urgency of your 
approach, and because the game only 
endorses the all·guns-blaz,ng approach most 
of the t1rpe, you can be assured of moments 
when susta101ng the latter will be your 
foremost concern 

Lost Planet has noted - and th1s is 
reassuring hav ng previously observed the 
encumbered plod of hero Wayne and of the 
Vita l Suits he can occupy - that urgent 
combat requires immediate controls. 
Regardless of your veh1cle (be it foot or the 
aforementioned mechs), a bumper button 
tap will instantly fliCk you 90 degrees, doing 
so time and aga n should c1rcumstances 
demand. A Ghost Recon Advanced 
Warflghter-style separauon of camera and 
reticule produces a prec1se and manageab e 
targeting system, and the charge-and-blast 
nature of the game's stock weapons binds 
multiple flfing modes to s1ngle buttons. it's 
an uncluttered yet adequate model. The VItal 

Su1ts, lymg discarded at opportune locatiOns 
throughout levels, are indeed weighty, but 
also blissfully free of ceremony. During both 
target acqu1sition and momentary flight 
(supported by certain models only) they're 
decept1vely agile, never surrendenng the 
lethality that thelf great and varied 
armamerts suggest. 

These cons1derauons are demonstrable 
now, m two levels at least, 1n a game that 
1sn't due for the best part of a year That's 
ach1evement enough. The advancement of 
lnfaune's other ambition, however- to raise 
the roof of videogame spectacle - marks the 
extraordinary rate of his team's progress. Lost 
Planet IS already a blitzkrieg of Xbox 360'5 
power and an honest E3 demo for M1crosoft. 
free of any caveat of unpreparedness. 
Though it's selective m assigning 
destrud1b1hty to 1ts environment. 11 showers 
part1cle effects and geometry in earnest 
when those moments come. Be1ng 
snowbound has giVen the game ar- ncessant 
opportumty to bnng life to its frame, specks 
of snow cascad1ng from rooftops, weav1ng 
gently in the w1nd and rising from the 

Two weapons can be attached 10 a Vital Suit at any one 
time, each bound to a trigger. A clun and informative 
reticule ensures that ammo stocks are always known, and 
appeals for a reload should combat addle your senses 

ground when disturbed Bemg frozen also 
giVes ts scenery cause to pull off every tnck 
of light tnat gaming has thus far explored 

But as its schedule suggests, much more 
is to come. ProductiOn Studio 4 has set its 
stage, equipped 1ts actors and dev1sed its 
effects; what remains IS for 1ts story to be 
spun and its action unfurled beyond this 
stand-out clip. Wayne's ab1lity to grapple 
himself to nearby elevat1ons has g1ven Lost 
Planet a free hand in terms of level des1gn, 
but the combat mechan1cs he enJoys at 
present are of questiorable long-term worth. 
He packs thrilling firepower and carries 1t 
w1th a burdened grace, but will h1s ordeal 
of Akrid soawns, Circle-strafing showdowns 
and snow plfate ambushes know when to 
make way for the other facets of a 
well-rounded epiC? 

lnafune may be wisely 
priorltislng the mechanics 
and drama of his game over 
the maxims of Microsoft's 
360 brand, but Lost ~net 
still acknowlecf9H their 
practical possibilities. A 
wealth!! multlpla,_ mode 
is being developed that 
should tie in nkely with 
its foundations of mech 
duelling and run-and-gun 
assault. Details as to the 
different game types have 
yet to be disclosed, but Live 
support will bl prtdktably 
strong while downloadable 
content opt)Ortunit ie5 are 
also being considered. lt 
isn't hard to imagine an 
Outtl'iggw·style eq~eri~ 
based on the existing boss 
arenas and efficient rate of 
play, though something 
more than !Mathmatch 
would be appreciated. 



FORMAT. PS3 
PUBliSHER: TBA 

DEVElOPER PANDEMIC 
ORIGIN: US 

RElEASE: TBA 

World In Flames' revised economy means that 
allies will no longer be alone in rewarding 
high profile hits. Any of the game's factions 
will offer bounties for those they're keen to 
see removed, more popular targets finding 
themselves with multiple potential assassins 
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Mercenaries: World In Flames 
Destroy al l humans, plants, animals, vehicles, buildings, 
furnishings, obstacles, combustibles, edibles, rock, pape ... 

M 
ercenaries always wanted to be a 
next -gen game, " admits Josh 
Resnick, chairman of Pandemic. 

" it's pretty simple: The more stuff we can 
support, the more fun it gets. I've just been 

tearing up this amazmg lookmg, super
detailed, high-definit ion city in a test build of 
the game (its newly announced sequel] and 
my heart IS senously still racing. The sheer 
amount of destructiOn we can accomplish on 
the new system IS close to overwhelming." 

Having last year ramped up the act1on 
genre's capacity for free-roaming chaos, 
M ercenaries has evidently lost none of its 
aptitude for escalat on. Its developer's recent 

partnership with Bioware has conversely 
instilled no desire to complicate the game's 
moral landscape, leaving it w1th the same 
bullet point creed. Rule one: Everybody pays. 
Rule two: Everybody tries to avoid paying. 
Rule three: See rule one. With its singular 
desire to blow up the outside world, the 
series' debut drafteo itself an auspicious 
manifesto for gaming's physics-based, 
spectacle-driven future. But that game 
something we concluded in E 147 was 
a 'brilliant sequel waiting to happen' -
1sn 't beyond the reproach of its creator. 

"Overall, we're really proud of what we 
achieved. M ercenaries was the number one 

"Whenever we add something - like air strikes or support 
delivery - we go the extra mile to figure out how to make 
it work everywhere, not just at the scripted moment" 

selling new lP of 2005, which was pretty 
exciting for us. Having said that, I wince 
every t1me I play it- there' re so many areas 
where we can improve. One of the biggest 
critic1sms levelled at us was the fiction. I think 
the first game had a strong premise- 'Nukes 
in North Korea!' - but we didn't fare very 
well making the world deep, stylish and 
compel ing. So that's an area we want to 
improve; we're working on that 'brilliant 
sequel' for you." 

And for Sony also, it seems. Though no 
one's confirming long-term exclusivity, 
development of World In Flames is targeting 
PS3 as 1ts pnmary battleground. Topically 
stagmg another no-nonsense premise 1n an 
oil-nch, war-torn Venezuela, its developer 

sees the new hardware generation as an 
excuse to move beyond the idea of the 
action game into a so-called 'action 
world.' The motivation for that apparent 
grandstanding is that while 'game' denotes 
a script, and thereby limits, a world can 
combine incidental action moments to 
greater overall effect. 

Resnick elaborates:"First, we insist that 
everything be general purpose. Whenever we 
add something - like the air strikes or the 
support delivery - we go the extra mile to 
f igure out how to make it work everywhere, 
not just at the scripted moment. Also, we're 
able to integrate every system into a unified, 
reactive world. We track a lot of information 
about what you do, how you do it, and who 
you do it to, and have the world respond. 
We use the general term 'reactivity' to 
express this idea - the world has a response 
for practically everything you do. Some of 
the responses are immediate and funny, such 
as when a civilian berates you for knocking 
over his food, while some are longer term 
consequences - an ally rewarding you for 
serviCes rendered, for example." 

it's hoped that by widening the original 
game·s network of both Interdependent and 
isolated characters, its representatiOn of life 
as a hired gun wi ll be deepened. An 



overhauled factions system prom1ses to 
mcorporate dynam1cally regulated alleg•ances 
and vendettas. each of wh1ch will have •ts 
own un•q.;e r sks and benef•ts attached 

"The more general purpose mechan1n 
and Interactions we can support." ResniCk 
continues. " the more emergent the game 
becomes One of the new general purpose 
toys we·re giv ng players, for mstance IS an 
ent1rely new ta<e on dynam1c f1re I've always 
wanted to do something Interesting w1th t I 
blame mY' grandfather, who was a rampant 
pyromaniac, but it's such a complicated, 
organ1c thing that •t was always too scary to 
tack e The power of the next-gen systems 
g1ves us enough oandw dth to make it a 
usefu • tact1cal tool for players " 

If 1ts bravado is to be believed, then 
Pandemic's cla1m of PS3 rece1ving "a good 
workout" at World In Flames· hands w1ll 
serve as encouragement to those concerned 
about the console's early hne-up T'le 
number o' studios express1ng opt1m1sm, 
enthusiasm and even outnght exCitement 
over devkits continues to grow. calm~ng 
further fears over the manageability of 1ts 
architecture 't's too early to predict whether 
such technology can se: the wor d of 
Mercenafles al ght. but these early ~ 
w1sps of smoKe send a pOSitiVe signal ~ 

The engine. built from the ground up to handle this 
sp~ific genre on the latest console hardwart, seeks 
to convert the opportunttees of new archittcture .nto 
new and practical sandbox furniture. ducking the 
threat of being hamstrung bt outdated methods 

Despite ots heavily 
characterised, mischievous 
approach, Pandemic's 
Destroy All Humans proved 
another bittersweet action 
sandbox. Resnick maintains 
that whil• an immersive 
play experience is no less 
achievable than a soulful 
one, combining the two 
can be challenging. "lt's 
true, it's really tough to 
popul;~te a world with 
interesting stuff and have 
it all be great. In a way, 
Mercenaries and Destroy 
All Humans are opposites. 
The first Mercenaries really 
worked on the visceral 
gameplay level. but not 
on the story level. Humans 
had a funny and compelling 
world, but was a bit uneven 
on the gameplay. If you 
could merge the two 
together- have this mean 
little ahen Jack Nicholson 
hunting down the Deck 
of 52 in North Korea 
- what a gamet• 

One cited aim is for Mercenaries to 'e.pand inwards'. vehicles featuring landing geat wtak points, crumple zones and multiple articulatod parts. Buildings can be 
destroyed in a variety of ways. the game modelling everything from skyscraper collapses to localised crumbling. Halves of houses can be left standing as a result 
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FORMAT. 360 
PUBLISHER· THQ 

OEVELOPER: CLIMAX 
ORIGIN: UK 

RELEASE: JUNE 9 
PREVIOUSLY IN: E158 

-

bet~ ciraAt of the GP ofhrJ 
the pblyer • pelr of 
challentes wllkh CM be 
tDJed .t ~- TM(re 
hardly lnventtw. ott.n 
crunching apects of the 
track itHif into a bitesiH 
chunk. but provide e~t 
training. There- some 
echoes of GrM 'lllrllmo's 
licenc. tests in there, 
nailing a seMI of track· 
dwacterlstk hai,W 
within tight time limits, 
or simply successfully 
shadowing a single racer. 
Further help Is offwecl by a 
cornering aid, ., arrow 
prompt thet showt ., 
upcomlng turn In the track 
and which glows red if the 
player's 5fl"d Is ex..,llve. 

As is typical form for the series, MotoGP '06 
does a good job of integrating complex 
racing with every analogue portion of the pad 
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Mot oGP trades its Ultimate Racing Technology tag for 
t he annual update 'cycle. Can Climax's bikes stil l excite? 

limax's original MotoGP was one 
of the earliest and finest explo1ters 
of the analogue strengths of the 

Xbox pad, even before the ControllerS 
arnved to soothe western hands. And 1t's 
one aspect that sits comfortably With the 
360's pad, tn a game where racmg sn't so 
much a case of learnmg when to ease o" 
the accelerator, as how to man1pulate the 
front brake, rear brake and nder's "'-e•ght 
d•stnbut•on as well 

:.it~!~Wil!Jt!J .,.tJ.!J!J 
~UI',::OI' - tU'.J!J 

it's a senes that benefits from clarity, and 
HOts understandably k.nd to its cause, 
sharply tracing out the clean lines and low 
penpheral deta1l of the game's tradtttona 
GP tracl:.s The unrelenting draw d•stance 
1s flattered by depth of fteld effects. while 
trackslde Objects make murky reflecttons •n 
the sh mmer of ra•n-sodden tarmac. it may 
not be as out-and-out mpressiVe as other 
VISual posers, but tt ts smooth and 
conVJncong, and capable of achtevmg a 
ternf•c sense of motion 

Th1ngs aren't as clintcally strik1ng n 
Extreme Mode, MoroGPs street-rac•ng 
expanston that was introduced with last 
year's MotoGP 3 or Xbox, though. Its streets 
and butld.ngs border on the baste when 
v1ewed up-close or when passmg slowly
close relat1ves of Ridge Racer 6's flat props -
but everything feels equally optimised for 
quick and responsive play. That play is 
slightly more forgtving than the standard 
GP. and can feel rowdier as a consequence. 
EnVIronmental collisions are less punishing, 
wtth the player only receivmg time penalties 
for wall contact and not just for leavmg the 

The game covers the 200S/6 seasons. with both selectable 
from the main menu. X box live modes are available for 
up to 16 players. and Inclusively so - just one console 
will allow four players to head on line via splitscreen 

The quirky visual fi lters that 
graced earlier MotoGI's are 
absent from '06. What rams 
home their exclusion Is 
PGRJ's photo mode. which 
would have been very 
welcome with wireframe and 
sl<etch-styte filters in tow 

While not as pleasurable as that of l'orza, there's a 
detailed decal editor, allowing for logos with multiple 
layers built from text, scalable shapes and clipart 

track, and the mode brings with it its own 
selection of 600-1 ,200cc bikes. it's an 
initiation that's perhaps better su1ted to 
those intimrdated by the cleanliness of the 
mainstream races. but trntatingly can only 
be fully accessed by completing a whole GP 
season. An unlockable 'Legend' d1fftculty IS 

reta ned for those who w•sh to push the•r 
technique to strenuous limtts 

lt's a game that's unl•kely to set any 
precedems. bemg more an update of the 
approach established With MotoGP URT 3-
and one which, in terms of features. wtll 
seem slim to those well-versed tn that game 
- but t's one that sits as comfortably w•th 
the technology as the ongtnal did wtth Xbox. 
Ano, cruoally, tt still feels to be a ractng 
exper·ence that's capable of sat1sfying 
anyone with an apprec•ation of strong 
control and subtle feedback, as well as real· 
world followers of the sport, wh1ch means tt 
could easily reassert MotoGP as an early 
Xbox Live favourite once agatn in th1s ~ 
latest hardware generation. ~ 



Dead Rising 
The new face of survival horror finally starts 
groaning the groan and shuffling the shuffle 

D ead Rtsing 1s, as 1t always hoped to 
be. a bloodbath let from the wnsts 
of George A Romero it's an obvtous 

remark for a game that calls Itself survival 
action, sets itself in a shopptng mall, fills 1tself 
w1th zomb1es and has 1tself a genocide. But 
KeiJi lnafune's eye for the partiCulars of the 
silver screen Dead, spec f1cally for its Dawn, 
has developed a finer focus than even 
optimism led us to expect As symbolised by 
the tweaked face of hero Frank West, th ts is 
a game that's taken one gtant lurch towards 
better-funct1on1ng form 

The underly1ng des1gn s the same - a 
mtss•on-dnven sandbox of satire and 
glamorised gore. But thts 80 per cent 

comolete vers1on reve•s m deeper homage. 
Fragtle allegtances look set to b1nd 1ts 
disparate cast of suburban cancatures, each 
of whom has an innocuous domestiC talent 
that will come to their aid when the t1me is 
right. The opposition. meanwhtle, benefits 
not 'rom the singularly cannibaliStiC pursuit 
AI of Restdent Evil, but from an authent,cally 
comed1c blend of hunger and past life 
routine. Admittedly, only one example 
springs to mind - that of a zombte cop 
mindlessly gesturmg his pistol at another 
before open1ng ftre - but as an 1mpromptu 
gag it's a w1nner and as a mark of sp1r tual 
inhentance 1t's Immediately familiar. 

The foremost of these common bonds, 
though, is escape. Of the game's many 
outcomes, the preferred is escape v1a a 
helicopter that arrives after a given number 
of s1mulated hours (72 or 48 dependtng on 
difficulty level). Minor and sub-ObJect,ves are 
peppered throughout, and mto them will 
step a secondary character that's all Capcom: 
the locked and loaded femme fatale. But just 
as Romero had it. Dead Rismg's ra1son d'etre 

Most of the available weapons feature three attack modes: 
a standard melee, a throw (great for plates and bowling 
balls) and a button·hold power lunge. food, meanwhile, 
is a widespread and much·needed source of extra health 

In topically next·gen fashion, Capcom has fashioned an 
overwhelming volume of interactive content to fill your 
limited inventory. Swords. parasols. hockey sticks 
(complete with puck projectiles) and full·sized benches 
are only the beginning. though all break with re~at use 

IS to have fun at the expense of the dead, 
and have it in every style that consumensm 
affords. Thmk Oynamtte Cop fought out 
through tt>e pages of the Argos catalogue 
and you have a sense of the scale. 

Arsenal and enem1es present themselves 
faster than you can use one against the 
other, though as you'll remember from X05 
that was as much a source of weakness as 
strength. W1th the dtsclatmer of it betng 
prototype code, you couldn't swing a bat 
1n last year's bUild Without suffenng a 
carnivorous hug, together with its required 
bout of frantic stick waggling. Reassuringly, a 
more selective dtspersal pattern of zomb•es 
and a nimble jump/kiCk combmation have all 
but alleviated that flaw. and an upgrade 
system based on photography pomts (see 
'Lens scare') hopes to redress it further. 

But the real prestige po1nts for Dead 
Rismg - and yes. there's an echo in this 
magazine - go to Capcom's tenactous 
grasp of 360 architecture. The game has 
run the rollercoaster m almost every 
departme'1t, its load t1mes and framer ate 
sttll awaiting opttmisation But in terms 
of antl-aliasing, depth of field, bump
mapping and other such anxieties, tt's a 
conquest that shames the supposition 
that the Japanese. w1th thts machine. ...., 
Simply aren't try,ng. ~ 

FORMAT· 360 
PUBliSHER: CA PC OM 
DEVElOPER: IN·HOUSE 
ORIGIN JAPAN 
RElEASE SEPTEMBER 
PREVIOUSlY IN; E1S1, E1 

F,.... West's background as 
a phototoumalist, worn not 
so much on his sleeve as 
around his neck, has always 
promlsad to send a few 
rlpplls through Dead 
Risings dlsign. A fantastic 
lud-ln 11quence leavlt you 
In llttla doubt as to what 
form ttlly'U take - a 
trademartr Capcom combo 
gauge. As you fly by 
hellcoptlr towards • fataful 
shopping spree, 1110ugh 
gruesome set-pieces 
tramp~,.. bllow to IIWikl 

~Ghost squad cry 
into their visors. The more 
:n~mbils you c.ptu,.. on film 
(via a flrstperson snapshot 
mode), the more points you 
score. and once inslda the 
IMII you'll be trea~ to a 
grand menu of upgrades 
and - you' ll like this -
costumes to spend them on. 
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Th~ challenge in localising the series is in 
GOpturing its creator's penchant for pun and 
poetry. The names of nearly all enemies are 
heavily local plays on words. Those pictured 
here translate more simply to 'monkeywalrus' 
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While still holding true to 
Earthbounds slowly-rolling 
hit point counter that 
allows enough reaction 
t ime to cast a quick heal 
and save a player from 
sudden death, Mother 3's 
combat has been upgraded 
with a new combo system 
linked to its variety of 
battle music. By pnessing 
the attack button to the 
beat of the occasionally 
oddly-signatured themes, 
each character can do extra 
damage with a musical 
accompaniment. lt's a 
simple addotion but does 
wonders for turnmg 
otherwise mundane turn. 
based battles into a unique 
challenge for every fight. 

FORMAl: GBA 
PUBLISHER: NINTENDO 

DEVELOPER: BROWNIE BROWN 
ORIGIN: JAPAN 

RELEASE: OUT NOW (JAPAN), TBA (UK) 

Mother 3 
A decade later, Nintendo's dark horse RPG rides again. 
But will it be another Mother only Japan can love? 

I 
n a curious way, 1t could be said that 
the fervour behtnd the western 
Earthbound cult community has as 

much to do with the games 1t hasn't seen as 
with the one t has_ Three years after the 
release of the SNES Earrhbound, released tn 

Japan as Mother z. the d1scovery of a fully· 
t ranslated internal· use cart of the NES 
anginal, known now as Earthbound Zero, 
fuelled in series fans the percept-on of a near 
vendetta by Nintendo to shield them from 
creator Shigesato ltoi's work. After a 700· 
page fan -prepared petition proved powerless 
to prevent the N64 sequel's eventual 
cancellatoon, their feeling was aga1n 
underscored by the company's more recent 
dec1soon to wtthho d the GBA's Mother I +2 
collect1on from western release, desp1te 
haVIng completed English scnpts for both 
titles, and 1ts reuse of the upgraded 
Earthbound Zero code rt had prepared for 
Amenca but never let loose. 

That's not to say, though, that what the 
west has seen wasn't worth the dedication. 
Effortlessly unique, the SNES's Earthbound 
was noteworthy nOI Just for 1ts peculiar 

One of the primary joys that has gained Mother such a rabid 
fanbase is the rich personality it invests in even the most 
minor of its cast, making an unforgettable e•perience out 
of what is mechanically otherwise a strictly t raditional RPG 

Each chapter promises to highlight the e•periences of a 
unique character, with others joining up as members of a 
following party. While the split might lead to a less epic 
tale than the journey undertaken by Ness. its new pacing 
should nonetheless be more satisfying in shorter bursts, 
which is in turn perfect for ots new portable GBA form 

posotion as a ftrstoarty RPG from a company 
classica.ty shy of the genre ts pedestrian 
setting, a modern day urban ta e skevved 
wrth ' 50s sc··f B-mov1e Amencana, 1ts 
supporting cast, with adolescent hero Ness 
making frequent phone calls to both his 
mother and h1s es tranged, never-present 
father (an intimate detailltoi admits was 
taken from his own childhood). and its 
drsconnected non-sequ1tur humour and 
dralogue a I presented a startlrng and 
memorable eccentnc v1s on of RPGs
someth ng tyooca of a creator with no 
formal oackground 1n games. 

And 'lOw rts seque , some 12 years arer, 
looks ready to carry on every brt of that 
tradrtron. Rendered rn p1xei·cnsp clanty and 
with far more detailed an mations that don't 
reinvent so much as pay trrbute to its des1gn 
lineage, the game's rnr tial chapters also show 
those prev1ous themes of estrangement now 
much more engrained. The first chapter 
alone pulls the game m to blacker terntory 
woth deadbeat father Flint reluctantly 
rejoining and v1olently lash1ng out at h1s 
'amily, and dealong woth a sudden death 
close to home. ~hough there are still flashes 
of oddba l lev1ty and overarchrng themes of 
an alien invasion, the game rs clearly working 
at greater depths than before As w1th 
Mother 2, its battles are rnstrgated by makrng 
contact w1th free-roam1ng overvvorld 
enemies, wh1ch leads to famrliar, 
psychedelically·tinged turn-based battles, 
that now, unexpectedly, contain a rhythmic 
tw1st (see 'F1ght the rhythm'). 

As always, thoug'l, the million-dollar 
quest on rema1ns whether, grven the 
commercia challenge inherent 1n the 
d sparity of its kid·frtendly pastel hues 
and murkier themes, th1s w1ll be Nintendo's 
time -to f inally reuntte the senes with ~ 
rts western fan base. ~ 



Wonders will confer permanent benefits to 
the happiness and civilisation rating of your 
a ty; they will also be the only buildings that 
cake resources and time to erect. Everything 
else is bought from your tax-swollen fund 
of denarii, and will be placed immediately 

CivCity: Rome 
Firefly and Firaxis ask not what the Romans 
did for us, but what we can do for t hem 

I 
t's not often you s1t down w1th a 
game des1gner who enthus1aSt1cally 
prom1ses to deliver the "humdrum 

of daily l1fe" m his worlc. But there·s method 
to the apparent madness of Simon 
Bradbury, lead designer at F1refly, the UK 
bncks-and-mortar special ist entrusted wtth 
this city-building extension of Firax1s' strategy 
senes, Civilization. CrvCity1s the m1crocosm 
to Civtlza!lon·s world- and era-spann1ng 
macrocosm· a game tt·at gets more detailed 
the closer you look at it, rather than less 
There's always been a s1mple schoolboy 
fascination to the mundane detailS of life 
2,000 years ago, and Firefly a1ms to explOit 1t 
with meticulously animated scenes of Roman 
routine that reca ll Will Wright as much as Std 
Meier, and The Stms as much as S1mCity. 

In truth, though, CivC1ty· Rome owes 1ts 
nsp1rauon to none of these soc1o-gam1ng 
classics. Before becom ng f lfefly 1n 1999 and 
creating the castle-building Stronghold 

Buildings like the Colosseum and Circus 
Maximus will houstlive spectacles but. 
special occasions aside, the audience 
won' t be made up of 'real' people: Firefly 
tried this, and it brought city life to a halt 

games, Bradbury and his colleagues worked 
at 1mpress1ons on the Caesar series of Roman 
crty bu1lders (wh1ch, 1n an iron1c nvalry. 
Vrvend1 IS resurrectmg th1s year). CivCify 
began w1th a des1re to return to those roots; 
the collaborat1on w1th F~rax1s followed, a 
happy synergy borne of both developers' 
relat1onsh1p w1th pubhsher 2K. 

However, as conversat1on deepened 
between Balt1more-based F1rax1s and f&refly's 
new States1de stud10 1n ConnectKut. the 
brandmg broo<:e through the game's sk1n Key 
features of (M/IzatiOn- wonders. research, 
the educat1onal Ctv1loped1a, nterven\IOns 
from famous ftgures of the age- w1ll come 
m to play as you found a senes of settlements 
for the Roman Empire across a campatgn 
mode and a collectton of standalone 
scenanos (some ObJective-based, some 
more-or-less free builds). Meanwhile, the 
simple vanables of happmess. productiVIty, 
and culture are extrapolated tnto m1cro-

Though some settlements are constructed on open 
planes, In other cases the local geography will present 
city builders with some significant strategic and design 
challenges. Considerations such as space limitations, 
the steepness of hillsides and choke-points like river 
crossings will all threaten the effidency of your town 

If Civilization's build1ng block is the city, thtn CwCrty's 
is the house: the meat of the game is in persuading 
inhabitants to upgrade their hovels to villas (and so 
pay more tax) by locating the amenities they want 
water, olive oil, entertainment, religion- nearby 

manageable resource chains that work -and 
can be watched. m hypnotiCally dull detail
on the eve of md v1dua mhab tants Where 
Crv 1s abstracted. C1vC1ty is deta1led. and vice 
versa External events and an Emplfe Po1nts 
system suggest "a b1g game of Civ gomg on 
all around you" (m the words of Fi rax1s 
execut1ve producer Barry Caudill). mak1ng 
extraneous demands that might 1nvolve 
S1mplif1ed trade or "very light. optlona " 
combat. and that might run counter to the 
econom1c and socra needs of your town. 

"The t1e-in has helped us to move the city 
build1ng genre on," says Bradbury. " I played 
Caesar Ill, which I solely coded and des1gned, 
and I had no 1dea why people were coming 
to or leav1 ng my City. Things like the key 
happ1ness vanable 'rom Civ1flzation- putting 
that sm1ley face up there he ps clanfy that" 

The design 1s accessible and dlfect, wrth 
strong feedback, but work st1l needs to be 
done on CtvCtty's crude and inflex1ble 
interface, and 1ts balancing. At the moment 
tt's all too easy to hit economic brick walls 
early on, although later on these lulls w111 
present opportumt es for research and 
reorganrsauon If the kinks in th s Roman 
road can be straightened, though, t w11f 
present a streamlined, yet thorough, ~ 
journey into the past. ~ 

FORMAT: PC 
PUBLISHER: ZK GAMES 
DEVELOPER FIREFLY STUDIOS 
ORIGIN UK/US 
RElEASE SUMMER 

When computer games 
develop educational 
agendas. a natural tension 
arises between historical 
realism and good game 
design, although the prime 
direc:tive Is simple: "lt's got 
to be enjoyable.• says 
Bradbury. "But in certain 
areas we are striving to 
make lt as realistic as 
possible. lt's certainly a lot 
more fluid and organic a 
city builder than we've 
done in the past.· Its 
naturahsm is convincing. 
but restricted to what made 
sense within the design; a 
system of individual wealth 
was rejected because it was 
tricky to represent. and 
ultimately superfluous. Says 
Caudill: "If you have this 
really robust ec:onomic 
model that goes down 
underneath, but you never 
really interact with it or see 
it then as Sid always calls it. 
that's the computer having 
more fun than the player.· 
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fORMAT: PC, PSl, XBOX 
PUBliSHER CODEMASTER.S 

DEVElOPER KUJU, CODEMASTERS 
ORIGIN: UK 

RElEASE. JUNE 6 

Preservation of Sensible Soccer's spirit 
hasn't precluded the introduction of 
more contemporary features. Though the 
16bit versions encouraged editing of 
teams. the 30 of this new console build 
can realise mort characteristics than just 
ball skills and coloured blobs of hair 

Tracks are rigged with hazards, from 
household props to pecking chickens, 
while power·ups include shockers, 
mines and a roof-mounted hammer 
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Sensible Soccer 
Jon Hare and the Darlings settle on a 
winning tactic: Don't do anything stupid 

ensible Soccer's departure from 
gaming's fixtures list, inspired by the 
own goal of 1ts '98 performance, has 

left us w1th one vis1on of 'real football' - that 
shared by EA, Konami and a handfu of 
Imitators. As senes creator Jon Hare 
bemoaned last ISSue, that doesn't so much 
involve a real game of football as a 
broadcast, meticulously animated and 
ridiculously tmprecise. But now even the 
mighty PES has taken its eye off the ball, and 
the fans that line the terraces (those being 
the counters of high street stores) can sense 
its fatigue. lt's t1me to try something new, 
even 1f that something new 1s somethtng old 

F1rst tmpresstons are predictably severe 
Thts IS 30, as was employed by the last game 
(adually 1999's P1ayStatiOn ver510n), whiCh 
was awful But like Ult1mace Ghosts ·n· 
Goblms, the new Sens1ble knows to keep •ts 
technology m check, or at least in a form 
where it serves the destgn rather than vtce 
versa. The flat shades and ballooned heads 
aren' t a gag so much as an expression of 
freedom, validated by an opening minute of 
play that sees dozens of split -second 

"1 
FORMAT: OS, PC, PSl, PSP 11 

PUBLISHER: CODEMASTERS 
DEVELOPER: SUPERSONIC 

ORIGIN: UK 11 
RELEASE: SUMMER ~ 

deCisions and actions. The vertical playing 
field, top-down camera (whtch has been 
tilted slightly for the sake of a longer viewmg 
dtstance), precis1on passing and tnsttnd,ve 
lefVright aftertouch offer Simulation beyond 
the boundaries of a N lens. though with a 
considerable arcade punch behind every kiCk. 

Sens1bfe's wider sign1ficance 1s elusive. 
Yes, 1t encourages you to questton whether 
the turf is really greener on the genre's other 
s1de, but rather than offer a compelling 
suggestion of a united way forvvard, it 
revels in taking you back. The destination 
hes nearer the Mega Drive vers1on than 
the Am1ga original, the mult1-button 
control scheme of a joypad Interface 
haVIng 1nspired a greater change than 
the surpns,ngly faithful visual makeover 
The analogue aim, wh1ch benefits (though 
you wouldn't th1nk it at a glance) from an 
arrow indicator at players' feet, JOins a 
belated spnnt function in delicately nudgmg 
the game of old into modern times. 
Sensible's still a funny old game. but in the 
continued absence of a beaut1ful one. ~ 
1ts sens1b1lities hold their ground. ~ 

With animations as crisp as the visuals shown above, 
Sensible bears none of the speed Issues that trouble its 
modern peers. Forming a join-the-dots puule of football 
tactics, its passing manoeuvres art quick and precise 

Micro Machines V4 
Fair play gives way to swear play, as Micro 
Machines brings out the little guns 

F 
ew franchises can add an arsenal to 
the1r formula without such a move 
seeming damningly cynical, but 

Superson1c has already cleared such a worry 
with 1ts previous Mashed games. Apart from 
that, Micro Machines' form hasn't really 
changed - ttny circuits with timer veh,cles, 
w1th up to four racing to reach the top of the 
screen wh1le scuffling wtth each other and 
dodg1ng env1ronme'ltal hazards- but 1t's 
been substantially bulked out. 

Some 750 vehicles are offered across a 
variety of classes, and unlocked through the 
singleplayer mode. With Micro Machines 
remembered for its brill iance as a party 
game, this may seem a somewhat pointless 
focus except for its role in multi player- cars 
can be gambled in on line races, in what must 
be the dtnkiest pink-slip optiOn to grace a 
dnving game. And its expanded seleoion of 
domestic and urban courses takes 'n wtde 
range of traditional MM themes, with c~rcu1ts 

based in and around household rooms and 
pool tables, but also reach1ng out to a 
rooftop, chicken coop, sewer and 
supermarket. Multi player offers plenty of 

The PSP and PS2 versions share the same net code. 
allowing cross·platform contests. four people can share 
two PS2 controllers, albeit cosily, as Is MM tradition 

tracks too, but indulges the cumbersome, 
unlock-fuelled habit of requiring players to 
spend time with a select handful of courses 
before being able to access the rest. 

Remaimng likeably cheerful (and, 
hopefully, cheap), rowdy and s1mple. V4 

doesn't step away from 1ts claSSIC origtns too 
much. But in a culture of h1-def gloss. and an 
incoming generatton of games that would 
rather be on the catwalk than in the livtng 
room, it's a welcome, lo-def return for ~ 
such a neat and sociable distraction. ~ 



For those wondering why a game played 
almost exclusively from the side is being 
rendortd in 30, G'n'G has immediate answers. 
lmag1ne the difference Mode 7 made to the 
Super llintendo ve,.io"- then multiply it by 
the number of lives you're sure to lost while 
marvelling at these spellbinding effects 

FOR~'AT PC 
P JB.JSHE~ TBA 

DEVfLOPER FREEZE INTERACTIVE 
ORIG IN: SWITZERLAND 

RELEAS£: NOVEMBER 

A chance encounter with either of Field Ops' 
play modes would offer no hint of its duality. 
Neither its FPS nor RTS interfaces bear the 
telltale signs of distracted development, 
and its elaborate physics and lighting 
engines lend a convincing gloss to them both 

fORMAT. PSP 
PUBLISHER: CAPCOM 

DEVELOPER: IN·HOUSE 
ORIGIN: JAPAN 

RELEASE: SEPTEMBER 

Ultimate Ghosts 'n' Goblins 

Field Ops 

The return of Professor F's Arthurian 
legend offers little cause to be grave 

players: 1t'll summon them. If that 
comes across as an uncommonly bold 
testament, then here's another. Its design, 
as evolved from ItS Ghouls 'n' Ghosts 
generatiOn as that was from 1ts first. sa 
statement of author·ty over the sedud1vely 
powerful PSP. Yes. the hardware's strengths 
are being fully exploited by Fujiwara·s goth1c 
caper, but the spirit of the series· early 
design has dictated the terms of its 
resurrection. S•de-scrolling, unyielding and 
characteristiCally berserk, it isn't a m1mic of 
fmafs sobering swansong but a valorous 
trumpet call. 

And valour is what thiS l(,nd of repnse 
demands, because after such a long absence 
and the mixed fortunes of Maximo, stnking a 
faithful but emboldened tone is difficult 
bus1ness. The smallest changes can break an 
mtncate machine. and some considerable 
ones emerge 1n Ultimate's f1rst stage a·one 
Ghouls ·n· Ghosts' trans1t10n from vanilla to 
Super form suggested a power-up system 
1tch1ng to explode, and with th1s episode it 

A battle of wits between terrorists and 
counter- terrorists is its least interesting clash 

R 
ecogn1t1on of squandered potenttal 
may have encouraged a change of 
perspect1ve in the modern RTS, but 

Swiss stud to Freeze wtll tell you that a change 
of identity tS what's adually reqUired. Fhcktng 
between table-top and f~rstperson v1ews 1n 

the developer's upcommg f1eld Ops is no 
mere tnck of the camera, but rather a 
deCided leap between one genre and 

another. As much Commandos as 1t ts Ghost 
Recon, it's a ch1mera that's remarkable not so 
much for 1ts marquee feature as for the 
thought w1th whiCh 1t's being introduced. 

Few of the component pieces are new. 
The singleplayer campa1gn merrily pulls 
together 1ndustnous secret service agents. 
impassive speoal-ops teams, ethnic 
cancatures and ObJects that explode at little 
more than a touch Labynnths of freight
laden pallets and sandblasted terrain typ1fy 
its battlegrounds. and further familiaritieS 
include depth-blurred sniper scopes, real
world phystcs and ret1cule-d1reded team 
commands. But when the t1me comes for the 
button to be pressed, the SWitch 'rom 
ethereal strateg1st to ad,ve partic pant 1s a 
refreshing jolt that's actively endorsed by 
alternately smuous and expans1ve geography. 
What remams to be seen is how well f1eld 
Ops faci litates the more arcane tactiCS that 1ts 
players might devise 

And tnat's a questton that's as open
ended as the game's potent1al. Will the all ed 
AI, for instance. reliably spr ng an ambush 
should you ztp into t'le body of a lone soldier 

fmally has. The inventory screen that a 
shoulder button press provides is an arsenal 
of shields and spells, the former offering 
protection and movement bonuses, \he latter 
a bevy of screen-burning smart bombs As 
immediately familiar as the game is. in fad, 
little of it has dodged the surgeon's knife 

Fujiwara and h1S largely reassembled 
team have Just1f1ed every change so preCisely 
as to make good that analogy. Arthur's new 
ledge grab, for mstance, doesn't reflect a 
taming of his ordeal but a rearrangement 
some ledges are simply far enough apart to 
require it. Likewise, the ab1l1ty to fly freely 
upon one partiCular sh1eld 1s essentia. for 
plundering the new vert!Cally-onentated 
hidden areas, and aovantageous when 
dodging more furttve enemy attacks. Despite 
tts new diff1culty settings, mcreased life count 
and generous continue system. Ultimate is 
no patsy. Bad weapon selection can still 
cripple you, as can metamorphosis at the 
hands of that accursed wizard. Based on the 
open1ng levels, 1t feels as deliciously crue 
as ever: the platformer de Sade, it 
would seem, 1s back 

Will Field Ops justify iu claim of loolcing like ~rrlefield 
1? Not really, no. Although it's too early to say for certain, 
the flai r of DICE's game is mining from Freeze's design 

and shepherd the opposition towards them? 
Will the levels provide enough verticality for 
you to dash off and assume a sniping 
position while they lay down suppressing 
f1re? If that bar of spontaneity can be met. 
then will the enemy AI raise t further by 
confound,ng your potentially repet1t1ve 
tactiCs? Though ·t's too early to judge, there's 
too little that's 1mmed1ately wrong wtth the 
game to suggest that such things are 
1mpossible. Its mult1player, furthermore, is 
benefiting from a maJority share of 
development time that's already yielded a fun 
suite of genre-splicing modes. For those 
shell-shocked by the tank-rush and 
deathmatch, F1eld Ops may soon offer ~ 
a rousmg call to arms. ~ 



Power Stone Collection 
Capcom welcomes PSP to the Power St one world, 
but can the jewel of Dreamcast be compressed? 

T 
hough many a classic game earns 
due attentiOn through a hook, giVen 
t1me even the best find themselves 

m need of someth1ng else - an excuse. 
Whether t's an emulator release, 
backwardly-compatible console or just a 
chance vis1t to a retentive arcade, 1t takes a 
modern twist of fate to g1ve a game like 
Power Stone another dance. And 11 deserves 
the limel1ght. What a hook, after all to be 
one of the only fighters to truly exploit the 
opportun1t1es of 30. do1ng so across 
exquisitely des,gned stages and atop a 
balanced set of rules. 

The steady framer ate of this Dreamcast conve"i""' not 
once dipping during the levels we played, is a good omen 
for future attempts. The list of 1deal candidates isn't short 

The modern 1mpetus behmd thiS 
partiCular reviVal isn't so much the PSP's 
processing power as another of its assets. the 
ability to jo1n four people 1n w1reless confl1d. 
it's true that Collection is just about as no
frills a package as you m1ght have pred1ded, 
the textures of 1ts two incorporated 
Oreamcast t1tles rece1ving no secondary licks 
of pamt to bnng them up to date and 
looking surpristngly crude considering the 
original 's Naomi-grade veneer. But the1r 
vitality, together with the su1tabihty of the 
platform, are what pulls a nonetheless 
faithful conversion through. An unfa tenng 
framerate and anti-a:iased image keep the 
action smooth dunng even the most frantiC 
of morrents, and 1n Power Stone there's 
little else 

But put a four-character game and a 4.3-
lnch screen together, however, and you know 
that a conflict of scales w1ll give Colledion its 
b1ggest headache. While a game like Def 
Jam The Takeover offers constrained arenas 
which reqwe only a modest zoom, Power 
Stone can crank its camera out to quite a 
distance, mak1ng v1sibility an issue. it's the 

Osawari Tantei: Ozawa Rina 
Bee Works' touching story of a touching detective 
hopes to hit home in all the Wright places 

Os.>wari Tanrels solution for the frequently troublesome 
second screen is a commendably clevtr one: though it's 
used exclusively for Rina's portrait. it also shows her 
inner thoughts and private reactions to me dialogue 

he experimental prom1se of the OS 
has challenged developers across the 
board to come up w1th any number 

of Innovative ways to ut1lise 1ts funct1ons, but 
the obvious and to date most under-ut1lised 
answer has been right under everyone's 
nose. lt took a homebrew SCUMMVM to 
corredly expose the wealth of possibilities. 
but 1nstead the OS has delivered a more 
obscure response to the point'n'click w1th 
Osawari Tantet ('Touching Detective'). In 1t, 
young detective Rina Ozawa IS tasked w1th 
solving four different cnminal investigations 
and an assortment of m1m-quests with the 
aid of her stylus-based probing 

If developer BeeWorks is an unfamiliar 
name to adventure fans, 1t's no wonder
unu now its output has been lim1ted to a 
few underachieving action and puzzle games 
like Guru Guru Nagetto. and that lack of 
expenence shines through in Osawari. 
Though benef1ted by its cheenly ghastly 
modern-V1dorian atmosphere, mit.al play 
reveals an adventure long on charm - thanks 
to the eagle-eyes and utterly vacant gaze of 
1ts starlet and her anthropomorphiC 

FOR\4AT PSP 
PUBLISHER: CAPCOM 
DEVELOPER: IN·HOUSE 
ORIGIN· JAPAN 
RELEASE AUTUMN 

for a game with comparatively low·resolution textures to 
emerge on PSP in stretched wid~scre.n is disappointing. not 
to mention unsightly. The quality of iu artwork is enough to 
see it through, but we'd love to see the problem rectified 

orig,nal's undiSCiplined attitude to combat 
that saves it, precise direct1on and t1ming of 
blows seldom proving a superior tactic to a 
good flail And so. for that 75 per cent of 
the game that favours anarchy over platform 
preCISion and exuberance over strategy, 
Power Stone emits a'l undiminished 
handheld gleam. 

mushroom pet- but far longer on a torrent 
of badly-paced back-and-forth unskipoable 
d1alogue, and shortest where 1t counts the 
most an Interface that feels truly reactive to 
your touch, ingenious puzzles and telling a 
truly engag1ng story. 

There are no signs yet of localisation 
efforts undervvay as1de from, unusually, an 
Engl1sh summary on the game's website, but 
•t's not unthinkable that the game could 
rece1ve a sparkling scnpt that taKes ~ 
advantage of 1ts endeanng gloom,ness. ~ 

The game's cuteness trumps its gothic undertones every 
time: your fi"t case sees you in a park with rollerslcating 
rink and hot dog stand. complete with ghoulish vendor 

The defining multi player action of both 
Powtr Stone titles is a perfect fit for a 
wifi-enabled portable, especially in coop 

FORMAT· DS 
PUBLISHER: SUCCESS 
DEVELOPER. BEEWORKS 
ORIGIN: JAPAN 
RELEASE OUT NOW 

Players can use the touchscreen to mort 
closely inspect and manipulate hems 
collected. though not to the same exun 
as OS adventures such as Phoenix Wrigt 







Red Steel can't shed light on Revolution's 
visual horsepower just yet. In line with 
Nintendo's interface-first philosophy, the team 
only received its devkit a week prior to our 
arrival. Until then, development occurred on PC 
to an estimated technical standard that, from 
what we've been shown, stands halfway 
between those of GameCube and X box. We 
ask Moret if a machine with limited physics 
calcu lation abilities causes problems when 
dealing with physical interactions. "When we 
began working on XIII," he recalls, "you were 
just shooting puppets and there was no 
interaction with anything else, giving the 
genre an artificial feeling. As time went by, 
we started implementing other forms of 
interaction. Physics is one of them, but not the 
only one. When you shoot something with 
physics properties, naturally i t falls. But there 
are other ways to achieve the same effect.· 







Having turned half of its team into a 
Revolution thinktank with less than two 
years of total development time to play with, 
has Ubisoft Paris left itself free to create the 
generic nuts and bolts of a modern game? 
Moret is assured, but heedful: "For art 
direction, yes. Storytelling, however, is a job 
that's changed tremendously over the last few 
years. Five years ago, a writer just wrote the 
dialogue we requested . But now we make sure 
that they work with the level designers, and 
here we've even hired a director just for special 
interaction moments. April will be the month 
we merge everything together on to the 
common toolset- the Revolution development 
kit. But yes, we have all the pieces In place." 
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Antoniades (left) and Ball. Asked which titles 
from thelastgeneration have hinted at their 
hopes for next·gen experiences. Ball suggests 
Shad~ Of Tho Colossus before drawing a blank. 
and Antonoades settles on Chronicles Of Riddiclc 
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"We don't innovate for the sake of it," says 
Antoniades. "but we have had innovations result 
from figuring out a system that's easy to use, but 
still looks better than any comparable fighter• 

the not-quite-announced hmbo of 
1ts earl1er days. 

Sony has relaxed 1ts 1ntense 
protectiveness only enough to allow 
Antoniades and chtef technology 
off1cer Mike Ball to show fragments 
of footage on a laptop: a routine 
honed through pitches to Sony, and 

really egotiStiCal -some of the best 
faoal performances in a game ever. 
just draws scepticism. lt smacks of hot 
air. We don't have a long, illustnous 
history m gaming, so that response 
is natural, but the proof Will be in 
the pudding." 

If expectatiOns for the f1rst wave 
of P53 titles (it's Still unclear where 
Heavenly Sword fa Is w1th1n that 
schedule) are daun\lng, 1f largely se!
generated, N1nJa Theory at least 
appreCJates the attentiOn The 
demands of a flagshtp title, 1t seems, 
are preferable to those naturally 
facing a small mdependent: "it's a 
better kind of pressure than putting 
all you have into a game, but not 
knowing if you'll get any recognttion 
or reward at the end of 1t," 
Antoniades reasons. But after the 
euphona of featunng 1n Sony's E3 
keynote faded, how sobenng was the 
way Ktllzone and MotorStorm's 
~ootage set a quest•onably attatnable 
P53 standard? "lt didn't faze us: what 
we had at last E3 was m-game, 1t was 
stuff we were proud of, and I don't 
think the other footage changed the 

"What we had at last E3 was in-game, 
and I don't think the other footage 
changed the competitive landscape" 

other jilted su tors ncludtng Microsoft. 
over the game's sheltered life. "Back 
then, keeping a low profile was 
appropriate, because we hadn't had 
whole chunks up and runn1ng m a fun 
way. Now we do, so it's frustrating
but our time w1ll come, and we've got 
to fall1n hne w1th Sony's strategy, • 
says Antomades. "The problem woth 
tell ng everyone your combat system 1s 
great. or that you've got - thos sounds 

compet•tive landscape. We haven't 
shown target renders, that's what we 
have now, and what we will have 
when the game's released will 
hopefully look stgnificantly better. As 
far as we're concerned, yeah, that is 
the standard we need to be at." 

"We've always been quietly 
confident of what we can produce," 
adds Ball. "The game. the combat 
system. the rendenng technology have 

As shown at GDC. enemies collide with objects 
and each other with meaty impact instead of 
ragdoll spasm. Nariko can even seize an enemy 
by the ankles and use him as a human bludgeon 

Seeing the environments in-game does much to 
justify the extravagance of Heavenly Swords 
lighting model - il tangible atmospheric effect 
rather than self-congratulatory tech trickery 

been great for a long tome. and it's still 
evolvtng - the screenshots from a year 
ago have aged qutte a bot We started 
development so early that our concern 
is keeping that head-start going. 
rather than needing to ca tch up with 
anyone else." 

As a game that's lived in the eyes 
of most from show to show and tech 
demo to tech demo, Heavenly Sword's 
spectacle has been obvtous. but less 
so its professed emotional sode. Ball 
concurs that conference showmanshtp 
favours ragdoll carnage over 
emotoonal depth • it's always been 
qu,te diffocult for us whenever we're 
asked to produce a demo, because 
we're not speciftcally focusmg on 
technology for technology's sake," he 
says. "So many factors only really 
come across when you' re playmg 1t, 
like seeing the faCial performance in 
the game as opposed to a ta king 
head in a tech demo. When you're 
fighting a group of 30 guys, we've got 
a system called Chanerbox that lets 
pa rs of soldters talk to each other 
two moght be marked as fnends. and 
when one dies the other reacts to 
that. it's not really in-your-face, but it 
adds a lot to the game's feeling." 

"The problem with emot1on in 
games has been that the technology 
has been limited." says Antoniades. 
"If you can't create believable 
characters, trey can't express 
believable emotiOn. That, for us. 1s the 
boggest dtfference between next-gen 
and previous generatoons • Feeling 
that such empowerment woll allow 
games to move beyond hands-off 
cinematiCS, the team has worked to 
dehver a highly story-driven game 



without an equally heavy reliance on 
cutscenes. Anton,ades hopes to see 
currently underused, or enttrely 
unexplored. narrative methods 
oecome more promtnent tn next-gen 
development: "I thtnk we're on the 
cusp of a new format for adventure 
games anc telling stones tn them.· 

Stirring storytelling aside, 
the game's tynchpin has always beet" 
ts combat. Development of the 
system began a. most tmmedtately 
after 2003's Kung Fu Chaos. and by 
2004's GDC prototype, Antomades 
was claimtng to have already eclipsed 
current tttle belt-holder Ninja Ga1den. 
What at the time might have been 
nterpreted as a case of vtdeogame 
hubris now feels more like an 
assertion "lt's a self-fulfilling prophecy 
1f people are told: 'You can't do a 
f1ghting game because you're 
western, so we won't fund it,"' 
Antoniades states. "We've done what 
we're good at. and I thtnk when 
people play the game, the whole 
argument about western developers 
'lOt being ab.e to do thirdperson 
combat will go away · In that sense, 
Heavenly Sword has found the deal 
ptatform: w1th tne 360 rematntng 
western-led, and the OS's library 
suggestmg that the developer best 
able to exploit Ntntendo's Revolut•on 
will be Nmtendo, the new PlayS talion 
remains the crossover console - a 
conduit for the transfer of tnfluences 
that produces an Ieo, a God Of War, 
or a FFX/1. "Internally, Japanese staff 
have been really surprised by hoiN 
good the combat looks - and how 
different 1t looks from Japanese 



As its vision has solidified. 
Heavenly Swortfs aesthetics 
have moved from the 
historical to the fantastic 
although they remain 
grounded in the hyper-reality 
of their filmic inspirations 
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games." continues Antoniades. 
"[The combat) is its own th1ng- it's 
not apmg their style." 

The team has bee"! accused of 
worse, Kung Fu Chaos' 1rrevere'lt 
chop-socky drawing an affronted 
response from some quarters of the 
American gaming med1a. As a small 
Cambridge developer producing a mle 
so determinedly eastern m 1magery 
and 1nfluence - the trailer for the 
ong1nal p1tch features As1an·dlalect 
speech with English subtitles- 1s it 
an approach that risks seem1ng 
presumptuous? "Wit"! KFCwe 
bas cally made Banzar The 
V1deogame, and that d1dn't work 
in certclln parts of conservat1ve 
m1ddle America lt was a cultural 
m1sunderstandmg. What we're doing 
now IS rot a parody; 1t'S not even set 
10 Ch1na - rt's a genre, the Wu Shu 
genre, and that's someth1ng we know 
a lot abovt I don't think we need to 
justify 1\." 

Havmg successfully signed the 
game desp,te sceptic1sm that a 
20- to 30-strong team was capable o' 
next-gen deve opment, NinJa Theory 
has since vindicated that sentiment by 
growing to a 75-strong studio, and is 
still aggress1vely hiring. The project's 
demands have drawn applicants 
globally from both film and game 
1ndustnes. with th1s crossover often 
requmng a shift in traditional 
methodology: " it's been a learnmg 
experience in every disc pline, and you 
do have to adapt: if you can't adapt, 
you are stuck. There's no way around 
that now." says Anton1ades 

Ball continues: "On the code side. 

To date. Bujingals choreographed blade-dashing 
duels have flown the flag for wire-lu, but 
Heavtnly Sword intends to produce the same 
spe<tade with unparalleled interaction 

we're looking at advanced rendenng 
techn1ques and phys,cs solutions that 
take a really good educat,on to 
understand the processes involved, 
but equally we've got a lot of 
developers that have worked on 
games for years, and skills they used 
on the Spectrum - memory handling, 
wnt,ng effaoent code and so on -
sull apply. tn nk developers who've 
forgotten the value of those 
techmques are go1ng to fmd it hard 
on the next-gen platforms." 

Asked if the pressures of film
quality CG rendenng and wrangling 
the PS3 ·s architecture have found the 
team p1ning for N1ntendo's more 
modest production VISIOn, Ball is 

pragmat1c "Th1s 1s where developers 
split 1nto two camps: some are 
frightened by the new technology, 
and they'll work on the s1mpler 
consoles, mobile games, Xbox L1ve 
Arcade games. I thmk those are seen 
as a return to 'traditional ' gam1ng 
values, and there'll be some really niCe 
stuff there- but the other camp are 
embracing the next generation and 
saying: 'let's get on with it.' Each 
generation change has brought its 
own challenges- but in retrospect. 
tne changes you actually make are 
quite Simple I'm sure we'll be S•ttlng 

o' Heavenly Swords aesthetic features 
- a,., outdoor lighting mode tnat 
renders indiv1dual a1rborne water 
part1cles so as to accurately reflect and 
colour the sky; one of the Cell's 
processors commit1ed to the 
movement of heroine Nariko's 
cascad ng ha1r- 1s a rem1nder of how 
qua1nt tne lim,tations of those 
previous generat1ons now seem. 
"Certainly PS3 hardware affords a bit 
of luxury, .. Ball agrees "We had some 
o' the development team saymg: 'Bur 
we're spendmg ha' of th1s CPU s 
process1ng power j JSt on her ha1r', 

"In a title like Heavenly Sword, there's 
so many different sub-systems that each 
one is like developing a smaller game" 
around in a couple of years looking 
back and saying· 'What was that 
[panic] all about?'" he laughs. 

"I don't have a nostalg c VIew 
of games,· says Anton,ades, "but 
in a title like Heavenly Sword, there's 
so many d1fferent sub-systems that 
each one 1s like developing a smaller 
game. The combat system is vast n 
ts divers1ty, but t's formeo from 
e.ements that were developed 
independently then brought together. 
it's an 1terat1ve process, and I th1nk 
next -gen doesn't need to be a 
monolath1c development effort 
- 1t can be 1ke deve opmg those 
o d games.· 

And yet to hear Ball descnbe some 

and we're arguing: 'The haar's a really 
important part of her character, it's 
what makes her beautiful, and 
fem'n'ne. and strk1ng .' The SPUs 
have exceeded our expectat,ons 1n 
terms of the power that's available for 
things like procedural animat1on and 
geometry." Beyond his game, Ball sees 
the possibilities for expenmental Cell 
use dnvmg the evolut1on of PS3 
development: "You can get great 
results JUSt by moving something on 
to one of those processors, but the 
matunty will come from learning how 
to really use them inteif,gently, and to 
th1nk of coo new uses for them - I'd 
love to get more of that stuff 1r there. 
actually,· he admits w1th a guil:y 

Perhaps in a few short years of next·gen 
development such seamless transillon from 
concept art (inset) to in-game visuals will be 
expected, but for now it's a remarkable feat 
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grin, "we were talking on the train 
up here about some more things 
we could do if we have the 
development time left..." 

So is even a game that sets its 
s1ghts above the current highest 
bar for gameplay, presentation 

Antoniades defends. "But there's 
always some element of feature 
creep," says Ball, "of implementing 
something then lookmg at how we 
could better implement it, and always 
asking: 'Is this next-gen worthy yet7'" 
That question, which the team has 

"If we didn't have the processing 
power to integrate physics into combat, 
the game would feel totally different" 

and product1on values not immune 
to feature creep? "We've stayed 
pretty true to our vision for focusing 
on several points of quality- we've 
never said we're going to make the 
biggest game in the world," 

Nariko's tresses are somewhat tentacular in 
stills, but in dazzling motion it's difficult not to 
wish that every long·haired character in a PS3 
title has an SPE set aside for matters of hair care 

cons1dered to an almost paranoiac 
degree over the game ·s development, 
suggests that NmJa Theory's issue is 
more one of pohsh creep. 

"Definitely," laughs Antoniades. 
''it is polish creep. The amount of 
times we've redone the characters is 
ridiculous, or how many t imes we've 
reworked game systems to get them 
to the level we want." 

lt's a level that Ninja Theory wants 
and Sony needs: 1f the company line 
IS that the next generation doesn't 
begin until PS3 arrives, then that 
machine reqwes a title to 
demonstrate exactly what that enta1ls. 
Historically, each PlayStation has 
fielded an awkward f irst wave, and 
though the PS3 's opening hneup 
stands to benefit from its six-month 
delay, at a glance few can match the 
extent of Heavenly Sword's pre
production or ambition. If it's a 
f lagship t itle by necessity. then, is 
1t also one by design, as much a 

The greatest test facing Hedvenly Swords 
combat system - well, at least the one at the 
head of the queue- will be its adaptability over 
both tight environments and battlefield combat 

product now of the platform 's 
strengths as the original plan 7 

"Well, if we didn't have the 
processing power to mtegrate physics 
into combat, the game would feel 
totally different. If we weren't able 
to render so many characters, we 
couldn't do group combat in a way 
that's actually its own gameplay 
mechanic. As we break these barriers 
we develop systems to take advantage 
of them," Antoniades says 

Ball recalls the calm after a pitched 
battle, treading a gentle wake 
through scores of sprawled corpses 
and scattered debns, and Antoniades 
picks up on the 1mage: " People 
underestimate just how gratifying 
good v1sua Is and good audio that 
support the game you're playmg can 
be. it's not trivial - you can't separate 
visuals and audio and story from a 



game. certa1n y not from one like 
ours If you 'lave a grey box w1tt1 the 
scroll1ng texture o' a tear go,ng down 
1t and a voiceover saying 'I'm so sad', 
you're not going to feel it. But 1f it's a 
character you've invested 1n and really 
bel eve 1n. and you see a moment 
when she brea<s down and suffers ... 
lt really does al matter· 

Does 1t risJ( mattenng less when, at 
least on PS3 and 360, thiS generatiOn 
looks to be a clash of the ep1cs - every 
fresh announcement prom1s1ng 
emot onal resonance, unbndled 
amM1or and a preorda1ned tnlogy? 
Anton,ades' next-generation VISion is 
of a shlft1n attitudes from technology· 
and feature-dnven productiOn to an 
entertainment medium as focused on 
the end produc: as c nema "Wha: 
we're do ng IS creaMg a part cular 
exper ence, ana every~h1ng we're 

Concepts of the game's environments follow a theme of tiered 
verticality and panoramic scope: the former suggesting acrobatic 
structure for its running battles, tht latter all the better to frame 
Nariko's progress as one warrior against a conquering army 

doing on the technology front, not to 
tr v1al se 1t. s to support that No other 
game IS go1ng to be the Heavenly 
Sword expenence." 

That much IS already true, as it's 
hard to th1nk of another game that 
has allowed such an 1ntimate glimpse 
of ts grow1ng pams whi e st1ll 
rema1n1ng an almost ent,rely unknown 
property An ton 1ades dryly notes that 
KFC was a lesson 1n how a game's 
success IS determmed long before its 
re ease; whether measured by 
Heavenly Swords support ms1de Sony 
or how tne few staffers hardy enough 
to blog have their posts analysed line
by-line on tech forums. 1t's safe to say 
it won't go 1gnored. So far, so good, 
so qu et, but that's all about to 
change· • At this E3 we're go,ng to 
see some real PS3 footage," says Ball. 
"and to be one of the f1rst t1tles 
shown runn1ng on a new platform 
as a developer, you've always dreamed 
of 1t happen1ng with someth,ng 
you've worked on. • 

Ne1ther deve oper appears nervous 
at the prospect, but then the 
expenence of staking your stud10 on 
be1ng able to predict, and outstrip, the 
next-generation years before 1t arr,ves 
must do wonders for conf,dence-
oui d1ng "I th1nk we've set the bar lO 

the lim1t of our ab,lities, and that we 
are at the forefront of next-gen 
rendering and gameplay," Antoniades 
says, before self-consc1ously add ng 
the 11terview's most frequent quahf er· 
"But know this 1s a I hot a r 
unt1l people play 11. " 
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a me publ1sh1ng isn't usually thought of as a 
cottage tndustry, but for Gtant a small
scale, craftsman-like approach to game 

development has been the secret of a big success 
Mastermmdtng the Lego Srar Wars ser es from a 
Buckinghamshire cottage, its collaboration with 
developer Traveller's Tales created a game which 
went on to sel 3.5 m111iOn. Th1s relationsh1p led to 
the unusual Circumstance of developer acquiring 
publisher, forming TI Games, which sits above 
Traveller's Tales the developer, and r Ganes 
Publishing, the new name for Giant. We v1sited 
managing dtrector Tom Stone and development 
dtrector Jonathan Smith to ftnd that thetr att1tude 
to games IS echoed in their attitude to work. 

When Giant started, did you expect to form so 
close a relationship with a single developer, or 
did you expect to work with a wider range? 
Tom Stone: We never planned on gett,ng marned 

to one developer th1s early on. We planned some 
expans,on by acqu1S1t10n, or by us be ng 
acquired, but as long as we stayed faithful to 
what we set out to do we didn't mind - and 
the reason we got marned to Jon [Bunon, 
founder and dtrector of Traveller's Tales]1s 
because he shares exactly the same values that 
we do about games for young garners In fact, 
that's the only reason we got married, 1f we're 
completely honest. They are a brilliant developer 
who have a great track record 1n th s f eld -and 
they wanted to get closer to publish1ng. and we 
wanted to get closer to development. 

lt still seems rare to find developers 
concentrating on making ambitious games for 
chi ldren. Did you feel spoilt for choice when 
you were looking for partners, or was 
Traveller's Tales the only obvious candidate? 
TS: No, no- there are few out there as passionate 
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or as capable as Travel er's Tales We've oeen 
marned for a yea• now. and we re still as exc ted 
as the f rst day we got together. Let me g ve you 
an example - Friday afternoon, how long were 
you on the ohone to Jon Burton. Jonatha n 7 An 
hour and a half to two hours on the phone just 
talking about the game .. 
Jonathan Smith: Not about the game, just about 
the unlock structure. 
TS: Rtght, just about the unlock structure, for two 
hours. on JUSt one day That eve! of nvolvement 
and erthustaSil' s really rare 
JS: And the game's success rea ly IS dowr to the 
work of every nd v1dual on the team- every s1ng e 
art st, programmer and an mater at Traveller's Ta es 
made outstanding contributions to the game, 
because we all shared the same sense of 
eXCitement, and the same hopes for what we 
could achieve w1th it. 

For some developers, the definition of a 
perfect publisher is one who shuts up and 
stays out of it. What's the process like when 
you're working together that closely? 
TS: aon't know about you, Jonathan. but the 
·elat onshtp witn TT fees perfectly norma 
JS: The word we use to descnbe 1t IS 'natura' 

TS: Jonathan and I never d scussed 'what process 
sha I we Implement or struaure ir order to ha~e 
a conversatton w1th tne peoo e in Manchester?' 
We JUSt ta k to them 
JS: We don't rea ly have a deve opmem or 
publishi'1g process. [Laughter! 

But is that an approach that can be scaled 
up?lf you were overseeing a dozen games. 
would you be able to spend two hours on 
the phone discussing just one of them? 
TS: You've JUSt answered that. really. it's hard to 

lt<e·mtnded people If you have them. yoJ don't 
have to Keep 'orong the process down tr1e1r 
throats. I 'eel very strongly that a game such as 
LSW couldn't have been made 1n a b g organtsatton 
- too many people. too many op1nions would have 
come down the pipeline. 

Do you feel that some of the things about 
LSW that were unusual and iconoclastic would 
have been beaten out of it in a more 
structured, more traditional process? 
TS: lt was a very sma I group of people thallcame 

"EVERY ARTIST, PROGRAMMER AttD ANIMATOR 
MADE OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTIONS BECAUSE 
WE ALL SHARED THE SAME SENSE OF EXCITEMENT" 
imag1ne bemg able to create a game like Lego 
Star Wars 1n a b1g organ1sation. 
JS: But 1sn't 1t about the development culture? 
If the culture that we're founded on works n 
tnat way, then 1t doesn't have to be me who's 
maktng that cal, 1t could be someone else t'S 

not .JS ndtV dua fy 
TS: t goes bacK to maktng sure you work w tt> 

up w1th the ideas for LSW 1ts essence IS 1n 
probably four or f ve people What happens n 
btg organisations is that lots of people then start 
to say "Well, I have an opir1on about th s 
game. " and the more sen1or they are, the more 
you have to listen to that op n1on and then al tne 
creat1v1ty starts getting squeezed out. and you ena 
up w1th :ypiCal 'rancntses 



JS: I th1nk Lego has to get a lot of cred1t for LSW. 
-he enwonment we were 1n at Lego is one where 
creat v1ty was encouraged, ano focused on chi dren 
and the way they play All the qua'it es you 
ment1oned came about because of what lego 
triggered. Also, you can have some very creat1ve 
people- videogames as a business 1s full of them 
- but rather than those 1deas gettmg beaten out, 
a b1gger problem is that a lOt o' people aren't 
ab e. or aren': giver a chance to express those 
deas 1n the '1rs: place because of the process 
that's 1 n place. 

Do you think one of the problems is that 
everybody thinks they' re a bit of a games 
designer - the marketing department, the 
accountants, the ... 
JS: [lnterruptmg] But everybody 1s! t's about the 
1deas that people wouldn't express 1f they were 
profeSSIOnal designers We need more blue-sky 
thinking Your sceptiCISm about the validity of those 
people's ideas s based upon your awareness of the 
normal constraints of game de•elopment But at 
some po nt someone sa1d 'lmag ne ·'you could 
dnve ca1> and then get out and f1ght people', and 
they were told that 1t couldn't be done. I'm not 
advocat1ng anarchy [laughter]. and des1gners have 

to antiCipate th1ngs, but everyone who plays games 
has a nght to a view about what they're looking for 
and what they want to fee 

Do you think there's a fundamental 
misunderstanding among publishers about 
how to manage risk? 
JS: Are you talking about commercial risk, and 
ong1nality? This IS Seamus Blackley's po1nt, 1sn't 1t1 
TS: it's worth lookmg at the ev deflce lt would 
seem to me tnat most successful games have 
ong1nated from developers- they generally don't 
originate from publishers. it's the team that says 
'why don't we make a game like this . ' that makes 
the successful game But I th1nk developers are 
really qu1te naive Why can't they rase tne money, 
or put up the r own money ano take the nsk' 
H1stoncally, publishers nave always taken tne r sk. 
because they've got the money But how did they 
get that money? They took a nsk on your game 

So do you think the whole conventional 
publishing model needs overhauling? 
TS: [Laughs] The th1ng 1S, 1t's hard to 1mag1ne a 
publisher creating a new franch1se, because they' re 
all worned about the nsk. That's what's making the 
mdustry dull and bor ng and it will turn off the 

consumer. If it's a publisher-mspired franchise, it's 
gomg to be quite bonng, Silfe and dull lt might do 
OK, but 1t won't get any cnt cat aceta m The 1dea 
hils to come from <1 group of people who s t 
around and chat aoout what features they wilnt 1n 
the1r g<~me, <1nd they are the ones who have to go 
away and make it happen. it's not a case of 
someone com1ng along w1th a ton of cash and 
go1ng: 'I got this 'antaStiC 1dea, I want you to m<1ke 
thiS game 'or me' I JuSt can't thmk of many 
examples o' where that has been successfu 

Is that one of the things that's holding back 
film licence games, that the publisher buys the 
licence then goes shopping for a developer to 
make a game? 
TS: l's exactly what happens. Then t's the 1ssue of 
the ownersh1p of that ideil Is ~my ioea? No t's 
work·for-h~re. You're a bncklayer, with no 1dea of 
whilt the house is going to look like. 
JS: Bncklayers can do a good job, m nd. lt comes 
back to the stu01o quest1on - c<1n you have very 
pO\'IIerful creat ve producers W1th1n the studiO 
system work~ng Wlth lndepende'lt d rectors or 
contracted directors - I th1nk there's evidence that 
you c<1n. lt depends on where the individuals who 
tend to be most nght end up working 
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TS: We're a. seeking tne holy gra11, where we end 
up W1th a great game, but there ISn't a process. lt's 
the oeop e. really, that make 1t al - g1ve me the 
best process in the world, and you can break under 
the wrong people. 
JS: See, this is why we don't have very pat answers, 
we don't talk about 'how the Industry should work' 
-we're not immersed in it. Th1s comes back to the 
way we are, and that seems to be working. We 
don't need to have a ten-year plan We know we 
have to oo LSW2, and we have plans for the 
fol owhg year and games that we're go•ng ;o kick 
ou then - (to Stone] is that about as far as t goes) 
Or ooes rt rra<e us sound rea ly na1ve? (Laughter] 
TS: I get really frustrated when I go to some b g 
meetings. because notnmg ever gets done, it's 
on y ever ta ked about. You get bogged down 
in the process. and I think it's better to JUSt do 
it. We're in the entertainment 1ndustry, y'know 
-we don't want to get too bogged down with 
measunng, cutting and dicing. I feel th is probably 
more strongly than Jonathan, I th1nk, because I 
come from a much b•gger process-oriented, 
sit-arovnd-and-pont•ficate culture You're sat 1n 
a room b ow•ng smoke up each other's buttocks 
-and we just .cnew that we didn't want that •n 
any way here, so I read qu1te strongly to 1t We're 
not academics. 

So how does that immediacy manifest itself? 
From a development point of view, is it just a 
case of prototyping very early? 
JS: n has some fantastically well-developed tools 
for us to deploy, so at the start of the game we 
can get thmgs rolling very qu1ckly, and show what 
LSW brought to life in ad•on •s meant to be I ke 
Because we deal W•th worlds and brands that we 
feel a conned1on to very deeply, and have a great 
aff•n•ty for, a lot of the cnteria we have we don't 
have to analyse because we're ent rely onentated 
towards 1t already. We don't need a commun1cat1on 
plan, it's already in our bones. Our critena IS just 'Is 
that Lego Star Wars)' 

TS: In fact, th1s interview is an example our 
stra1ghtforvvard approach to life (laughter]. There's 
not a PR sat m the next room, listening, y'know .. 
JS: Well there is, you just can't see them because 
we've shut the door.. (Laughter] 
TS: Before you came, we d•dn't even d1scuss that 
:he mteMew was happenmg And when you leave, 
;here's no post-monem. We JUSt go back to WO'k. 
JS: Well, that's the message we dec•ded to g ve, 
wasn't it Tom) (Laughter]. 
TS: Well, 1t is much more enJoyable not to get 
caught up with that world of (whisper5] 'can I have 
a quick word w1th you?' No- just say 1t to me 
now! Because that's what makes it satisfymg. We 
talk about 1t, and literally within the hour or by the 
next day, it's done. it's a pleasure. In a prev1ous life. 
•t would have taken three weeks and lots of bemg 
told: 'it can't be done'. 

Do you th ink games are fulfi lling their 
potential at the moment? Or do you think 
that be~ause videogames are such compell ing 
pieces of entertainment. overall the industry 
still makes money even though most of the 



games that it produces are of a pretty 
poor quality? 
TS: That's the bus1ness we are .n now. I don't th•nk 
you'll get many stud1o execs asking. 'What was the 
consumer experience with that game?' They'll say: 
'How many did we sell? What was the revenue?' 
and 1t will be the e<onomiCs that drrve this bus•ness 
forward. I don't want to be right about that, but I 
th1nk I am. it's a shame it's not any other way, but 
what the C EOs will say to you is that the consumers 
voted with the1r feet, they went out and bought 
the games, so what's the problem? 

But f tne problem 1s that 1f the games aren't 
very good, then w1th a little more emphasis on 
quality, those kids will be having a much better 
experience. and ra1se the bar for everyone ... 
JS: And you'd be selhng more 

And have you just proved that with the 
success of Lego Star Wars? 
JS: (Laughs] So, you know what? Just let them 
continue makmg crap games, be<ause we're really 
happy about how things are go1ng 

Lego Star Wars got quite a lot of stick, though, 
from long-term garners who felt it was too 
short or too easy. Do you think you inevitably 
lose some of the more tradit ional garners 
when you try to break that barrier? 
JS: We think about th1s a lot We do take 
respons•b,kry for those er tiCISms IM1a ry when 
peep e - when hardcore garners- sa d they 
thought it was f ne, but 1t was short, we'd ask 
them 'did you see all the secret stuff?' And most 
of them wouldn't hcwe, and I got frustrated w1th 
that How car" you say you've expenenced a game 
when you've not seen what's there? Th1s sa 
game tnat encourages replay. And 1t seems that 

The new Lego Slar Wart f~atur~s Episodes 
IV·VI, adding imjlfovad vehicle sections. 
richer environments and more flexible 
coop play to the charisma of the original 

we're gomg to take more time to he p those 
disadVantaged older garners with the1r special 
needs (laughs]. and help them remember what it's 
like to play hke a young ch1ld. 

And how much do you think it's going to 
annoy those hardcore garners, talk ing about 
them in those terms? 
JS: (laughs] But there IS a category of hardcore 
garners who look to be punished in games, who 
are used to it. We don't pumsh people, although 
you are s1gnrf cant y rewarded for p ay•ng well. We 
found that some players didn't appre<1ate the 
posit•ve reinforcement because they were so 
expecting to be slapped every time they made a 
m1stake, and that's something that we're not 
Wllling to change But we've got to make them 
more aware of the wonderfu world around them 
th 1s t•me round. 

Don't you run the risk of losing the sense 
of achievement if you abandon any kind 
of punishment? 
JS: No, punishment doesn't necessari ly mean .. . 
there was an example used when explaining 
how the death was go1ng to work in LSW. which 
s Pro Eve Soccer, wh1Ch IS a game we play here 
an awful lot. But the way 1t instantly replays your 
opponent's goals- you can always skip the 
resulting sequence, but there's still that three
se<ond gap where you really fee/rt You're g1ven 
a moment to ref e<t and that's when you fee' 't so 
1ntent1y, even 1f •t's only for a couple of seconds. 
And that moment 1s what happens when you d1e 
in LSW. and we're very pleased about how that 
vvorks From focus ng on ch1ldren, we knew we 
didn't want to pun1Sh They want to play, and 
they pia> best 1n an atmosphere where they're 

"THERE IS A CATEGORY OF HARDCORE GAMERS 
WHO LOOK TO BE PUNISHED IN GAMES, WHO 
ARE USED TO IT. WE DON'T PUNISH PEOPLE" 
children were able to appre<•ate the game more -
they had more pat ence, they had more t1me, and 
fewer expectatiOns learned from other games, and 
we des~gned around that. We have ch1ldren come 
1n to play our games every week We watch the 
way they play, •n great deta '· and ensure we act 
upon everything we see. Any moments of 
frustration, anything which isn't be1ng 
communicated perfectly clearly, •s stamped on. 
They were more delighted in what they found, and 
that gave them a level of engagement that made 
sure that they played it for months, and they played 
1t every day. But there were plenty of adults who 
d•dn't play hke that- and often we didn't do 
enoug'l to commun,cate that there was more to 
do, more to f.nd Bnng that together, and we have 
an obligation to help those disadvantaged older 
gamers (laughterJ who don't ... 
TS: Whose only goal is to fin1sh the game. Not play 
the game, but fmrsh the game 
JS: Peoole who don't have that •nst•nct to explore 
and enjoy. This time round w1th Lego Star Wars 2 

not afra•d So we wanted to encourage them 
rather than prevent them from expenmentmg. 
Often you die because you were try1ng to do 
something interesting. We don't want to punish 
you because you were do1ng someth1ng you 
were finding f . .m. 

it's something we see with early code 
sometimes you have a better experience 
messing around w ith the early, unbalanced 
debug modes where you' re immortal than 
once the structure's been put in place, even 
though it's a bit self-indulgent ... 
JS: There are two terrible th•ngs in game design 
that are seen as completely normal One 1s 
d "iculty curve and the other s balance. Put 
the two together, and you have an expenence 
that IS guaranteed to be predictable, once you're 
expenenced in the way those games unfold. The 
word '.ndulgence· is fantastic - unpred,ctabllity, 
surpnse, de<adence- that's what games 
should be Not pumshment. 















Now playing 

The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion 

With the Cyrodiil tamed and the 
clumsy levelling system sussed, it's 
time to start all over again and 
unleash the greatest of the game's 
havoc-causing weapons: hindsight. 
360. TAKE·TWO 

Final Fantasy XII 

lt's an FF game that doesn't actually 
hate you: beautiful, flexible. 
accommodating, forgiving. Who'd 
have imagined actively looking for 
fights, rather than cursing them? 
PS2, SQUARE ENIX 

Battlefield: Modern Combat 

A confident handover from DICE 
company to EA high command has 
earned the Chertsey contingent an 
unexpected medal of honour. Now, 
if only the servers could stay alive. 
360, EA 

Taste the difference 
How games con choose to be better 

_j 
f videogames were ever to 
do a version of the Pepsi 
challenge, there'd be a 

twist- and not one of lime or 
coffee. If videogames did the Pepsi 
challenge you'd have to choose 
without tasting. The menu screen 
would give you a choice between 
g lass A, glass B or g lass C and you'd 
take the plunge. And 15 hours 
later, whether sipping a sparkly, 
tangy glass of cola or a warm slosh 
of watery syrup, you're stuck with 
your choice. 

Games continually ask you to 
choose without letting you try 
before you buy. From difficulty 
levels to class types, you're asked to 
commit in haste and regret at 
leisure. Even something as 
approachable as Kingdom Hearts 11 
is fraught with early choices. The 
first is difficulty: 'easy', 'normal' or 
'hard' never tell you much about 
where the game is going to be 
pitched. And Kingdom Hearts ups 
the ante by offering not a 'hard' 
mode, but a Proud mode. How's 
that for pressure selling? And 
just exactly how proud wi ll you 
feel when the first boss crushes 
you like a bug and you have to 
restart and demote yourself to 
humbler beginnings? 

And then there are your stats. 

development before we've even 
raised a wand. If it's a choice we're 
likely to care about more than a 
preferred brand of cola, why not 
leave it until we know what ~ 
we're doing? ~ 
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Rise Of Legends 
P< 

Dreamfall: 
The Longest Journey 
PC. XBOX 

f'Sterr: l'-ld ed 
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Varied and wonderfully realised, each of 
the game's environments offers a wealth 
of indigenous structures and armies, as 
well as strategy-defining features such as 
fiery chasms. arthi~lagoes and cliffs 

t's hard to think of a more 
int1midat1ng inspiration for a game 
than Leonardo da Vinci, a man 

whose techn1cal br ll iance and creative flair 
mean he still stands, half a millennium on, 
as a symbol for the point at which art 
intersects 1nvent1on. But unfazed, Bnan 
Reynolds has found m da Vinci's life and 
works - the tale of an artist consumed by 
science - a look, a theme and a cathartic 
premise for h1s exceptional RTS. What ' the 
f1ght between magiC and technology, when 
confronted by a force empowered by both, 
was to become a union? 

Having helped establish Civilization's 
benevolent tyranny over the territory of turn
based strategy, Reynolds' departure from 
Firaxis in 2001 took him across the border 
into a war zone, fought in realtime by 
scores of lnd ans, but no ch1efs. But that 
battle, rather than dnvrng progress, instead 
held back the evolutron of the RTS. If Big 
Huge Games, the s:udro he founded, was 
a bid to restore some form of government, 
and Rise Of Nations 1ts manifesto, then 
Rtse Of Legends is its proclamation of 
power. A steampunk epic, it's a labour 
of both love and sympathy, calling for 

The definitions may change between races. but the faci lities upon which they rely are often functionally 
similar. Cities expand via districts, each offering its own resource cap Increases and productivity bonuses 
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its constrarned genre to rise and ray s1ege 
to gamong at large. 

At 1ts heart hes a question. There may 
be a rack of cinematic potential to the RTS 
camera, 1ts honzon lost somewhere 
underground, but why should that prevent 1t 
from telling stones? Why shouldn't a strategy 
game have a three-act narrative, dramatic 
weight and a catalogue of scripted events? 
Its answer, though best appreciated With on 
the context of its genre, IS emphatiC. Because 
1ts three campa1gns compnse the framework 
of ts tale - expos1t1ons and denouements 
occurring at the beginn1ngs and ends of each 
- 1t's able to leave intervemng developments 
to the player's discret1on. Chance encounters 
with supporting characters. the defm1ng of 
heroes and the tides of war all occur w1th1n 
fam11iar Conquer The World scenarios, 
creating an unexpectedly strong example of 
freeform Interactive storytellmg. An example, 
moreover, that's beautifully illustrated. 

Never one to underestimate how a few 
frames of animat1on can turn a machrne into 
a character, and a character rnto a hero, Rtse 
Of Legends brrngs to its un1ts a table-top 
substantiality. Artrl ery and assault platforms 
gasp steam as they stride across t'1e terra n. 
express1ng themselves further by swattmg 
and blasting ragdoll nfantry in al l d1rect1ons. 
So complete are the des1gns of therr externa 
shells that it's hard not to 1magme the 

crashing prstons and roanng f~res. the vapour 
mechanics and ldnotropes to1lrng w1thin. 
Cities are s milarly ornate- lacquered in 
grease. blanketed by coal-dust and bnstlrng 
w1tn manned mechan1sms, rewarding 
successful offens1ves by fly1ng apart n bursts 
of Ageia-powered physrcs Its audio IS an 
exqu1site mix of clamour and song. Battles 
reverberate with the firework crackles of 
rifles, contests between steel limbs and the 
thunder of collaps1ng masonry. If there's an 
assumption that the RTS IS Ill-eqUipped to 
match the flashes and bangs of the H D era, 
consider 1t debunked. 

Rtse Of Legends' watchword. 1n fact. is 
defimtion. Its great leap has been to address 
the stubborn 1ssues of the generic RTS 
interface- previously the subject of some 
procrast.natron. The wisdom behrnd the 
assignment of toolt1ps, opt1onal pop-ups (the 
Integration of tutonal and campaign IS 



Units are tochnologically th~med for each 
race, the Vincians favou11ng clockwork and 

I steel, the Alim uniting fire, glass and sand, 
while the Cuotl combine the powers of the 
sun and the stars to often stunning effect 

considera te) and contextual pointers here 
cannot be understated Refmements 
suggested by the evolut on of R1se Of 
Nanons through 1ts Thrones & Patriots 
expansion- the carry1ng over of your army 
from one battle ;o the next, for one - build 
on the game's winn1ng sense of cont1nu1ty, 
and its attrition-based mode of combat has 
evolved to be more coherent than ever Its 
crty-based alternat1ve to the formerly era
based tech tree IS a bold, successful move. 

But wh1le efforts have been made 
to de ay the 1rev1table- the resource 
d1stnt:u1t0ns of most maps favour early 
hit -and-run stnkes and only a subsequent 
consolidatory approach - the climax of 
combat s st I tne method1cally-staged tank 
rush. it's a stock and release (or stockp1le and 
unleash) process that's timeless, but not 
a.together t1reless. R1se Of Legends may ope'l 
w1th a world built by the bluepnnts of 

Babbage and da VirCI, but 1ts mechamcal 
heritage is that of Dune 2000. For al l1ts 
bnlliance, there are also t1mes when the 
game seems to lapse 1nto an exhausted 
slump, charactensed by a paper-chase level 
here or a repeat scenario there - perhaps 
unavoidab e, but nonetheless a drop in form. 

Reassurance comes QUIC(Iy thanks to the 
well-polished quick match and mult1player 
modes. A generous body of maps charts the 
entirety of the game's broad ecosphere, ts 
Age Of Mytho/ogy-insp1red Dominance 1cons 
encouraging breaks from stockpiling duties 
and a oroader tactical repertoire. With a 
wealth of maJOr heroes and units ava1lable 

Prior to a mystical awakening in the game's later stages, 
Vincian Inventor Giacomo's sole concern is vengeance 
against the imperious Doge for the murder of his older 
brother. The final showdown awaits at the end of the fi rst 
campaign, as do tragedy and the rise of a darker evil 

for al races (see 'Race re aliens'), players are 
guaranteed a colourful and multi-faceted 
ski rmish, though 1t pays to remember that 
these, at heart, wdl be battles you've fought 
a hundred t1mes before. 

B1g Huge Games has dressed the RTS m 
ts fmest coat-tails, sent it on the most 
captivating of journeys and transformed ItS 
communication skillS. There's no question it 
has become a creat1.. re with broader honzons 
and more ref1ned taste, but there's also no 
quest1on 1t's st1ll a fam11iar ftgure Rise Of 
Legends is a majestiC makeover, but of all 
the nfluences tt has drawn from Leonardo, 
the one 1t exhibtts least 1s raw mventton [8] 

Each race has several top· tier devices with 
which to rout the opposition. The dreaded 
Vincian Doomcannon guarantees colossal 
damage for any exposed enemy target 

Race relations 

The risk was always there that 
out of technology and magic, one 
would end up victorious, but BHG 
has worked wonders in keeping 
each of its civilisations not only 
interesting, but captivat ing to 
command. Catering to popular 
tastes in RTS artistic design - sci
f l, history and fantasy - the Cuotl, 
Vincians and AJim offer a grand 
array of units and architectures. 
Inter-species battles play host to 
sonorous exchanges of fire, with 
the beam and shock w eapons of 
the Cuotl acting as a perfect foil 
for the rifles and dreadnaughts of 
their industrious opponents. As 
eclectic as the civilisations are, 
however, it 's the factional heroes 
and entanglements w it hin them 
that gives the game its real depth. 
The three campaigns build deftly 
to tremendous climactic battles. 
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Most of Dreamfalfs running time is spent 
listening in on people's conversations, so 
it's a shame that they suffer from the 
usual game VO ISSues: flow broken by the 
unnatural pauses between sound files, 
and the obviousness of the solitary 
readings despite the actors' ~st efforts 

reamfall1s a game about quest>ons 
of fa1th. They're posed through the 
vulnerability of its characters, from 

the affectingly mundane to the overbearingly 
theatrical; through snapshots of a world of 
science (f1ctton) and a world of mag1c, both 
undergo,ng the1r own cnses of conf1dence 

But they· re a so part of the game des,gn 
1tse f Dreamfa/1 asks adventure game payers 
to have fa>th tn the add1t on of au1on 
e ements, and the absence of extended 
puzzles lt asks those who never cared for 
the gentle rhythm of A to B and back aga1n 
to believe 1t can be more mean1ngful than 
following hyperltnks through a dig1tal fantasy 
novel This is a game that has all but 
abandoned challenge or obstruction - even 
more so than the black sheep of Lucasf11m's 

lt may not ~ the most convin<ing soence ftctton or the most 
ovoative fantasy to be convnitted to code tn recent memory, 
but OreM'IIfall excels in tts unpretentious, joyous embrace of 
how oxub ... ant alrideogame univeru left to run wild can~ 

storm of stones JOS<Iing for attent1on when 1t 
could have been a Wiser, 1f probably not a 
better game, f 1t had have told only one. lt's 
an 1nteract1ve travelogue, chartmg both 
a culture-blended vtsion of the future that 
could be pulled from the pages of Wtred 

~ This is a game that has all but abandoned 
"-~ challenge or obstruction - even more so than 

Loom - on faith in the experience it can deliver. 

adventures, Loom- on fatth in the 
experience it can deliver. 

Like The Longest Journey before it, 
Dream fairs ambit1on is far greater than its 
delivery can contain, despite taking 
adventure games' dens1ty of texture and 
dtscard ng nearly everyth1ng else. There's a 

magaz1ne, and a fa rytale htstory that wa'ks a 
kntfe-edge between arch senousness and 
absurd 1st humour. VIbrantly alive. 1t 
communiCates a sense of distance travelled 
better than games many times less linear, 
and can be trusted never to stop and ask 
·Do you get 1t?' 

Though DrMmfa//ls playable without knowledge of TLfs events, it reintroduces characters and plotlines that 
will resonate more with veterans, as well as bittersweet (or just plain bin er) reflections on the decade since 
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Also I ke TU, the game's characters- the 
game's people- have a lot to say somet1mes 
at unnatural length, somet1mes w1th delivery 
that trips on the emotional beats, somehow 
almost a 'ways worth listenmg to regard less. 
A JOurney marked by people as much as 
locations, Dreamfalfs efforts to repopulate 
v1deogames' vo,ce w1th more than two 
nat ona t.es can stray onto reg1onal 
stereotype, yet even ts most laboured 
dehvenes a11d cliChed speeches have a rare 
human spark. If you share d1rector Ragnar 
Tornquist's vtew that be1ng engaged m 
dialogue is a form of gameplay, then there's 
a nch ne ss here that few other t1tles have the 
luxury or ability to create. 

And it needs to be that rich, as Dreamfa/1 
makes 'ew other concess ons to expected 
not ons of play. There are no obtuse puzzles 



because you're not supposed to stop, think 
and cons1der what comes next any more 
than the lead characters do. The act•on 
e'ements aren't strong enough to 1nvolve on 
the1r own because they're only •ntended to 
punctuate the story: simple 1n method but 
expressive 1n tone. 

Unfortunately, combat is so awkward as 
to sap the momentum 1t should have 
conveyec, no matter how soundly placed 11 1s 
w1th1n the narrat1ve. The best that can be 
hoped for IS an empty. funct1onal one-button 
victory, other\"o~ise 1! drags out Without grace 
or drama. Stealth play IS far better expressed 
within the game's overall sense of mot1on, 
captunng 1ts essence as a mood piece rather 
than an overused, overcomphcated 
mechaniC. Where combat rema1ns 1dent1cal 
throughout the games progress, stea1th 
sect1ons prove conf1de'lt y adaot1ve, able to 
fl,ck from the urban dread of Manhunr to the 
cloy•ng gloom of Thtef on cue. 

For all the moments that recall other 
titles, even 1ts predecessor. the game 
Dreamfall most Intensely feels hke IS 1tself, a 
game that when stripoed down to the bas1cs 

The 'fa<us field', functionally similar to Mark Of Krfs 
targeting, allows the (sign posted) points of interaction 
to be accessed from a distance. This may offer alternate 
actions. such as eavesdropping on private conversation 

of mteract1on allows you to move a character 
through the world, and little more But 1t's 
never less than intensely aware of how 
Important 1t is that you're along for the nde. 
Even fleeting moments, surely cutscene 
matenal, mamta1n that s1mp e player control 
- not enough to change e~~ents, but to 
ensure that you share them. to somet,mes 
walk rather than run because you know 
that's what the character would do. You're 
completely omniscient and completely 
powerless, necessary to drive the story but 
unable to turn its course, instead only 
savour ng t wh1le 1t •asts. 

And 1t doesn't ast long enough 
Oreamfa/I1Sn't overly short, but you'll sense 
that the pages are run1ing out far in advance 
of the story do1ng so. Sure enough, the 
conclusion, 1f 11 can be called that, suffers 
from the game's positioning as the second of 
a tnlogy. Most plots go unfinished, and some 
are left unstarted: returning TU players 
hop1ng for answers wlll be g ven more 
quest1ons. and newcomers a'e l1kely to be 
utterly be•Nildered. ntent.onally b1t:er 1n 1ts 
lack of closure - this is to be the saga's 

Oreamfalfs primary character, Zoe, is a poor little rich 
girl compared to more put-upon previous heroine April
but she's endearing. and the script's charting of her 
journey from naivete to determination convinces. As 
do her moments of maNellously enunciated profanity 

Emp~re Stnkes Back- it's stil l a misjudgement 
of what Dreamfa/1 previously understood so 
well about storytelling in games. Passtvely 
read or watched. a ack of resolution only 
d1sappo1nts but when a story has been 
played, shared and controlled, an empty 
concluSIOn can cheapen the sense of 
achievement 1n what's gone before. 

Dreamfall's greatest test of fa1th, then. 
may not concern how willingly you'll 
surrender to its vis1on of videogame 
storytelling, but if you're prepared to 
wa.t another ltve years 'or a sausfy ng 
end1ng Or perhaps 1t's wnether you can 
see the JOurney as everflhing. and 
destination be damned. [7] 

Assassin Kian (above) sadly gets the least 
screen time of the three leads, undergoing his 
transformative experience off-stage- doubly 
disappointing given his excellent voice actor 

Crossing the divide 

Platform differences are minimal 
and cosmetic: the Xbox version's 
industrial application of shaders 
may outsparkle some lesser PCs 
and graphics cards, but the 
muddier texture resolution is 
noticeable in the painterly 
backdrops and character close
ups. Dreamfalfs concise control 
scheme Is second nature on an 
Xbox controller, and the PC 
version allows use of a gamepad 
to replicate it, but its default 
keyboard-and-mouse option 
(one for movement, the other 
for camera) be<omes just as 
transparent in all but a few 
tight corners. 
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Chewing Gummi 

Each of Disney's worlds is 
represented as a planet In a star 
system. Sora et al must travel 
from world to world via the 
Gummi Ship, a spacecraft piloted 
by Chip and Dale, through 3D 
shoot 'em up passageways. This 
element of the game has had a 
considerable rework since its 
bland implementation in the first 
instalment, and the twirling 
backgrounds and swathes of 
bullets make for a highly effective 
set of minigames. 

By defeating key enemies, 
new parts for your customisable 
ship are unlocked and many an 
hour can be spent working on the 
perfect offensive/defensive 
balance for your vessel. 
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he first four hours of Kingdom 
Hearts 2 are painfully protracted. 
Inelegant, overblown cutscenes 

showboat Square Enix's very worst excesses. 
The drawn-out conversations drip with faux 
drama, pregnant pauses undercutting the 
clumsy dialogue, and are punduated w1th 
one-dimensional gameplay vignettes of little 
purpose or pleasure. 

Worse, the gloopy mess of plot relies on 
having near total recall of the preced,ng two 
1nstalments of th1s mostly successfu marnage 
w1th D1sney. Indeed, at the f1rst hurd e 1t 
would seem as thoJgh the developer has 
forgone everyth1ng that made the ong na so 
beloved. the pacy narrative and scattershot 
cameos from animation's halls of fame 
apparently traded for puffed-up narrative 
parad,ng as profound. 

But struggle through and th1s prolonged 
prologue eventually bows to the familiar trio 
of Sera, Donald and Goofy as they make 
their way frorr. D.::;<:; umverse to universe, 
racing through each well-loved storyhne 
crowbarred into Square's w1der plot. V1rtually 
every game element that made the first 
Kingdom Hearts Square's second best selling 
lP after Final Fantasy has been tweaked and 

Sora, Oonald and Goofy are thoughtfully adapted 
for each of Disney's worlds they visit. In the lion 
King level Sora takes on the appearance of a small, 
dark lion cub while, in the little Mermaid's kingdom, 
Goofy becomes a turtle, reflecting his defensive qualities 

TM s~r van~ty of minigamH on offer will keep any 
ottention-defiot gamer happy and, as the game keeps a log 
of hogh scor~ SCO<t-ottKk ploytrs will find much to like 

1mproved The f1ght mechan1c on whiCh the 
gameplay p1vots IS now sat,sfy1ngly vaned. 
Read1on commands can be tnggered mid· 
combo 1n context sensit1ve moments that. 
1f successfully met, see Sora perform 
wonderfully c1nemat1C finishing blows before 
a spectacular weavmg camera Team 
combos, summon commands (invoking such 
fearsome backup as Ch1cken Little), quick-tap 
sw1tchable party members, magic attacks, 
augmentable skill sets and complex combat 
forms for Sera all conspire to promote the 
illus1on that th1s 1sn't s1mply a button
mashing marathon 

But 1t IS The X-on-everythmg approach 
will see a determ1ned player sail through the 
game's softly-p,tched default dift.culty leve 
and perhaps nghtly so Ultimately, th1s is a 
children's game draw1ng upon children's 

Players hoping to keep on top of the Kingdom Hearts 
plot are advised to play through the GBA instalment 
Chain Of Memories first. as many of the themes and 
characters presented in that title are continued here 

worlds, and any more complexity would 
somehow undermine the source matenal's 
purpose. As a result, the plot is painted 1n 
broad, black-and-wh1te brush strokes and 
each stage is formed from s1mple tasks 
which precede each ostensibly complex but 
inherently basiC boss battle Were it not for 
the rich, recogn sabie and beloved settings 
that fall over themselves to get to the player, 
th1s would be a desperately bland game 

But the power of those settings s1mply 
cannot be brushed as de. From Steamboat 
W1lly's b ack-and-wn1te level thro~Jgl'l P ra1es 
Of The Canobean's c-ackl ng salty si< es, the 
scenarios are utterly compelling, the 
charader des,gns ture ess, the votce acting 
delightful and Square Enix's ta ent for sohdly 
transporting personal1ty from celluloid to 
polygon proves powerfully compell1ng Wh"e 
the spedre of those opemng scenes IS never 
QUite exorc1sed, each themed world dnves 
the player on to the next, resulting 1n a kmd 
of fast-food gaming :hat never feels truly 
satisfymg but IS nevertheless sustammg and 
absolutely addictive. [7) 



mery-Nme Ntghrs desel'\les a better 
score than the one at the bottom of 
this page. That's a strange way to put 

1t, but tl comes from the fact that tts most 
grat ng 'laws occur at such a 'undame"'tal 
level chat tt's a mystery they were e>er 
toleratec at a I. Stages n thts crowd-coMbat 
game can easily ast for half an hour ,f play ts 
cautious- a necessity at some pomts. gtven 
the lud crous 'umps that some enemtes can 
hack out of energy bars, and the floods 
of bodtes ;hat gather on screen - w th 
absolutely no checkpotnts tn pace Los ng a 
half-hour's p ay is utterly galhng and a very 
effecttve deterrent, one that's doubly 
unforgtvable given the technology at hand. 
even Dynasty Wamors 2 handed the player 
save pomts. albett clumst:Y Is t rea ly ;oo 
much to ask 'or' 

Mtd-battle c-.~tscenes are nexp tcably 
rude. too Often. the arnval of a fresh squad 
wtll trigger one of the many short scenes that 
show them pouring on to the bat~ ef•e d If 
you're n tbe midole of a tr p e-ftgure combo 
or a v ta l soecia anaclc when the onemat c 
starts, then it's brought to a wnng ha t and 
your energy s1mply lost 

Music is context-sensitive, fading out when there are no 
enemies in sight, a touch that proves surprisingly effective. 
N7s audio work feels weak, however, mostly due to the lack 
of a riotous cacophony as the player is swarmed by enemies 

These schoolboy avers ghts feel espeCially 
severe s nee N3 manages to graduate the riot 
'em up ir· a number of significant ways. 
Unquest•onably. t offers some of the greatest 
combo-streaks yet to grace a slugfest As 
each cha•acter levels up, the r reperto•re of 
XfY buttOn chains exoands, resu ung m some 
tru ly vtvac•ous attack sequences that would 
pass for the supreme money shot in other 
s1milar games. with each salvo of launchers, 
spins and dauhng swoes cuttong the a.r w1th 
beaut fully glassy weapon traces 

N3 may owe as muc" of a debt to Koe1's 
Dynasty Wamors as 11 does to Phantagram's 
own Kingdom Under F"e. but 1t does set out 
a worthy stall for games like Ni-Oh to try to 
best Wh1 e env ronments can eas11y be 

tracked back to KUF, N3 has a good eye for 
spectacle and battle d~rection, w1th squads 
tnckling down d1stant hills or spilling dlfectly 
nto v1ew down a canyon's walls. Comb1ned 

w•th the gratuitous flamboyance of the 
ultimate attact<s (see 'Thn k '· and fla•r of 
the dramat c design. the overall effect can be 
spectacular - however unk1nd the hp
synchmg in cutscenes can somet1mes be. 

The hypnot•c rattle of combat means th1s 
may we.l be the truest rhythm-action game 
that Mtzugucht has been 1nvo -ed w1th, but 
1t's also the most careless it's a stunted ep1c, 
but one that M1crosoft would do very wel 
to nurture. Or, at least, restrain a little more 
stnctly, if only to prevent 1t from stabb. ng 
tself in the foot so rec~lessly •n future [6) 

The onscreen throng gets messy quickly (above), but the 
camera is easily adjusted to offer a higher view. Not that 
this helps. since the play~ character merges into the 
crush of bodies. marked out only by outrageous a Hacks. 
The tremendous draw distance (left) is thickly blurred, 
but what's lost in darity is gained in grandeur, with 
distant baHies and incoming enemies hazily visible 

The player takes two squads of allied troops 
into combat. to be given basic commands. 
They prove to be supremely ineffective in 
baHie. only serv1ng to thidcen the scrum and 
distract larger en~mies. lt means there's more 
for you to kill, but gets irritating when a 
handful of stragglers need to be mopped up 

Thrill kill 

Fallen enemies release red souls, 
and collecting enough of these 
charges up a character's special 
attack, resulting in a typical 
outburst of carnage. Where 
N3 goes one better. though, is 
that enemies downed with th•s 
powerful assault then drop blue 
souls. which very slowly fill a 
secondary special bar. Using thts 
-and you'll often only get the 
chance once or twice per stage 
unleashes a spell of enormous 
power, instantly murdering every 
opponent in the vicinity with a 
shower of lethal lasers. or a 
series of ground quakes that 
slam whole battalions of bodies 
into the air. While undoubtedly 
effective, some of these attacks 
can take effect in a literally hit 
and miss manner; regardless, 
having one halted by an 
intrusive mini-cutscene is a 
uniquely cruel gatecrash. 
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Max power 

Both driver and vehicle are 
customised f rom the o utset, and 
the latter can receive further 
attention on the road. Upgraded 
engines, armour, bodywork and 
weapons can all be produced by 
refining accumulated junk and 
combin ing it using a few basic 
skill sets, and there's also t he 
option of buying another model 
when your cash and skill reserves 
are high enough. There's not 
much scope for distinction, 
thougt'l; different classes are 
constrained to d ifferent vehicles. 
and while there's a healthy 
number of different combinat ions 
it lacks the modding flair you'd 
find in a dedicated street-racer. 

Enthusiastic weather effects keep the heat on 
your CPU even on rare occasions when there's 
nothing blowing up. The clouds and blizzards 
do a good job of hiding the simplicity of the 
world, as long as you don't stop to inspect it 

s spectacle, Auto Assault is an 
undoubted success. A game whose 
intention is simple - to bring people 

together on I ine and let them drive ears and 
shoot guns at things - needed an elaborate 
world fu ll of noise and fury, and the Havol<
powered maps are a commendable vision of 
unending, explosive destruction. All but the 
most substantial buildings collapse into 
rubble as the air fills with gunfire from the 
players and heavi ly armed residents that 
swarm around them. Participation requires 
the bare minimum of finesse - the limit less 
ammunition, auto-tracking weapons and 
free healing strip away any hesrtation from 
each new encounter, and from the earl iest 
stages there's little cause to lift your finger 
from the tngger or the pedal from the floor. 

lt's a welcome trade-off for less 
effective presenta tion elsewhere, with 
the fundamentally orimitive design well 
concealed in the blur of speed and the 
perpetual smoke. and does an enviable, 
if unsophisticated. JOb of disguising the 
statistical grind. But having grabbed your 
attentron, it fai ls to hold rt. An appealing 
crafting system, based around the detritus 
automatically harvested from the ruins, 
languishes almost totally unexplained, 

Vehicles offer the same uncomplicated glee as the battles, 
offering statistical readouts and bonuses for elaborate jumps. 
Performance is tuned for the sandpit rather than simulator 
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and there is litt le encouragement to tap 
the rewards on offer. 

The lack of a central trading system 
limits potential for social interactron already 
reduced by the ability - and often necessity, 
due to the currently sparse population - to 
face the typically repetitive quests alone. 
Convoy incentives are meagre and rarely 
taken up, gui lds share httle more than a chat 
channel, and while PVP optrons are available. 
it's not until the higher levels that thrngs 
really take off. 

Even the pedestrian cit ies are small, near
silent and chronically underpopulated, a 
handful of NPCs perched unmoving on street 
corners awaiting a crowd of players who 
have yet to arrive. Outside, roam ng the 
stretches of featureless wasteland that 
connect endless, constantly-regenerating 
ruins, the overwhelming sensation is of 

Mapping the standard RPG character classes on to 
vehicles is only partially successful; while tank and medic 
classes benefit, the sluggishness of stealth makes it 
hugely unpopular in a game that makes a virtue of speed 

Th~ narrative gets a lush introduction but falters once 
in the game. doled out in text form by your various quest· 
givers. Ever with an eye on those with short attention 
span.s, goals are highlighted so you don't have to read 
a// of it, should the urge to get driving prove too much 

scattered groups fighting lone battles. it's 
appropriate for a world ravaged by nuclear 
holocaust. but a pia net of Omega Men has 
limited appeal as an MMO. The short-term 
gratification is gradually diminished by too
obvious regeneration of the damage you 
cause. and there's not enough variety of 
experience to sustain a monthly subscription. 

it 's in need of some race tuning, too. 
The ceaseless pyrotechnics require far too 
much hardware support, demanding a PC 
well in excess of the minimum specificatron 
to run smoothly, but even at maximum 
detail there's still a grating crudeness 
whenever you're moving slowly enough 
to notice. After-market modification will 
doubtless address this in t ime, but for 
now Auto Assault is a vision of the 
future where society has crumbled to the 
pornt where nobody feels the need to 
restart it, and that's a loneliness far better 
suited to singleplayer. [5] 



_g ommonly exiled from the mora htgh 
ground and bantshed to a safely coy 
dtstance, Rumble Roses hasn·t had 

much of a chance to make a name for tself 
' •t had, it migt>t have become known as 
'•ghter that's mdulgent rather than cyn•cal 
and competent rather than crude 
Smackdown developer Yukes knows what •t's 
doing in tne squared circle, although as IS 
mmed1ate y evident from the screenshots, 1ts 
efforts here are on y half concerned wtth the 
sctence of wrestling 

XX plays a dangerous game w1th ots 
aud ence, the facets of whiCh can take 
several hours to emerge. lt does a great JOb 
of suggesttng itself .ncapable of 1mpos1ng a 
logical, balanced structure on a s•ngleplayer 
career, taking and creating opportunlt•es to 
hamper progress for the sake of longev1ty. 
But that, together w1th the tease taCtiCS w1th 
which 1t's ach1eved, is key to the game's 
design. A world map offers vanous match 
types and venues, but little clue as to what 
can be ga1ned from each v1ctory The fact 
that champ1onship matches- the key f1rst 
steps to unlocking alter-ego characters-
are so elus1ve suggests some form of 

Even in games that pretend their voluptuous charae1er models 
are mere window-dressing (Roses continues to enjoy a lack of 
such conceit), the photo mode never lies. Though sometimes 
superfluous, the many options here that dictate how pictures 
can be taken, viewed and shared make for an attractive 
overall showcase that should test Japan's Xbox 360 phobia 

method, but tryong to decipher the patterns 
of play and achievement required to trigger 
them •s exhaust•ng. 

The apparent goal isn't so much to 
protract the treasure-hunting process as 
break t entorery The more you attempt to 
apply the trad t•ona prac:tJce of compete 
and repeat, the more the game confounds 
Approach•ng ot purery as a peer of 
Smackdown, Kmg Of Colosseum or G•ant 
Gram 1sn't JUSt unflanenng - suggest.ng 1t to 
be a skeletal•gnoramus, sparse 1n tradtttonal 
content and s1mple 1n AI- but 1nappropnate 
L1ke it or not, XX 1s a lavtsh exh1b1t1on of 
male-targeted dress-up dolls Its eastern v1ces 
of submiSSion and coeroon may well unsettle 
the chaste, but its delivery is sumptuous 
Skills with shaders may still be developmg, 
but 1t's remarkable how dehly Yukes has 
risen to the task of wrapping plastic pants 
around plasticised posteriors. 

Boasting move-sets with a Def Jam-style 
snap and crackle, XX ably downplays such 
1ssues as ·nconsistent clipping and mtssed 
link animat•ons. Th1s, together w1th a buxom 
body of costumes. photoshoot poses, onllne 
funct•onaloty and penalty games (see 'Chort•e 

l ive enabled pin fall and 
submission matches for one 
to four players make up Roses' 
event rost er, alongside Tekke,. 
style street bouts whose 
novelty appeal is negligible 

combat ) lies at the heart of •ts charm. A 
capable wrestler woth grapp e and defence 
systems kept basiC yet comparatrvely fa1r 
(the former recognostng a four-way select1on 
of follow-up moves and the latter a painng 
of f•rst-to-the-button stnkes and reversals), 
1t's know•ngly superf1oal, w1th nngs and 
match types largely devoid of g1mmicks 
and a title road empty of narrative or 
surprise events 

Fetsty and unapologetiC, 1t's a game that's 
happy to break the resolve of those who fail 
to accept its rules· play casual and complete 
at le1sure. A love/hate slow-burner with room 
for .mprovement, XX possesses one 
unarguable qual1ty 1t's obsessed with the 
ladies, but•t sure has so'Tie balls. [6] 

With no real story mode to top and tail, RO$t$ 

makes its entrance sequences the cinematic 
main event. Free of inconvenient user input. 
their choreography justifies their load timos 

Chortle combat 

Thrusting so hard into DOAX 
territory that it punctures the 
other side. Roses' Queens 
matches combine voyeurism and 
comedy with unabashed gusto. 
The penalties faced by losers of 
these sun-drenched singles 
matches are plentiful, gradually 
unlocked and chosen at the 
outset, ranging from an oil 
massage (above) to poolside 
cleaning and three quietly 
outrageous limbo dances. Some 
are better conceived than others, 
though really their humour is so 
disposable (and arguably 
incidental to their prime 
purpose) that once your eyebrow 
has settled you' ll find yourself 
skipping past them. Like most of 
the game's events, they 
eventually yield additional 
rewards such as swimwear, more 
credible ring attire and special 
bonuses such as Eva's outfit from 
Metal Gear Solid J . 
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Tomisaka City is convincingly cohesive and 
overwhelming even when split into smaller, 
more navigable cbunks. Underscored by the 
reuse of locations by subsequent characters, 
its traumatic decay is an awesome experience 

Small relief 

Whether by way of its ridiculously 
mismatched scavenged clothing, a 
pair of Groucho glasses, cupped
hand screams in the face of 
tragedy or taking a quick break 
from ensuing calamity to hunt 
for a playboy bunny girl compass, 
I rem gives players every 
opportunity to comically undercut 
the drama. it's a testament to the 
developer's l iterary confidence. 
and the game's twists remain 
suitably shocking, even if they are 
acted out in banana-yellow 
spandex and a chef's hat. 
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t has to be sa td up front for all its 
accomplishments- its unique 
scenario, its re-imagining of suNival 

horror on purely mundane terms, its tongue
in-cheek drama - the first Zettai (released in 
the west as SOS: The Final Rescue). whether 
justly or not, will forever be synonymous with 
the staggeringly lows its framerate could 
reach. Sadly, despite the glimmer of hope 
brought by a series of delays, the same 
problem still threatens to overshadow its 
sequel, which, ironically, buckles most under 

Each individual plotline offers some subtle twist on 
the traditional disaster formula, like this tastefully 
implemented sneaking section that accompanies a break· 
out from a crumbling prison block. Each not only serves 
its storyline, but ensures a fresh angle on each chapter 

the weight of rendenng precisely the stuff it's 
made of: water. Set in a newly constructed 
below-ground city, an out-of-season 
Chnstmas Eve downpour causes the ent1re 
area to collapse and sink under the ris ng 
flood. Constantly in search of higher ground, 
players must also remain on the lookout for 
sources of warmth to dry out the r clothes 
and stave off hypothermia. 

Seemmgly aware of its mechanical reach 
exceeding its grasp, lrem has mstead pushed 
this sequel forward in more atta1nable and 
controllable areas. Though the game's initial, 
and longest. segment comfortably retreads 
familiar ground for senes followers - a pa1r 
of strangers whose single enemy is the 
environment they traverse - from there 1t 
blossoms into a meticulously-crafted pastiche 
of interwoven and Intersecting plot llnes 
looping through the same Christmas Day 
disaster. Its cast of playable characters - the 
waiter, the wrongly-accused prisoner, the 
unw itt ng but wise cabb1e, the tormented 
teenage schoolgtrl and the amnesiac who 
qutte literally pieces together fragments of 
his own lost identity - all are variously aware 
of, or oblivious to, the role they play both in 
each others' lives 

Vehicles play a larger role than in the first game, with 
large patches of submersed land no longer accessible 
by foot. They're no shelter f rom the cold or the damp, 
though, and players will continually have to watch 
their health level even in the relative safety of a boat 

Those s1mple devices - the intricacies of 
1ts play on time and on its overlapping 
locations- make it an enduringly fascmatmg 
experience. W1tnessi '1g the broken aftermath 
of some structural trauma in one chapter 
and then caus1ng it in the next, seeing a 
previously played character as an anonymous 
background extra from the vantage point of 
your current one. that sudden realisation that 
you were right there the whole t1me, all give 
the game exactly the hook it needs to 
overcome its technical shortcomings. 

As an adventure, 1t still abides by the 
same t1ghtly scnpted rules as 1ts predecessor. 
Certain plot points can branch the game 
outward in separate directions (usually to 
comic effect, like prematurely ending a 
chapter in an selfish act of self-preseNat1on 
rather than helping others 1n need), but by 
and large the game remains a linear thread 
of set pieces, free1ng you to explore the 
Immediate surroundings but confming you 
with strict triggers that guide you on to the 
next. Nonetheless. for its dramatic and 
c1nemat1c f lair, its lovingly crafted chaotic 
destruction and above all its network of 
interconnected personalities, it's an 
adventure that shouldn't be m1ssed. [7] 



ot on Black's trail of spent cartndges 
cones th1s s1m11arly raw console 
shooter 'rom the fledgling 

Rocksteady Stl.idiOS Ifs the more modest and 
ess polished game by far - a cheerfully rude 
and crude s:raight·to-v1deo potbo1ler to 
Black's blockbuster spedacle - but, for a 
wh1le at least, it's a Similarly solid thnll And 
arguably, thanks to 1ts not sh1eld and law
enforcement theme, a more 1mag1nat1ve one 

Urban Chaos' set-up 1s as brash as the 
urid v1deo newscasts that expla1n 1t between 

Like much of Urban Chaos, the hostage situations 
are effective in dramatic terms but without much 
substance or challenge - just wait it out behind your 
shield and snipe at the appointed, slow-mo moment 

levels. In a oty not unlike New York, at a t1me 
not unlike now, the uncontrollab e r se of 
masked arsonist gang t1e Burners has led to 
the formation ofT-Zero, a controversial ant1· 
gang untt authorised to respond w1tn lethal 
force. As T-Zero officer NICk Mason, you play 
through ten short, histrionic scenanos m ten 
success1ve months, as the umt turns the t1de 
of popular support and the Burners get 
susp1C1ously better organ1sed and equ1pped 
Typically, each level will involve work1ng w1th 
the support of ftremen, paramed1cs and 
police, defus1ng a hostage scenano and 
arrest1ng a gang leader using your stun gun. 

Although Urban Chaos is on a very, very 
small scale compared to its peers, for most of 
its length it makes the most of 1ts meagre 
acreage of run-down, inner-city real estate. 
Scripted incidents puncn through the 
backtracking, and the pacing and vanation of 
obJeCtives keep the terrpo up. Meanwhile, 
since near-total cover - in the form of your 
not sh1eld - 's JUSt a trigger-pull away, enemy 
accuracy and aggression are necessanly h1gh, 
so every mch o' ground won counts. The 
strudure works too, with weapon upgrades 
and terse, frant1c bonus leve1s bemg awarded 
for specifiC achievements (headshots, non
lethal arrests, simple rtem-hunttng) rather 
than general progress: a real encouragement 
to wnng the best from the ad1on. 

As conose and convincing as it can be, 
elsewhere Rocksteady's econom1sing 1s 
dlst.nctly thnft-shop: the th1n ranks of 
indistmgu1shable enemies, thetr two-step 
tact1cs and the dispiriting, rushed damp squib 
of an endmg, clearly two levels too soon. The 
emergency services support IS paper-thin: you 
only ever command one un1t to follow, take 

Within admittedly very compact conflne5, Rocksteady's 
01rt tum hu cruttd some of the most credible urban 
landscapes ever to appear In a game. The weather-beaten 
textures and washed-out colours are perfect, the 
architecture Is to scale and actually makes sense, and the 
seasonal eH eelS are subtle and startlingly evocative 

cover or perform one context-sensitive 
ad1on, paramedics are pure health packs and 
police are of more tactical use if left to their 
own deviCes Flfemen, however, though 
hardly more sophiSticated, provide moments 
of cheesy, chest-swell1ng hero,sm as they 
break open doors and carry unconsCious 
CIVIlians through chokmg mfernos. 

That's what th1s game does best: t1ny 
moments of grat,fymg, low-rent drama that 
h1t home w1th a lithe force of a bullet against 
your r ot sh1eld Those moments are mounted 
1n competent, hugely pt-ysical combat, and a 
heady atmosphere of pante that's rammed 
home w1th the entertaining semi-satire of a 
Paul Verhoeven f lm. But the not never 
breaks out, the ftre never spreads. Urban 
Chaos ultimately doesn't have the reach to 
dehver what 1t promises, and ends up 
retreat1ng 1nto chche. A few months more, 
a few dollars more and th1s could have 
made a much more defiant stand. [6) 

£' 1 \ ~ 

The thermal breather is necessary to get 
through the thick smoke in burning buildings, 
but its heat·imaging makes it an invaluable 
tactical aid, espedally when combined with a 
smoke grenade. Tools like these - not the 
standard-issue firearms- set the game apart 

Over-achiever 

Across its handful of levels and 
four rather close difficulty 
settings, Urban Chaos boasts a 
frightening 200 achievement 
medals. Non-lethal takedowns 
with the stun gun are a simple 
matter of timing and target 
selection, and the game is 
generous, not to say gratuitous, 
with headshots; these are both 
entertaining medals to go for, 
though. the challenge coming 
from the numbers required in 
later levels. Hunting for hidden 
masks is a tedious and out-of
cha racter bit of legwork by 
comparison. Thankfully, unlike so 
many such reward systems, the 
medals tangibly feed back into 
the game by unlocking satisfying 
and valuable upgrades. 
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Personnel carrier 

Provided their bio-chips are 
hacked from their corpse in a 
timely fashion, there's no more 
dangerous Gl than a dead one, as 
Rogue's companions confirm. 
When he isn't providing an 
intelligent reticule or multi-level 
zoom, Gunnar (implanted in 
Rogue's rifle) can act as an 
unattended sentry cannon, 
setting up ambushes and flanking 
manoeuvres. Helm (Rogue's 
helmet) can conjure a holographic 
decoy Gland decode electronic 
locks while you fight. Bag man 
(Rogue's backpack), meanwhile, is 
at the heart of a unique inventory 
that recycles scrap from fallen 
soldiers and junk piles into ammo, 
health and upgrades. it's a novel 
idea, rolling a few common 
gaming devices into one mobile 
solution with its own strategic 
requirements . 
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ogue Trooper is hardly about to 
trigger a new videogame gold rush. 
Rebellion's series of 2000AD games, 

kicked off by the val iant but flawed Dredd Vs 
Death, has found itself at the mercy of an old 
guard of gaming comic fans - not the most 
lucrative or assured of markets. But if revivals 
can be inspired by sheer force of enthus1asm. 
then this deserves to trigger one. Marking 
the fourth major return to roots (as well as 
the third videogame) for a series plagued 
by continuity hiccups, it's an origin story 
that walks a straight but enjoyable line 
through some of the Genetic Infantryman's 
halcyon days. 

Designed not so much by checklist as by 
judicious reference to both source and target 
media, this thirdperson actioner spikes the 
familiar with flavour, and a tired but reliable 
vocabulary of wall-hugs, circle-strafes, 
grenade lobs and headshots with an 
invigorating Nu-Earth twang. No cliche goes 
unattended, and as a result you're dropped 
into an absorbing world of grumbling Nort 
grunts, over-sized flak batteries that drum 
the burning skies. and Blackmare tanks the 
size of bungalows. Staged beneath a skybox 
that brings as much instant character as 
that of Halo, Rogue Trooper demonstrates 
an insight into the original material that such 
adaptations seldom en joy. 

Details such as allowing tutorial pop·ups to be completely 
deactivated by the returning player, the HUD to be faded for 
less intrusive guidance, the most momentary of cutscenes 
skipped with a button press and companion dialogue reduced 
to essential status reports are persuasively considerate 

That isn't enough to bolster a game that 
wears its run-and-gun simplicity on its sleeve, 
of course, but neither is it alone tn marking 
the lengths to which Rebell ion has gone. 
Rogue and his bio-chip comrades have clearly 
been recruited for their great potential as a 
modular videogame hero, and little of that 
has been wasted. Gradually introduced 
throughout the game's opening third, the 
many tricks this unit has up its sleeve (see 
'Personnel carrier') are more than 
entertaining enough to justify a return trip. 
That journey, however, is more a daytrip than 
an assault course, since the enemy AI only 
really poses a threat when charging in great 
numbers or deploying certain troublesome 
weapons. As its frequent mounted gun 
segments confirm, this isn't a taut battle of 
w1ts any more than it is a genre revolution. 

Not only does the breathing tank of a Nort soldier betray its 
position via ejected wisps of gas, but a single bullet will turn 
it into a fiery ragdoll jetpack. it's an MO that never tires 

Having seen the Asura technology come this far through 
years of labour, we'd hope to see Rebellion continue its 
evolution with a more ambitious AD title on 360 or PS3 

But it is a remembrance, and for those 
that share the memory it's a vivid, diligent 
and arresting one. A powerhouse 
performance from Rebellion's Asura engine 
yields a slick Rogue avatar that bounds 
through unernng visions of the blasted 
Quartz Zone, Nort-occupied Nu Paree and 
the septic Orange Sea among others. 
Company composer Tom Bible brings 
another tenebrous electronic score, and 
first-rate voiceovers extend from principal 
to supporting cast. Multiplayer modes 
support both bots and online opponents in 
a handful of bespoke environments, their 
siege and conquest scenarios suitably thrill
powered, 1f ultimately limited. 

Those picking up Rogue Trooper will 
probably know that the Traitor General 
can't be vanquished in a single game, but 
will find in Rebellion 's achievement justice 
of a different kind. Having cleared the name 
of its 2000AD endeavours, the question for 
the studio now is if the niche they have 
made their own can sustain rather 
than stif le them. [7) 



ven above the wh~rr and click of the 
UMD dnve, you can hear the gears 
turning t's the sound of SOE's 

machinations movtng ure essly to turn what 
at ftrst was a re attvely tmpassrve dungeon 
hack into a franchtse. Where Brotherhood Of 
The Blade hmp y or aped a narratrve over ItS 
sat sfyingly oroftc ent mechan•cs, The 
Wamor's Code wants to e aborate, tt wants 
to you to know tts lore, tt wants yo.J to 11 p 
througr rts besttary and know tts creature s 
ndtvtoua qurrks, rt wants you to remember rt 
by name. Character •s what separates thrs 
from the ong na , and wh1le 1t st1ll falls short 
of lendmg true ou rpose and pathos to your 
quest, even a smal dose of personality goes 
a long way n engag1ng you w1th 1ts world 

FunctiOnally, though, Wamor's marked 
Improvement is 1n its streamhnmg, whiCh 
neatly nips and tucks away the frayed edges 
that marred the f rst. The palette on to which 
all eqUipment was prev1ously scattered has 
now been stacked, sorted and 
compartnentalrsed by 1tem, neatly stnpprng 
the chore out of stoc<-ta<tng Whde strll 
compnsed of an inter ockmg set of overworld 
and dungeon p eces. gone too are the 

Though Warrior's Code sports a more broadly-divided class 
system, not all choices. such as this lithe Scout, are equally 
recommended for fi rst time solo ploy. Ranged weapons aren't 
always feasible options with an ever-advancing opponent, and 
under-defended classes can find they are quickly overwhelmed 

frequent memory-bencing hunts to re-locate 
previously seen locations, thanks to scenano
spec fie maps that let payers msta'ltly warp 
to and from land mar<: points as you move 
through the game's t g"'t y-woven story 

Th1s frees up a rema nrng attention for 
the combat, and unfonunate y tt's here that 
!he I ght shmes through the seams In every 
rnstance that Brorherhood pract sed careful 
restra nt 1n order to reta n tts srng e. drMng 
focus. Wamor's Code sh 'ts and tches to 
show off a ltts new tncks. From a srmp e but 
respectable select1on of one ranged and 
me ee attack and two mag•c attacks, 
Warnor's Code has bull .ed its way on to every 
remamrng free button on the PSP's face w1th 
charged attacks. srx concurrent selectrons of 
magic attacks, showy attacks of opportunity, 
shape-sh ifttng attacks, all of whiCh - as 
welcome as customisation and the freedom 
for varying play styles might be - 1n the end 
only muddle the experience and. What's 
worse, they rarely prove more effect1ve or 
necessary m s1ngle play than the repetrtrve 
one-note masn that def nes the genre 

Its renewed m ssion structure, too, comes 
off worse for tne 1mproverPent. Whether 

A5 a member of a race of shapeshifter>, your warrior can takt btstial form 
for a set duration, increasing speed and attack power, but with such a divers. 
hot of alternate attacks it's frequently easy to forget the option even ursts 

Charge a successful attack of opportunity during an 
enemy's recovery tome and your warrior will spring 
OMiodramatiully toward the screen and come down 
wrth a quake and a chance to knock free some loot 

dreaded escort mrssrons parrrng you w1th 
enttrely useless partners <or over-amb1tious 
ones that don·t know thetr own weakness), 
hunts to destroy speCifiC unmarked camps, or 
t1med escape-the-area dashes, for all the 
momentary and refresh1ng thri lls the new 
Introductions bnng, they ultimately feel at 
odds w1th the game's underlytng structure, 
and never fully cohere 1nto a graceful whole. 

In 1ts race to rmprove upon tself, The 
Wamor's Code essent1ally has forgotten 
when to say no Pullrng 1tself outward in 
every drrec:1on at once, tt stretches thm 
where 1t should be nchest. at ts core [6] 

Still present from the first is Untold Legend$' 
fantastic sense of weight and impact, with 
varied melee strikes occasionally leading to 
combos of their own. Even better is the 
Warriors' aural el<j)erience. with a suitably 
diverse set of grunts and clanks that might go 
sadly overlooked by some portablt players 

Net warriors 

Easily the game's most welcome 
addition is a full infrastructu re 
mode, allowing isolated garners 
to play online. limited to two 
players in coop, dashing hopes 
of more class-o riented parties, 
there is also added a w ider 
selection of on line PvP games for 
up to four in team modes. The 
games range from the 
traditional, like capture the flag, 
to t imed loot-hord ing. Though 
the latter amount to little more 
than tight arenas filled with 
constantly spawning hordes of 
enemies, it's a welcome new 
feature and smooths out many 
of the rough edges of 
Brotherhoocfs multiplayer. 
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PS1-strength sprites litter the battlefield, while generals are represented by superior 2D artwork in 
the menus. Several dozen troop types are available, from water-loving frogmen to undead knights 
whose power thrives in fights that take place after sundown. The weather also has an influence on battle 

hen Disgaea decided to 
rewrite the strategy RPG 
rulebook it used a lot of ink, 

but never enough to stick the pages 
together. Generatron Of Chaos, 
however, has made a bit of a mess, 
scnbbl ing all over the margins and 
leaving numerous crossings out. lt's a 
grid- and turn-based game, one whose 
range of opt1ons is init1ally bewildering 
- almost paralysing - presenting the 
player with a world map screen that's 
littered with three-letter abbreviations 
that demand the manual be kept to 
hand for the first hour or so. And even 
then, it feels like an FAO is an essential 
companion to convey the game's 
depths and compensate for the init ially 
garbled interaction. 

Players take control of a number of 
troops and buildings scattered across 
the ga.me's landscape, moving umts 
and d1recting fi nances. Although a 
great deal of the apparent complexity 
reveals 1tself to be nothing but 

Battles are buffered by the use of items and 
magic, with 'support' attacks becoming 
available as the scuffles progress. Defeated 
enemy generals are taken prisoner; a drain 
on cash, these characters can be set free, 
coerced into changing sides or simply executed 
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clumsiness, it still crams in plenty of 
resource management elements: the 
land itself can be terraformed, albeit 
ponderously, buildings fortif ied and 
economies managed through wages 
and loyalty gifts. With each round of 
play allowing just a handful of actions, 
spreading these tasks out well is 
disappointingly unwieldy. 

When a battle finally kicks off -
a scrum of slow-moving sprites 
consistmg of troops and a commander 
for each s1de - there's still 
awkwardness. Your abilities as a 
director are limited to a handful of 
orders that result in fuzzy-feel ing 
control, wh1le units often display 
pathfinding issues. Still, beneath all 
that flummox1ng fluster, there's still 
an engaging conflict to be had, even 
if 1t's a sticky one. Indeed, the battles 
are so extensive that it's best to 
digest them a few rounds at a time, 
making the game a perfect f it for 
the host hardware - especially with 
a persistently available save function. 
But there is a PSP-specific sluggishness 
to it, thanks to numerous disc access 
moments and the need to swap 
between the D-pad and stick for 
eff1cient navigation. 

Ultimately; the momentum needed 
to truly get Generation Of Chaos in 
mot1on is an enormous commitment, 
and it's a game that just -only just, 
by the skin of those teeth that need 
to be pulled - manages to offer 
enough of a reward to make the 
investment worthwhile. [5] 
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n the surface it's a licensing 
agreement made in heaven. 
Anime hit Champloo. whose 

anachronistic Edo-era samura1 
adventures have made it a natural 
successor to the cool charms of 
Cowboy Bebop, was never gomg 
to have been an easy fit for a 
conventionally-minded game studio. 
And, while it may not yet have proven 
itself as the go-to studio for a lone 
swordsman slasher, Killer 7 has given 
Grasshopper instant pedigree for 
audacious genre-defying 
experimentation. And so, given a 
series defined by its soundtrack and its 
special blend of feudal hip-hop culture, 
Suda Goichi and his team have done 
an artful job implementing both 
elements as an essential part of the 
design document for this exuberant 
button masher. Played out through the 
interlocking storylines of rogue heroes 
Mugen and Jin, each fighter's combo 
tree is defined by the beats of 
collectible vinyl singles, mixed freely 
with a fl ick of an analogue stick fader. 
Stock up at a record shop before going 
into battle and you can phase between 
soundtracks as you phase between 
combo patterns. 

As an experience. it's rightfully 
spectacular. Between its turntablist 
interface, the driving focus of its 
incidental musiC and the studio's 
signature dazzling graphical flalf that 
punctuates its counter system and tate 
mode, it's a steady and relentless 
source of quick-cut eye candy. But 
taken strictly as a game, it's an 
example of style not so much over 

Simultaneous attacks are handled with a slow· 
motion reaction-time minigame. Pressing a 
randomly selected corresponding face button 
will unleash a solid counterattack, but missing the 
beat or the button will leave you open to the hit 

By raising your tension level, represented by a 
increasingly frenetic Beatmania-ripped dancing 
man, players enter the frantic button-mashing 
late mode. Hitting 100 slashes within the time 
limit will get you to the appropriately-named 
trance mode, a rave·time silhouetted bonus game 

substance, but over execution. Its 
combat, an endless stream of self
consciously designed - even farcical 
combos that never offer a real sense 
of mastery, is a waste of the promise 
of its record-flipping contrivance. So 
lazily implemented are the selector 
mechanics that differentiatiOn in value 
between individual tracks (apart from 
personal preference) is achieved by 
tacking on a si m pie status bonus for 
the rarest songs rather than offering 
upgraded fighting technique. 

Couched in fixed-camera locales 
whose nature is as stiff and inorganic 
as cardboard-cut dioramas, and whose 
city life is little more than idly animated 
statuettes, Champloocan often feel 
as hastily constructed as many other 
games-of-the-anime. Were it not for 
1ts creative direction's admirable job of 
f illing in its patchy mechanics' gaps it 
would be entirely skippable. With 
those gaps filled it's a charming, if 
flawed, achievement. [6) 



t's a wonder - and a relief -
that there aren't more OS 
games like Lost Magic: brimful 

of ideas, gripped by touch fever, yet let 
down by clumsy, archaic executton and 
a sort of s:eatth conservat sm that all 
but crushes out ts novelty. The sptnt tS 
wdltng to join Nintendo's revoluuon, 
but the f esh tS weak. 

Lost Magtc has the trapptngs of 
an action-RPG, but mtxes this genre 
with real time strategy and creature 
collectiOn, and then serves the whole 
n tart. tough and t:ny btte-stze 
servmgs The plot has been ground 
out of the fatrytale treadmtll: lsaac, 
unwtttlng son of a great sage, tS 
entrusted with hts father's wand when 
the latter succumbs to a sorceress. 
lsaac must then reunite the six wands 
of the Stx schools of magiC (earth, 
wtnd, fire, water, I ght and dark) to 
restore peace to the vvorld, and 
eradtcate a deep y unsurpnstng plague 
of experience-ytelding monsters, rogue 
mages and animated mushrooms 

More surpnsing is that lsaac's spells 
are cast by drawing runes on the 
touchscreen, an involving twist that's 
been smartly exploited. The speed and 
accuracy of your sketch determme the 
spell's power, and many spe'ls can be 
dtscovered by combining patrs of 
runes, so you won't have to memonse 
tens of symbols or watt for them to 
be dispensed by the designers. The 
underlymg system of opposing 
elemental magics ts also a sound, 
,, stra ghtforward, one. 

lsaac can trap and command -
typically tf'l three groups of three-

Lost Magic is light on items. focusing instead on 
the capture of crystals to regenerate mana and 
health. This will likely be crucial in local and 
online multiplayer modes. which may also make 
sense of the game's strangely conden.sed design 

almost any mons:er he meets. These, 
ltke lsaac htmself, are dtrected with an 
ostensibly sens ble tap-and-point 
system, but thanks to the units' torptd 
pace, appalling pathftnding and 
tendency to stand in each other's way, 
negotiat.ng the compact maps and 
pacy combat s like trytng to embroider 
stlk Wtth a greasy kMt•ng need'e. 

Thts ts typica of the sense of 
uncomfortable constnctton that 
pervades Lost Magtc: of what ought to 
be a leisurely a no disttnctive adventure 
squeezed IntO self-consciously tight 
handheld clothtng. You'll constantly 
tr.p up on the ftve-to·ten-minute t1me 
limits, shallow hea.th and mana 
reserves, and tntense playtng style, only 
to fall face-first •nto a yet another 
lengthy, maddeningly unskippable 
cutscene of bland, button-nosed 
determmation. In the end, though 
there is little average about either its 
elegant successes or tts needless 
failings, betweer tnem tney leave Lost 
Magtc hang,ng tn the ba ance. [5) 

The drawings of art director Yoshiharu Sato, a 
Studio Ghibli veteran, have plenty of innocent 
appeal. But his characters aren't animated (or 
written) with the charisma ot, say, Phoenix Wright 

Enemies killed by your option earn double points, and 
a bonus for picking up an option of the same type you 
currently have encourages you to stick to your guns 

nother year, another 
Dreamcast shoot 'em up 
swansong. The underground 

hype and excttement that has 
surrounded thts, Border Down's 
younger coustn, does much to 
obscure the fact that it is a most 
stratghtforward expression of 
videogamtng·s eldest genre. There 
tS JUSt a Stng e chotce of helicopter 
gunshtp and the default lkaruga-style 
gun cannot be upgraded. There is 
none of the 360° cra ft control of 
Psikyo's visually-similar Zero Gunner 2, 
and a mechanism whereby one of four 
different 'optton' support ships can 
be deployed by your Stde for a few 
seconds only JUSt lifts the system ·s 
complextty above so ma'ly '80s 
Japanese shooters. Indeed, the 
absence of bullet hell patterns 
(you draw all enemy fire) and the 
unwavering military style of enemy 
tanks and battleships gives the game a 
del tghtful old-school vertical shooter 
'eel somewhere tn between Raiden 
and Twrn Hawk. 

So, at ftrst, players expecting an 
adrenaline rush of visual exCitement 
bu1ldmg on the genre's recent 
refinements wtll be sorely disappointed 
wtth the un hurned pace and relative 
trickle of enem:es But that's not to 
say Under Defeat is not wtthout 
contemporary flatr Borrowing some of 
Border Down's tncks, the game unvetls 
tougher end-of-level bosses the more 

There is some slowdown in the game particularly 
before a player's death. The juxtaposition of large 
player craft and small hit area can be confusing, 
especially when married with this slowdown 

lives you have lost, requiring score 
attack players to get down to their last 
hfe as soon as posstble for the highest 
kudos. G.rev has also tnvested clear 
ttme and resources tnto the exuoerant 
30 explos•ons and smoke effects that 
punctuate each encounter and v1sually, 
especially though a VGA cable. the 
game looks cnsp. tf a litt le colourless 

However, the 45° top-down 
angle on the act,on does exacerbate 
the inevitable squeeze 'rom venica 
arcade monitor to hor•zonta telev•sion 
screen and this can occastonally be 
frustrating, especially to players that 
have been used to the space of playing 
the game m the arcade. Also, the lack 
of any meaningful unlocks other than 
more credits and artwork give the 
Dreamcast package a slight and 
ungenerous feel, rely1ng tnstead so ely 
on the game meat to gtve value for 
money. But th1s 1t does: Under Defeat 
is an unexpectedly large and satisfying 
game that, while often tortoise slow, 
plods on w ith determination. The 
meagre, slow release of extra cred tts 
forces a thoughtful learning curve that 
allows the game to revea tts cnarms 'n 
a steady, considered and ult•mately 
very satisfy1ng manner. [6) 
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The early commercial failure 
of most of the Capcom Five 
titles had more to do with 
their exclusivity to the 
GameCube than any l~ck of 
quality. Sad, considering 
theu emph~is on providing 
unexpected, focused, and 
idtosyncratic gaming 
experiences seems perfectly 
in-sync with their original 
hardware choice. Residllnt 
Evi/4. Killer 7 and Viewtiful 
J~ would all eventually 
m;oke an appearance on 
the PS2, with better sales. 
Only P.N.OJ would remilln 
a Nintendo exdustve. Ttt. 
f•nal game of the five, 
Oead Pfl~n"' (below) -
possessor of perhaps the 
most unintentionally apt 
title in recent memory- was 
cancelled before its 
completion. to pursue 
a career as a full-ttmc 
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'""'"atica hoot 
I,.., • come"" .ll 
punishingly long health 
bars and elaborate attack 
formations (and also boast 
namH that make them 
~ound not unlike brands of 
eastern European stereo 
~u1pment.) Defeating them 
requ1res patience and 
repeated contmues P.N Ol's 
controls can be partiCularly 
cruel on such cxcas10ns: it's 
perfectly possible to defeat 
the final boss Alraune. 11 
vast gun-covered monster, 
after a marathon of well· 
t1med ducks and pilttern 
recognition, only to 
plummet to your death off 
1 lodge afterwards due to 
the vagaries inherent In 
gettmg Schneid1!r to walk 
In a straight line. 





THE MAKING OF __ _ 
FLASHBACK 
lt may have been an offer no game developer could refuse, but 
Flashback was to prove that Delphine's real licence was for creativity 

n 1991, De ph me Software 
was a small but f ounsh1ng 
Pans an stud10. Just three 

years old, it had already amassed a 
notable track record of ongmal t1tles, 
w1th games I ke 810 Challenge, Fuwre 
Wars, 0f)4?rat on Stealth, Cru se For A 
Corpse and Anorher World But t was 
to take a very unexpected cence to 
proVIde the momentum for 1ts best· 
known proJect. Flashback 

At the begmning of the year as 
Paul Cuisset. Delphme's founder, 
f r>M :.ork on Cru se For A Corpse, 
t e CEO of us God, Geoff B•own 
made a propos • on ·o De p e 
Software's CEO Pau de Sen e e He 
had JUSt bougm ti"e cence for The 
Godfa• er Wou d the compary be 
1nterested r develop1ng the game7 
De Sennev le was 1mmed1ately 
e thus ast c. bu< C u sset was mo•e 

Simolar '" dlaracter animation to Mechner's Prince Of Persia, the game also futured a familiar spread of 
instant·knl booby traps and bone-breaking plummets.. Armed combat events were similarly treacherous 

We anted a modern backg ound w1th 
mo e space So I suggested o Geoff that we 
transpose The Godfathers plot to the future 

caut10us "The atmosphere of CrUise 
was retro and enclosed, and I was 
reluctant to go back to the same kond 
o en ronmen: We wa ted a modern 
background, \., tl"> more spaca So I 
suggested to Geotf that we transpose 
The God'ather's plot to the future " 

Brown, surpns•ngly, approved the 
plan and CUisset returned to Paris to 
wnte the story, start1ng work. a ong 
With fel ow programmer Ph ppe 
Chaste, on a new approach that 
would allow h1m ~o bu Id and play·tes~ 
new deas seamlessly The project was 
go1ng to requ re an evolut1on of 
Delph1ne's ex sting techn1ques as the 
decis1on had been made to release the 
game not JUSt for the Am1ga but also 
on the Mega Drive, a new cha lenge 
for computer speoal st Delph ne. The 
effort seemed wortn t. C UIS!>et had 
been prom1!>ec that the conso e 
market could br.ng m1l1ons of sales 

Strongly Influenced by Another 
Word a d P~nce Of Pers1a Cu sset 
soon ta ked h se •nus ast c art tearr', 
composed of Den s Mere er C t 
Robl:'rt and Threrry Per·ea u nto 
creating a f u d dynam c character 
After some qt. ck-f re bra nstorm1ng, 
tney came up w1th a rotoscop1ng 
techn1que to create the ma1n 
characters ar mat ons Witnout 
reahsmg t. they v.ere reproduc.ng th£> 
techn que 1.1sed by ;he source of 
CUisset $1nsp rat on. Jordan Mechner 
f m ng one o· tne team m m1Ck1ng a 
few movements m front of a white 
wa I, before 'acqu1nng' the images on 
computer for use n the game. 

But that acqu•sltion method was 
one of a k nd they ran the footage on 
a TV. frame by frame. and cop1ed the 
f gure s SI houette on a tra:1sparency 
taped to the screen. That transparency 
was then taped to the computer 

mon tor, and the 1mage traced us1ng 
De uxe Pa nt At 24 fps, and w;;h 
t.nstab e. freeze-framed TV images 
that were murder on the eyes, 1t was 
about as arduous a take on 
rotoscop1ng as you could 1magme. 

But the results were wortr t The 
ar ma11or was smooth and natoral, 
and the ~echn que brought the 
unexpected bonus o' al owmg several 
art1sts to work on the same character 
w1thout any styl1st1C d sparity. As a 
result. when Merc1er was called up 
for national serv1ce, one year later, 
new art1st Thierrv Levastre was ab e to 
smoothy take up wrere he e"t off. 

And there was another 
add to 1al benef1t Although the 
resultJng an mat1on system exrJibited 
some latency between movements, 
th is had the effect of enforcirJg 
Cuisset's intention of creating a 
s ower, deeper game - of tra~sport1ng 
the story and tne mechan cs of an 
adventure nto an actiOn game Wh1le 
not a g·eat pen-and-paper RPG fan. 
CUJsset I ked the nchness of choiCe 



PLAYING STRAIGHT 
Based in two messy rooms laid out a 
little like a barn (the 'big meeting 
table' is shown above). Delphine 
was a friendly, creative studio, even 
if it did transform into a furnace in 
the summer. The team members 
were all passionate garners. playing 
and working equally hard. and 
sometimes both at the same time. 
The real world was their playground 
just as much as game. and team 
members were always inventing 
new tricks for both environments. 
Patrida Cuisset. Paul's wife. was 
famous for her practical jokes, such 
as black ink on a telephone receiver 
or a dead fish hidden in a mouse. 

they offered their players. Both he and 
the rest of Delphme were fans of 
Dungeon Master. and there was a 
strong desrre to give rea chorce and 
freedom of actron to the player 

The problem was tnat tne team's 
ideas for new and interesting 
srtuatrons were taking the game 
further and further away from The 
Godfather's plot. Indeed, Cursset had 
by thrs stage wntten a brand new 
story: Mlchael Corleone was replaced 
by Conrad B Hart, an agent for the 
Galaxian Bureau of lnvest,gatror who 
had uncovered an alien conspiracy, 
but wakes up a~ the start of the game 
on Trtan, ore of Saturn's moons, w1th 
PIS memory erased Wrth 1 the team, 
no ore was rnucr bothered by the 
shrft 1n the prOjECt. But Much more 
remarkaol)', o;,~ts de tik kaM, 
"Ooody e se seerr:ed to care e1ther. 
Ur.~r nkao e r. iodays h<o<'lSOr-
dom [)C:<ec a"d :Jrocucer-managed 

Moving Wlth each act from one exottc landscape and sitiJation to another, Conrad"s quest for idontity 
bridged two Otlphint designs: the exploratiOn of Future WatS and the athleticism of Al!othet WO<ld 

j 
, 
' 

games. de Sennevrlle kept the faith 
wrth Cuisset's creatrve vision -and 
US Gold's response was to bear out 
hrswrsdom. 

After erght months of hard work. 
the frrst level was playable and sem to 
the publisher. lt was abundantly clear 
that the game the team had made 
had next to nothrng to do With :he 
licence rt had ongrnally srgned up to 
produce In theory. Cursset was tryrng 
to keep hrs optrons open m case US 

Much of the strategy of Flashback's combat 
involved correctly estimating the travel of 
a given roll, fall or jump before opening fire 

names for his creatrons. Wrth 15 years 
of hindsight to draw on, the team 
members strll can't believe that they 
treated a heavyweight licence like The 
Godfather wrth such flightrness. 

Toward the end of 1991, Flashbac 
moved m to oroductron and rts art 
team ga ned two more members. 
Fabnce Vrsserot and Patrrck Oaher. 
who were needed to create addrtrona! 
animat<ons •or the game's enemres. 
Chaste! recalls a total of 1.500 frames. 

The artists' eyes w~re tiring mor and mor 
quickly, worn out from the flickering o 
those 1V images, but they were happy 

Gold demanded a more faithful game: 
rn practrce he had so much belief in 
hrs own creatron he was bankmg on 
that demand never bemg made· "lt 
wouldn't have been that easy to go 
back to the ongrnal plan, and change 
the aliens into Mafia orgamsations ... 
but I was pretty confrdent that what 
we had was pretty solid." 

And when Brown played the 
prototype, Cursset was rmmed1ately 
proved nght. Seduced by the new 
approach, he encouraged the team to 

contrnue wrth rt and even suggested a 
trtle for the garT'e, Flashback: The 
Quesr For Identity- a blessing for 
C ursset. who st1~l hates choos ng 

800 of them for Conrad alone, and 
Cursset speal(s wea'rly of "crates of 
transparencies". The artrsts' eyes were 
trring qurcker and qurcker. worn out 
from those fhckenng TV rmages. but 
they were happy: a v1srt from Jordan 
Mechner. who went rnto ecstasres 
about the quality of their work, 
galvanised them mto see1ng the 
project throug" 

Meanwhile, Cuisset went on 
designing. He coloured lrttle squares. 
drewlrtt'e symbols. a'1 enemy, a trap, 
a door. a key. before scrrptrng the 
!evels. Bu; JUSt at the trme when he 
was expecting to be ab e to turn hiS 



attenttons from programmtng to 
game design and balanCing. there was 
another blow· programmer Frederic 
Savo,r. who had been work1ng on the 
Mega Dnve version o' the game, left 
Delphtne wtth Enc Chaht to found 
Amaztng Studios. leaving Cutsset 
iactng the maJOr headaches whtch suI 
otagued the prOJect. 

One of the maJOr problems he had 
~o solve was memory - or lack of tt 
~ow could he load the 800 a:wnauon 
frames for Conrad 1n the little 64Kb of 
the Mega Dnve's VRAM? He came up 
W1th a buffer. where the spnte blod<s 
of 1he antmatlons. enemtes and other 
tnteradive elements of the sets were 
decompressed tn realttl"'le But With 
all the RAM betng used up by the 
buffer. he had no way of savtng the 
game. In the end, he found an 
unorthodox solutton. squeezing the 
saves tnto an unused l.SKb he found 
on the sound chip Cartndge stze also 
presented a problem. The usual 16Mb 
cart s:mply wasn't enough to conta1n 
the whole game, and so the hope was 
that it could be released on a 32Mo 
cart tnstead. Unfortunately. the price 
mat Sega was asking for the btgger 
cart was more than US Gold was 
Willing to pay. and tn :he end the 
publisher took the decis1on to 
comprom1se. and invest only 10 a 
24Mb cart lt meant that the M('9a 

Dnve SJde of the prOJea en ced 1n 
hea'tbreak. as em re evets of ~r:e 
game road tO be fUnK eo to f t tl':e 
revtsed cart s1ze 

Indeed. for a game started w.tn 
such opttm,sm and confidence. 
Flashback ftntshed on a low. Released 
tn ttme for Chnstmas 1992, 1t met 
wtth immediate success But when 
Cuisset heard the tnttial sates figures
of around 800,000 copies- he was 
despondent rather than elated. Having 
been converted to the Mega Dnve on 
the promtse of millions of sales, he 
fou'ld tt tmposstble not to see the 
game as a failure. lt was only years 
later. when someone handed him a 
copy of the Guinness Book Of 
Records. that hts percept1ons changed· 
there, tn black and while •• t listed 
Flashback as tne best-selling 
French game of all lime. 

Its plot may ha'f culminated in the customary 
alien invasion endgame. but there was plenty 
of time beforehand to enJoy t'ururistic cities, 
hostole JUngles and a nod to The Running Man 

Much like spirotual predecessor Another WOrld, 
Flashback made th~ transotoon to every fonrnat 
that would support its technology. SNES. 300 
and P< induded Though frame rates varoed 
during cutscen~s, th~ play experience survived 

THUMBSCREWER 
Developed by Benolt Aaron in order 
to create the cut-scenes for Cruise 
For A Corpse - and affectionately 
named 'the torture factory' by 
Cuisset - Dpoly was an interesting 
piece of technology. Vector based, it 
allowed for the creation of high 
quality images that took up very 
little space. Cuisset's nickname 
didn't reflect the quality of the 
results - the problem with it had to 
do with its clumsy interface, which 
frustrated and infu riated the artists 
who had to work with it. 

The MAROF logo stands for Machine A 
Rotoscoper De Fabrice - a reference to th~ hand· 
decorated cardboard housong Fabrice Visserot 
had created to help shade the imag~ on hos TV 





As can be understood by its name, 
PathEngine is a pure pathfinding 
technology. "You can think of 
PathEngine as a relatively low-level 
set of mechanisms for representing 
and manopulating information about 
possibilities for agent movement,· 
says CEO Thomas Young who, 
before relocatong to France, was a 
coder at the Sheffield studio owned 
by Gremlin and then lnfogrames. 

Built as a modular system, it 
provides a set of building blocks that 
can be used to address a variety of 
different gameplay requirements. 

"I think great games. and great 
AI, depend on getting high-level 
architecture and interactions 
between animation, collision and the 

pathfinding just right, • explains 
Young. "But it's very difficult to 

provide a global solution to the 
problem of game Al. Instead, 
middleware must provide highly 
focused and modular components 
that can then onteract with other 
parts of the game in dofferent ways 
depending on what is most 
important to the game designers.· 

For that reason, Path Engine 
doesn't offer any behavioural 
features, although the company has 
a partnership with SpirOps to 
support ontegratoon between their 
AI products. 

Company: PathEngone 
Product: PathEngine v5.02 
Clients: Domps, Flytng lub Software, 
IMC Games, tronlore Entertamment, 
NCsoft Webzen 
URL: www pathengone.com 

One game using PathEngine is Flying Lab Software's 
swashbuckling MMOG Pirates Of The Burmng Seas 
This shot shows how Path Engine can dostonguosh 
between the different heights of level components 



Kynogon: Kynapse 
The original provider of the AI 
component for Criterion's RenderWare 
middleware, the next-gen release of 
Kynogon's technology has seen the 
French company making its own way 
in the world. Called Kynapse, it's a 
low-level component providing 
features such as decision-making 
and pathfinding. 

"Whatever the gameplay is, a 
game's decision engine needs to be fed 
with appropriate dynamic perception 
information about the 30 environment, 
such as where the h1ding places are, or 
the access ways for an opposite flank 
assault,· says Pontevia. "Once the 
decision is taken, it needs to be 
implemented so 30 pathfinding, as well 
as team coordination, becomes key.• 

Because of this, an important tool 
within Kynapse is the automatic 
pathdata generator. A preprocessed 
task. it chews through the game's levels 
and maps breaking down all the terrain 
information into a form AI agents can 
actually use. 

Equivalent to creating a collision 
mesh for physics. as well as AI uses, 
developers can use the pathdata 
generator to build hierarchical data 
structures from their levels. which are 
also useful in terms of working out how 
to stream data from disk. "We have 
clients buying Kynapse specifically for 
this tool." reveals Pontevia. 

More generally, this hierarchical 
approach to data works well in terms 
of mapping the way AI calculations 
are carried out to next-gen hardware 
architecture too, as large-scale 
simulations can be handled by 
streaming and parallel processors. For 
example, one of Kynapse's GDC demos 
shows over a thousand autonomous 
NPCs dynamically avoiding each other 
through a city environment. 

Company: Kynogon 
Product: Kynapse v4 

Clients: Atari, Ascaron, EA. Lionhead. 
Pyro, Real Time Worlds 

URL: www.kynogon.com 

Ba be iFiux: Ba beiFiux 
The newest company in the AI 
middleware space is US outfit Babelflux. 
The brainchild of David Miles, who 
previously worked for Eidos studio 
Crystal Dynamics on games such as 
Tomb Raider: Legend. 

"I th1nk the biggest challenge for 
next-gen AI is reacting to constantly 
changing worlds." Miles says. "Game 
designs call for much more 
destructibility and physics-based 
gameplay, and it's difficult to enable 
enemies to fluidly navigate through 
these areas." 

Currently only available as a 
pre-release technology to selected 
developers, the Babelflux motion 
planning engine supports large 
numbers of characters of different sizes 
and shapes moving through complex 
worlds full of dynamic obstacles, thanks 
to 1ts preprocessing geometry phase 
which automatically generates the 
navigational database. 

"The motion-planning engine 
enables game characters to navigate 
levels automatically, freeing up 
developers to concentrate on the high· 
level AI behaviours," Miles says. 

Company: Babelflux 
Product: Babelflux 

Clients: currently all clients are confidential 
URL: www.babeiHux.com 

One of the longest-serving game AI 
middleware companies, Engenuity was 
originally formed as BioGraphic 
Technologies, before being bought by 
Canadian simulation specialist 
Engenuity in November 2005. Focused 
on the game, special effect and 
military simulation markets, its 
Al.implant product targets two areas: 
tntelligent navigation and realtime 
crowd simulation. 

"The problem of intelligent 
nav1gation is all about how does the 
AI know about the world and then. 
how does the AI reason in an efficient 
manner?" says Kruszewski. "We are 
solving the first problem by beefing 
up our navigation mesh authoring 
tools and the second problem by 
optimising our navigation algorithms 
for the new consoles." 

He reckons the other big issue, 
the challenge of handling computer
controlled crowds, is a more 
philosophical one, however. The trick, 
he says, is working out how to author 
and manage crowds, as opposed to 
large numbers of individuals. 

One important part of creat1ng 
such entities is Al.implant's visual 
development environment (ALOE). as 
it enables developers to preview their 
work directly in their level editor. Plug· 
1ns to 3ds Max and Maya also provide 
the ability to control the size and 
configuration of crowds using standard 
paint tools. 

Company: Engenuity 
Product: Al.implant v4 

Clients: Kuju, Midway, Sony America 
plus other confidential partners 

URL: www.ai-implant.com 

French company Sp~rOps brings a visual 
approach to AI creation. And, unlike 
most of the other middleware 
providers, its focus isn't pathfinding, 
but more behavioural aspects. "AI isn't 
about 'see you, kill you' behaviours 
anymore," says CTO Jerome Hoibian. 
"The complexity of the decisional AI 
is increasing rapidly as game 
environments be<ome richer and players 
expect more credible mteract1ons.· 

SpirOps AI hopes to help developers 
overcome such problems through its 
incremental design method, which can 
be used by non-programmers, such as 
designers. "The focus of the next 
version of the technology (due in 
September] is to create and assemble 
libraries of drives, or behaviours, like 
assembling pieces of a puzzle instead 
of designing a single brain each time," 
explains CEO Axel Buendia. 

Other features on the company's 
to-do list include At-driven procedural 
animation and smarter dialogue. "We 
are currently working w1th R&D labs 
and game developers to create a 
procedural animation solution. so 
basic animations can be managed by 
an AI and adapted according to the 
circumstances," says Hoibian. 

Company: SpirOps 
Product: SpirOps AI v2 7 

Clients: Quanti< Dreams. Ubisoft. 
plus other confidential partners 

URL: www.sp~rops.com 



I 
don't like remakes. Really don't like 
em. People may think it strange that I 
feel that way, since ~ome of the games 

I'm most remembered for in latter years 
have been remake~. and now that people 
know I'm \\'Orking on stuff for Xbox Live 
Arcade I often come across comments that 
go something like: "Oh, please do a remake 
of Tempest 2000 for Live Arcade, that would 
be ace!" 

And in truth I could do an absolutely 
wicked remake of Tempest Jooo on the 360 

hardware, and probably turn it round in a 
couple of months and have it looking and 
playing much more nicely than the original ... 
but I really don't want to. I love Tempest, but 
I don't want to be beholden to it for the rest 
of my life (nor do I want to be beholden to 
whoever owns the rights to that old name 
every single time I sit down to write a shooter, 

are done not out of any desire to lovingly 
update a cherished original so much a~ 
through a corporate need to rape the corpse 
of some poor old soldier from the dawn of 
days whose name ought to have been left 
alone to shine in dignified glory from its 
proper place in history. But il money and 
lawyers have granted you a back-catalogue 
of respected old names from the pa~'t. you do 
not honour them by creating ill-observed, 
shoddy clones of them and then sticking 
piss-poor 'street' hip-hop graphics on top; 
nor do you enhance your bland, cookie-cutter 
generic modern game at all by clumsily 
retrofitting some classic name onto it. just 
don't. It just makes those of us who do fondly 
remember those old games want to stab you 
in the ear with a fork. 

By all means give us emulation - emulation 
is lovely, and I'll happily drop a few quid (or 

I could do a wicked remake of Tempest 2000 on the 360, but I really 
don't want to. I don't want to be beholden to it for the ~est of my life 

thank you very much) - certainly the new 
game I'm working on will build on some 
ideas from that old work, but the things 
it'll build on will be the things that made 
Tempest'2ooo'rather than;:~:, ::~.:>re Jping 
of Theurer's game. It will recognisably be 

'what the creator of Tempest 2000 did next: 
but it will be building on half a lifetime's 
experience of making shooters and funky 
graphics toys rather than resurrecting a 
25-year-old design, much though I respect 
and revere the old thing. 

It's not that all remakes are necessarily bad -
I like to think that my Tempest updates prove 
to an extent that it can be done well; it's just 
that it seem~ so often these days remakes 

1'>1icrosoft Points or v:hatever the currency is) 
on a nice, faithful version of the original I can 
play on my plasma - even better if I have online 
high-scores now and can play against my 
mates over Xbox Live, too. I think what a lot 
of us have missed, and also what draws people 
to retrogaming, is not so much the old games 
themselves (enjoyable though playing 
emulations can be, in the end only the absolute 
best of them can stand up to the rose-tinted 
specs coming off in front of so inches of 
plasma) but the near-extinct format that 
they exemplify. 

Sometimes you don't v:ant to play a great, 
overarching epic; sometimes you just want a 
few minutes of old-school shootery goodness 

with accompanying high-score tauntery with 
your mates, and 'dth stuff like Live Arcade 
and 'virtual consoles' appearing on the nfw 
sy~'tems it looks like this niche of gaming 
is about to open up again (and a good thing 
too). But please, don't do as some have done 
on handhelds and just knock out shoddy, 
tarted-up remakes. 

So, give us proper emulation or, better 
still, give us new old arcade games. 

That may sound like a contradiction, 
but it can be done - I would cite Geometry 
Wars: Rerro Evolved as a shining example of 
ju~t how good it can be. The 'Retro Evolved' 
tag is an apposite description of it - the 
game clearly draws its influences from the 
likes of Asteroids and Robotron, but without 
any micturition on the memories of those 
great classics. Retro EI'Olved is a thoughtful 
and competent answer to the question "what 
would it be like to make that old style of game 
with modern hardware?" and it's certainly the 
Live Arcade title in my library which gets the 
most loving. 

It's good that this area of gaming is 
opening up once again and enabling smaller 
developers to create new, old-style games 
that are fun in the \\'<IY that games used to 
be fun. I think it's something that we've all 
been missing, and it's something I'm looking 
forward to participating in enthusiastically 
myself. And by all means, yes, let's draw on 
our heritage and be inspired by the designs 
that defined the early days of gaming, but 
let's not go down the Hollywood route of 
new, shiny remakes that always end up being 
disappointing when they're compared to the 
original films. 

it's tin1e for retro to evolve. Don't make 
me get my fork out. 

f<ff .\finrer is r7M-;:{o-un"""d:-er-:of""t·::-:K-cod7 t""':'sh-op-:-Ll:-om- o-so-::-ft,-u-ho:--se
most recenr project \l.-'0~ Xbo.t J6o's onboord audio \'hualiS<:r 



DON T GET CROSS, GET EVEN 

C ynewulf, a 27-ycar-old electrical 
engineer from flint, Michigan, is 
perhap~ the only person alive (with the 

exception, perhap~. of a few nutty Filipinos) 
who knows how it feels to be crucified. 

His crime was virtual murder. Cynewulf, a 
barbarian and known killer, resident and beta
tester of the brand-new virtual world Roma 
Victor, had stalked defenceless young Romans, 
fresh to the world, until the rulers of the virtual 
empire decided enough was enough. As an 
example to others, he was put to the cross. 
Recent research has sugges ted Jesus might in 
fact have been nailed by his genitals; Cynewulf 
was spared this particular humiliation, but it 
st ill wasn't all fun. As the virtual crucifix was 
raised, a fellow barbarian ran from the crowd 
and attacked the guards in a rage. Cyncwulf 
watched helple'>'>ly a'> his compatriot was put to 
death. Otherwi~e. his was a fairly cheery 

bruised cheeks). But even in the Christian faith, 
there's a problem: what to do about the one 
person you can't forgive? You can forgive those 
who trespass against you. You can forgive the 
Romans, who destroyed the son of God. But 
what about the disciple who betrayed him and 
put him on the cross? Who can forgive Judas? 

To great fanfare this month, National 
Geographic has publibhed a document recently 
rediscovered after 16 papyrus-destroying years 
in a safe-deposit box. It's the Judas gospe l: 
Jesus' life, as portrayed by the man who grassed 
him up. "rhc gospel, written 100 years after 
Christ's death, reverses Christ ian orthodoxy by 
making Judas Jesus' special disciple. In the 
Judas gospel. the betrayer becomes the beloved, 
and the villain become> the hero. According to 
the document, Jesus told Judas he wa~ the one 
who would be hated the most, but also the one 
who would stand closest to Cod. 

The sinning barbarian should have been firmly nailed to the cross, 
unable to speak or move, but Cynewulf raised an arm and waved 

execution. It was Roma Victor's first, and a few 
bug.> had yet to be ironed out. The sinning 
barbarian should have been firmly nailed to the 
cross, unable to speak or move, but, as the 
crowd watched the cross being raised, Cynev.:ulf 
rai~ed an arm and waved. 

The central problem of the self is the other. 
(i\s Sartre wrote: 'ln football, everything is 
complicated by the presence of the opposite 
team.') We can tr iumph in our selves, kill god 
and claim his seat, bLtt how do we conquer the 
other, who also believes they are supreme? How 
do we punish those who trespa>s against us ·' 

The Christian solution to the problem of the 
other is forgiveness. You turn the other cheek, 
and everyone lives as brothers (with a few 

Oddly, thi~ is exactly the belief of the 
woman who betrayed my mother's god. (Perhaps 
it's the standard line of the betrayer, the single 
snake-tongued get -out clau~e.) Bhagw·an Shree 
Rajneesh, the Rolls-Royce-toting free-love guru 
my mother fell in love with when I was two, was 
ultimately betrayed by his secre tary, Sheela. 
Under the umbrella of his doctrine of love, she 
and her orange-dad cohorts plotted murder, 
bought illtegal guns, stockpiled the AJDS virus 
and poisoned Boo people. When her crimes 
came to light, Bhagwan's thousands of disciples 
blamed Sheela, not the guru, for every crime 
committed under his regime. She plea
bargained with the US Attorney General, gave 
testimony for a reduced sentence and, after just 

1\Yo years in jail, fled to Switzerland (where she 
now runs an old people's home, which I joke I'll 
send my mum to when she grows old). "I;wo 
years ago Stern, a German magazine, tracked 
Sheela do\\'!1. She stated that, in fact, she was 
Bhagwan's special, select disciple. He chose her 
to betray him as her ultimate test of faith. 

The point here is that perhaps even the 
betrayer has a place in the world. However alien, 
the estranged other a lways has a p<>int of view. 
Now, through virtual worlds, we have invented 
a new medium to try to understand each other. 
In these not -quite - imaginary places, we can 
exchange objects and experiences impossible 
in the real world. We can crucify each other, 
and live to tell the tale. 

"I was raised in a fairly religious upbringing, 
but I don't vieK this game or thi'> method of 
punishment as an insult against Christians," 
Cyne\,ulf told me. "In fact, the era beinf( 
represented is rife with possibilities for 
Christian gan~ers to roleplay being among the 
early faithful who died for the faith. A Christian 
player could decide to be another Perpctua and 
face lions rather than renounce her faith, or 
another player could roleplay an early church 
father and re-enact with other Christian~ the 
debates that formed the various sects of 
Christianity - this could actually be a great 
opportunity for religious players wanting to 

relive that rather momentou~ time in their 
history. My chosen preference, however, is just 
tO step away from the modern world and 
pretend to be a Woden·worshipping Germanic 
warrior. It's just a game, after all. 

"It was surprisingly agonising for just be ing a 
gan~e;• he continued. "Being jeered at by the 
Romans while immobilised is not much fun. 
Particularly since they arc all weaklings who 
deserve to die by my sword.'' 

Tim Guest is working ono book ohour \·irruo/ v.'Orld<. Conrocr 
him if }Ou haw! a virtual role to tell or rim@ri"'iu.sr. ntt 



T his isn't meant to be a letter to, y'know, 
·cod' and that (that would be madness). 
T he 'dear god' was merely an exclamation. 

Or, rather, an edited version of an exclamation I 
uttered aloud not two minutes before setting 
pen to paper. What I actually said was: 'Dear 
god - you have got to be ruddy kidding' (not 
to ht> confused with Rudyard Kipling). 

r said this upon completing the game FEAR. 
Yes, I know it's been out a while. 1 bought it on 
the day of release, being - as 1 was at that point 

- starved of my beloved firstperson shooters. 
Unfortunately, both the PCs I owned were 
incapable of running it. One apparently wasn' t 
powerful enough, and the other didn't have the 
right sound drivers. \A/hen I tried to update 
them it buggered up the sound card. 

So, anyway. I've just bought a nrw PC, which 
runs it fine. Alas, it wasn't worth t he wait. 
Indeed, it was one oft he biggest prick-teasers 

I'm too enraged to discuss it further. Instead 
I shall discuss my current bete noir, EA's The 
Codfctther: The Came. If ever there's been a game 
which highlighted the gulf of sophistication 
between videogame and cinema, this is it. 
Where to start> In terms of being a hilariously 
misguided licence, it's up there with the Game 
Boy version of Kramer Vs Kramer. 

\:Vho thought they could make a game out of 
The Godfather? Why even try? Do these people 
force their sons to wear dresses and press 
flowers? The Godfather and videogames arc 
wholly incompatible. It's like trying to make a 
vulture live in a dog basket. To even think ahout 
attempting it underscores the na1vety that still 
exists within the games industry. To actually 
attempt it is nothing short of egomania. 

Even bad films are about something. Let's 
take the example of Aliens; it's a classic sci-fi 
film, and has probably influenced more games 

"Wahey! Here we go! All that tedious, sixth-form, 
sub-ghost train nonsense is finally going to pay off!" 

I've ever played. Throughout, you're drip-fed 
portentous dialogue and doom-laden set-pieces, 
waiting the whok time for hell to be unleashed. 
Only in the game's cl<»ing moment1> - where 
(look away now, spoilerphobes) you briefly 
witness a nuclear explosion - does the game 
genuinely impress. And in that moment of 
being impressed you think: "Wahcy1 l lcre we 
go! All that tedious, sixth-form, sub-ghost t rain 
nonsense is finally going to pay off!" 

Except it doesn't. You get your explosion, 
and then you get some dreadful epilogue in a 
hdicopter; "How did you survive the 
explosion?!" - and then a thump on the 
helicopter roof - "What was that?" - and then 
the end credits. Like, hello? I m<' an, what> 

than any other. But what's it about on a 
thematic level? Is it about space marines 
shooting monsters? No. It's about motherhood. 

At its heart you've got two mothers looking 
to protect her offspring: Ripley, protecting her 
surrogate daughter, Newt, and the Alien Queen, 
protecting her saliva-dripping spawn. Mercifully, 
as far as the various game interpretations of the 
Alien franchise go, it's also a kick-ass action 
film. But show me a single game which 
approaches it for thematic depth. 

The Godfather was about family, and power, 
and the interaction of its characters. To try and 
turn it into a GTA clone is beyond madness. It's 
like turning Cold Mountain into a football 
management sim. 

The God(arher: The Game isn't an awful 
videogame. But it's an awful, painful, 
interpretation of its somc<' material. It doesn't 
understand the complexity. Playing it is llike 
watching a hunch of primary school kids 
performing The Passion Of The Christ.lt's 
embarrassing and makes vid<'oganl<'s look 
stupid. Why? Because - once again- it's a 
videogame that thinks it's a film. Or, rather, it 's 
a vidcogame that th inks it has the emotional, 
thematic and narrative complexity of a film, 
wh('n in reality it's the same o ld guff with the 
same poorly-acted, weakly-scripted cut scenes. 

Speaking as someone who has dabbled in 
writing scripb for videogames, I say this: stop 
now. That's enough. Games don't ne<·d a story. 
They don't need a theme. They don't need a 
narrative. They're just games, and that's enough. 

If it's a shoot 'em up, give us new and 
interesting ways to shoot thi ng.~. We don't need 
s(•mi-interactivc cutsccnes featuring stupid, 
scary girls, and vague plots that are never 
explained. We don't want heroes who break off 
from the ac tion to bemoan their amnesia, or 
flirt with their eo-workers. If it 's a platformer, I 
don't want the comedy monkey character 's 
backstory. I want him to jump and collect stuff. 

Game designers: focus your efforts on what 
you do best. Give us new worlds to explore, and 
nC'w things to do, and let us come up with the 
stories in our heads. \Ne can fill in the thematic 
and dramatic gaps if we want to, hut if you're 
doing your jobs we won't care about any of that. 
vVe'll be involved and immersed, because WC 

should feel like we're there, in the game. 
You can spend all you want on licencC's to 

pretend you're Martin Scorcese, but unless what 
you're creating is honest and true the end result 
is going to be as hollow as, I dunno, paying 
someone to pretend they love you: it isn't real. 

Mr Bi({o co· fow1ded Di,P,itiser, Channd 4 's Tele•exr-ba;ed 
ride<>games se\rion, and now writes mainly (or telerision 
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01\ I"lE OFFLINE 
Choice cuts from 
Edge Online's 
discussion forum 

I'm just wondering if anyone 
has actually completed this 
('allange on We Love 
Katamari' \•ly lady's just 
started it and f'm quite 
concerned it may take more 
than a few hours. Anyone 
know how long roughly? 

I actually did this. It took a 
lot of hard work but it was 
well worth it. it's a challenge 
for ~>ure, but it was a nke 
surprbe when, upon 
collecting the quota, Aeris is 
resurrected am! Lara strips 
off. If you are a lady or a 
homo5c>xual male, Barry 
Burton does the same. 
That Takahashi is one 
clever guy. 
c 
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• 
Pop into Game, next t ime you're 
about, and stare at the racks of 

games. Your eyes will probably wander 
to your favourites, or fixate on some 
gem you've neglected. Fight it! Stand 
back and look at the whole section. 
Doesn't it make your eyes burn? 

When did videogame artwork get so 
utterly lame? I'm not talking about the 
in-game artwork that has been covered 
in Edge so many times before. I'm 
talking about the frontline, customer
enticing official artwork and boxart 
sprinkled over magazines and retailers' 
shelves. For all that we have learned 
about marketing, for all of the software 

could bring myself to buy something 
that looks that cheap. Not having the 
budget seems like a dismal answer -
I've seen better doodles drawn on back
packs in Tipp-Ex. Draft in some art 
students, draft in an out-of-work 
cartoonist, trawl DeviantArt and pick a 
hobbyist doodler. Give us a free game, 
and we'll probably do it just to have 
something to put on our CV! 

What is the point of producing 
boxart that not only fails to entice, but 
actually has the power to repel a 
potential customer' Save a bit of cash? 
Nice job, I'll save a bit of mine as well. 
Mark Kelly 

For all that we have learned about marketing, for 
all of the software that allows us to produce art, 
we have regressed back to a long-forgotten age 

that allows us to produce works of art 
on a computer monitor, we have 
regressed back to what l had hoped was 
a long-forgotten age. An age when 
nearly every game on the shelf looked 
like a random member of the game's 
production staff was asked to scrawl 
something on a sheet of A4 and hand it 
to the talentless art department to be 
airbrushcd to death. 

The pages of Edge 16 2 were 
peppered with promotional artwork 
for Super Monkey Ball Adventure, 
but how did these amateurish sketches 
get through the art and marketing 
departments of Traveller's Tales and 
the might of Sega? They're not so-bad
t hey're-good, like some kind of stylish 
scrawl or cute doodle - they're just bad 
(and extremely wooden) attempts to 
redraw the 3D characters in 2D. 

An extreme example (in my book) is 
Bubble Bobble Revolution. Despite the 
advice of Edge, I would like to give this 
game a shot, but I really don't think I 

Poor cover art is a bad enough crime, 
but the most neglected area of 
packaging design is the one that you 
see the most of once you get the game 
home and on to its shelf - t he spine. 
Can we really not do better than the 
bland, uneven plainness of European 
DS box spines? Perhaps Nintendo 
could give Mark Kelly a call - we'd be 
happy to pass on his details. 

• 
I've had about eight letters 
printed in Edge, but for some 

reason you won't acknowledge my 
repeated attempts to get you to run a 
feature on the eSports phenomenon 
which you seem to have ignored 
completely. Strange considering your 
mission statement used to be 'the 
future of electronic entertainment' 
and is now 'videogame culture~ It 
infuriates me ~?very time 1 sec some 
feature on some ridiculously left field or 
quirky aspect of videogame culture like 
underground PlayStation D]s ye t for 

some reason you completely ignore the 
rise of a new type of game so finely 
tuned they're arguably beyond mere 
games (just like certain real -life games 
move beyond mere games and are 
worthy of more serious consideration 
like chess, football, snooker. .. Note 
how requiring physical athleticism is 
not necessarily a prerequisite to an 
activity being a sport). 

In that paragraph alone I must've 
raised enough controversial points 
worthy of debate and investigation, yet 
it's ironic that the whole stigma 
associated with considering 'mere 
videogames ' as sports is what's 
stopping people from seriously 
discussing this. The garners who once 
struggled to gain acceptance for their 
misunderstood medium are now the 
same people laughing off the idea of 
videogames as a sport. 
Tevong.co.uk 

ESport s, as you rightly point out, has 
always been part of Edge's remit, as 
shown in our feature on the subject in 
E153 and our report on the World 
Cybcr Games in E158. This month, we 
turn our attention to the growing 
influence of console-based eSports, 
tackling exactly some of the issues you 
raise - have a read on p2o. 

• 
Th~s is the first time ~ have 
wntten to your engagmg 

magazine, but I am forced to ask you to 
clear up a certain omission. In your 
recent issues you have 'testscreened' 
many a DS game, from Japanese 
favourite Bleach DS, surgery game 
Trauma Center and massmarket 
favourite Ninrendogs. However! (Yes, 
I'm getting to my point!) You have left 
Phoenix Wright Ace Attorney in the 
shade. You looked at it briefly in E151, 
but after that ... silence. Please, don't let 
this superb game go missing off your 



pages. l just want it to get the review it 
deserves, even if you only give it one of 
those half a page reviews. Thanks. 
Simon Reed 

\\'e reviewed Pheonix Wright in £157, 
where it scored seven out of ten. A 
complete archive of Edge scores is 
available from the main page of 
w;vw.t•dgt' -onLine.com 

1-laving just bought a 360, I was 
in my local games retailer the 

other day, looking to buy a new game. 
Next to me, also looking at the 360 
games, were a couple of teenage lads. 
One had a copy of FIFA 'o6 in his hand, 
and the other was looking through a 

now, starting with the V!C-20. 1 can 
honestly say that, right through into 
my teens and beyond, I have always 
been fascinated by new videogaming 
concepts and ideas, always relishing 
something just a little different from 
the norm. 

So, arc developers to be blaml?d for 
knocking out countless mediocre 
updates of certain games? As much as 
it pains me to say it, I don't think they 
can be. Let 's face it, if you or r were 
running a games company, you're going 
to develop games that you know damn 
well will sell. It 's a business, Like any 
other, the aim being to make money. 
Maybe the blame lies with t he schools 
in some way, for fai ling to develop the 

If our society is producing these almost robot-like 
people, content on living on a diet of mediocrity, 
it doesn't bode well for the future of videogaming 

360 magazine. "Oh my God, they're 
bringing out a table tennis game, that 'Jl 
be crap!" said the lad, laughing. They 
then proceeded to the till, laughing 
away, to purchase their mundane 
update of a tired franchise. 

No doubt, these are the same kids 
that live on a 24/ 7 diet of burgers and 
piz7as, and chocolate and crisps. At 
an age when their imaginations and 
wi llingness to embrace new ideas 
should, in theory, be at its peak, they 
were totally unable to comprehend t he 
idea of something just a li ttle different. 
I've been a gamer for some 25 years 

imaginations and creativity of our 
youngsters? Regardless, I know this 
much: if our society is producing 
these almost robot-like people, content 
with living on a diet of mediocrity, it 
doesn 't bode well for the future of 
videogaming, or any other creat ive 
industry for that matter. 
TonyGeddes 

Finally, someone gets the argument 
the right way round. It's not 
videogames ruining our (hi!drt'n 's 
education, it's our childrt'n's schools 
ruining their gaming acumen. 

julie Lloyd wonders why, as gaming hardware gets more pO\\lCrful, i ts stars get more ugly. In E],f('r 
Scrolls IV: Oblivion the faces range from boringly bland &-yntmetry to 1lab-reject misshapes' 

Topic: World'• 8<-<.'t Rutton 

So it's about time we paid 
homage to our favourite 
buttons of all t ime. 
Atari VCS Paddle controller: 
that fire button was great -
it had just the right amount 
of give and a satisfying feel 
when the contacts touched. 
GameCube right shoulder 
button: th(• first analogu(' 
button that has enough 
depth to feel a difference 
between light and heavy and 
then to top it all off a 
wonderful little clunk when 
you reached the end of it. 
nx:kht>ard 

The Start button to pause 
the game is my fave. Perfect 
for when you have to scratch 
your nose. Genius . 
...,l,y~r 1 

I'm not sure about the best 
button ever, but the worst 
button ever may have been 
the Pause button on the 
Master System which was 
on the console itself. 
Yossarun 

Whichever button skips the 
cutscenes is my favourite. 
mgdur 

I'm amazed no one has 
thought of the plucky left 
mouse button. Perfect for 
shooting aliens, ordering 
massed ranks of Romans to 
certain death, buying 
overrated peroxide blonde 
football players, and 
searching for more adult 
enterta inment on the 
interweb (['m referri ng to 
the Edge forum obviously). 
'>Uh..,.~k 
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Mark Kelly laments the .'itate of box art, 
pointing a finger at examples such as thh 

Beloved magazine, this sham has 
gone on far too long. The Xbox 

360 and PS3 are a complete and utter 
joke. All the games are simply the same 
trash wrapped up in shiny new 
clingfilm and sold as something new. 
The games industry has become a 
laughing stock if its biggest companies, 
for one second, think they can pull the 
wool over everyone's eyes and sell them 
Need For Speed 6 with new tyres and 
hubcaps. Come on, do you know 
anyone who really, genuinely gives a 
fuck if the eight -core Cell processor of 
the PS3 can potentially build megaton 
bridges or something if all it 's used for 
is another (awful) version of GTA> This 
is a country where the iPod sells by the 
truckload yet it's an M P3 player of poor 
build quality, weak sound and is over
priced and over-hyped. It's a hard drive. 
·wow. Get over it. Yet people buy it, 
simply because it's ' hip: So how does 
dual1o8op output, eight cores, 120 
frames per second and, in the Xbox's 
case, 10Mb of EDRAM figure in that? 
What kind of people do you think 
bought t he PS2? Scientists? 
Astronauts? Seriously, I like your 
magaLine, I like games (when they're 
not incredibly boring and predictable, 
eg: Perfect Dark Zero) and I am 
fascinated by industry figures, sales 
numbers, etc. But I'm not going to be 
('Onned into buying some pile-of-trash 
machine t hat simply renders images a 
few million times faster, because I 
don't like feeling as if I'm being taken 
for a mug. 

Look at it this way, the DS has 
beaten the PSP, unless of course there's 
a complete and sudden turnaround 
(unlikely in sales figures), the PS3 is 
ugly, pointless and over-expensive. So 

J 
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it has a new shiny case and stupid 
Bluetooth. For what exactly? I just 
think Sony et a! have got the wrong 
idea about this. They won with the 
PS2 and then they completely and 
drastically change thei r stance in light 
of weak competition that they 
themselves are making stronger day by 
day. The PSP practically handed the DS 
the gauntlet (not that the DS didn't 
deserve it) by being £180 and sold with 
samey, useless games. The End. 
Matthew Cassar 

Just because powerful new machines 
enable worn -ollt 'bigger, [ast..r, brasher' 
sequels doesn't mean that's all they 
can do. Those same machines are in 
the hands of the teams which have 
brought us the most innovative and 
dazzling games of this and previous. 
gent>wtions. Tht>y sec revolut ionary 
possi bilitit'~ wh.-re other:. st•e only 
hight•r poly~on counts, and that's 
.someth ing to be excited about. 
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'hpic: I fed ra1l:y rully bad 
about kill~ theM- things 

ShadoiV of the Colossus. This 
big, beautiful, seemingly 
happy wandering beast, and 
I have to kill it. Yes, I just 
downed my first Colossi. 
It was great fun, but never 
have I felt so bad about 
killing anything in a 
videogame. The only reason 
I have to do so so far is to 
save some moderately 
attractive lady and because 
the 'god' told me to. 
Djorn 

I felt sorry for all of them 
except that one that you 
have to wave t he fire stick 
at . He really had it coming. 
t"'\:Urt"UiJ 

Why is everyone so ugly? Xbox 
360 isn't solely to blame, but it 

has brought my point to the fore like 
no other console - most games with 

'real' people in depict them as gonk
faced zombies, glassy-eyed shamblers 
or lab-reject misshapes that must seem 
comical to anyone playing a videogame 
for the first time. From Oblivion's 
inbred gene pool to Perfect Dark Zero's 
hideous clay creatures, I find that 
humanity is getting an increasingly 
rough deal in videogames these days, 
despite the increased graphical power 
on offer. I'd like to blame the uncanny 
valley principle, but it 's far more 
depressing than that - too few 
developers seem to have an 
appreciation of human aesthetics 
outside of a stick figure pasted with 
increasingly intense textures and eyes 
that move around a bit . Everyone's 
talking about increased emotion in 
terms of next-gen experience,<; when 
they roll out their latest Spitting Image 

puppet, but the only emotion I'm 
currently feeling right now could 
probably be best summed up by 
watching The Stepford Wives ' old one, 
not rubbish new one). We just can't 
hack real people, pun intended, at least 
not yet. Maybe Dead Rising is going to 
be far more satirical than it ever 
intended to be .. . 
j ulie Lloyd 

Spending an hour with Top Sp in 2's 

character creation tool gives you an 
insight into the scale of the challenge 
of fa'e crea tion that can turn your 
stomach just as surely as the software 
can lift an eyebrow or swell a philtrum. 
Improvements may be slow in coming. 

Send us email (edge@futurenet.co.uk), 
but be sure to use 'In box' as the subject 
li ne. Or send a letter to this address: 
lnbox, Edge, Future Publishing, 
30 Monmouth Street, 
Bath BA1 2BW 
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